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Abstract
Paramedics in Alberta have experienced several significant changes to their profession starting
with the homogenization of municipal Emergency Medical Services (EMS) departments into a
provincial healthcare model in 2009, and then again in 2016 with their inclusion into the Alberta
Health Professions Act. This research examines a paramedic’s professional identity within the
context of significant change, and, in particular, how EMS has branched into several nontraditional areas of service that see paramedics working ever closer with multidisciplinary
healthcare teams. How these changes have had an impact on a paramedic’s self-ascribed identity
is explored. Thirteen Alberta Health Services paramedics who work in a range of roles, and
locations were each engaged in a semi-structured interview using a photo-elicitation
methodology. Thematic saturation was achieved where the final interview did not provide new
information about the EMS culture, and the self-ascribed identity of paramedics. Additionally,
105 pictures were evaluated for their content, and a frequency analysis of the artifacts present in
the images was performed. The emergent data were analyzed using a multidisciplinary lens,
where the concepts of social constructionism, semiotic meaning-making, and descriptive
statistics combine to present an ethnography EMS culture in Alberta. Three overarching themes
emerged where sub-culture faultlines exist across a range of demographic profiles, that
paramedics have a strong sense of what is true in the EMS culture, and lastly that paramedics
have a strong value orientation toward being connected to other first responder agencies and the
commitment that one must make to be successful in a paramedic career.
Keywords: social constructionism, photo-elicitation, organizational studies, semiotics, paramedic
culture, paramedic identity
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This dissertation is about professionals living through a changing work environment and
how that environment impacts their professional and sometimes personal identity. The context
for my research is the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) profession in Alberta because of my
interest in exploring paramedicine from an empirical lens. Change is a constant feature of the
pre-hospital profession since its inception in Alberta during the early 1970s. At one time an
ambulance was nothing more than a modified hearse staffed by first-aid-trained employees. In
contrast, the modern-day ambulance is staffed by Advanced Life Support (ALS) trained
professionals who administer many of the same procedures that one would see in a hospital’s
emergency department. A paramedic’s scope of practice includes diagnostic testing, critical
interventions such as surgical airways, administration of advanced pharmacological agents, and a
strong understanding of anatomy and physiology. Furthermore, equipment such as 12-lead
electrocardiograms, bedside blood testing, and even Computed Tomography (CT) scanners have
made their way into the ambulance environment, which has enhanced and made more complex
the diagnostic capabilities of paramedics. Far from the basic first-aid training of early
ambulance workers, the education that paramedics receive, their scope of practice, and their
professional standards adapt in lock-step with emerging knowledge. This advancement has
important implications for the paramedic profession because with a greater scope of practice
comes a greater imperative for accountability and professionalism. Paramedics must determine
an appropriate course of medical treatment for a wide variety of injuries and illnesses often
without the guidance of a physician. What was once considered a blue-collar trade, EMS is
continually evolving into a healthcare-oriented system that eschews the historical perspective
that paramedics are solely members of the public safety triad: Police, fire, and EMS (McCann et
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al., 2013). Accordingly, the Alberta College of Paramedics, the certifying body for paramedics,
has shifted to a professional practice model where practitioners are now primarily responsible for
their own clinical competency (Alberta College of Paramedics, 2020). As professionals,
paramedics are obligated to perform a self-assessment of their clinical competency and then
develop a curriculum of self-study or course attendance to address any identified gaps. This is a
progression from the historical practice of annual certification that required paramedics to
complete a 50-question open-book multiple choice exam. Additionally, paramedics are trained to
the diploma level, but there are now several schools that offer degree programs for paramedics.
These evolutionary forces are prompting changes to what functions a paramedic performs and
potentially how paramedics see themselves in the continuum of healthcare. Extant academic
literature demonstrates how similar changes are occurring globally and how ambulance
personnel are experiencing a range of sentiments about the evolution of EMS, sometimes to the
detriment of their job satisfaction (Wankhade, 2016, p. 137).
In addition to the updated professionalization initiatives for paramedics, the entire Alberta
EMS profession experienced two significant structural shifts in 2009 and then again in 2016.
The first was the creation of a provincial EMS system governed by Alberta Health Services
(AHS). Previous to 2009, all cities, towns, and hamlets had their own EMS service with their
own pay structures, treatment protocols, equipment, union affiliations, and unique uniforms. The
services were so distinct that there were regular intermunicipal clinical competitions that saw
paramedics rally around their service’s co-workers as they competed with other paramedics from
a different city/town. These competitions, along with other aspects such as local community
pride, or the pride of working for a high-performing service, represent some of the many reasons
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that paramedics identified strongly with their specific employer. This all changed on April 1,
2009 because the patchwork of distinct EMS services in Alberta was homogenized into a
provincial model. The pay structure, union affiliation, uniforms, protocols, and equipment
became identical regardless of where a paramedic worked in Alberta Health Services (AHS). Of
note, EMS was not the only entity to be homogenized into AHS because all regional health
authorities were amalgamated at that time too. The pithy slogan “We Are One!” was printed on
organizational stationary and identification badge lanyards as corporate managers worked to
promote an acceptance of this significant change. However, much of the EMS infrastructure did
not change overnight, and paramedics continued to work in municipal branded ambulances with
their municipal branded uniforms for up to 18 months following the governance transition. The
“We Are One!” message stood in contrast to the daily lived experience of many paramedics.
This timeline is important because, as my research will show, despite the governance change
occurring over a decade ago, many of the historical perspectives are still relatively fresh in the
minds of the paramedics who were employed in the previous system.
The second major change was the inclusion of paramedics into the Alberta Health
Professions Act in 2016. This further prompted the aforementioned shift to a professional
practice model because the legislation outlines how specific healthcare professions are
responsible for their own oversight and scope of practice (Province of Alberta, 2020). While this
change occurred in background legislation, the effects on how paramedics become certified, how
they recertify annually, and how they are held accountable for their professional conduct changed
rapidly. With increased accountability comes the imperative for indemnification. Similar to
other health professions, paramedics are required to pay for practitioner insurance. Paramedics
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in Alberta were previously accountable to a medical director, which essentially shielded them
from malpractice litigation. However, with their inclusion into the Alberta Health Professions
Act, paramedics became individually responsible for their clinical practice.
It is in the context of change on multiple fronts that I saw an opportunity to conduct a
social science research project. Alberta Health Services (AHS) employs paramedics who worked
in the historical municipal system, and AHS also employs newer paramedics who have known
nothing other than a professionalized and healthcare-oriented system. This years-of-service
distinction affords me an opportunity to investigate what cultural perspectives exist, what
perspectives persist despite the structural changes to the pre-hospital profession, and if any
emergent cultural perspectives arise due to the structural changes that the workforce has
encountered. Therefore, my overarching research questions are:
•

How do paramedics who work for AHS describe their professional identity?

•

How have the significant changes to EMS structure in Alberta had an impact on
how paramedics express their identity?

•

How do the organizational artifacts within AHS EMS provide insight into the
culture?

•

How is paramedic culture transmitted and perpetuated within AHS EMS?

Introduction to my Research Framework
The changes being experienced by paramedics in Alberta led me to question how
paramedics express their identity within the employment environment of Alberta Health
Services. Importantly, there remains a group of distinct private services that are contracted by
AHS to provide EMS in smaller municipalities and rural areas. Private-industry paramedics are
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employed by profit-based companies, and while their treatment protocols are common to AHS,
all other aspects of their employment are unique to the company they work for. I did not access
paramedics in contracted services because of my specific interest in focusing on paramedics who
are immersed into a healthcare organization. Therefore, my research participants are all
employed directly by AHS.
As academic literature suggests, I want to know if paramedics experience a tension
between the historical perspectives of being tied to public safety and the present where AHS
paramedics are situated in a healthcare organization performing healthcare related functions
(McCann et al., 2013; Wankhade & Brinkman, 2014). By exploring a paramedic’s identity, I
want to illuminate what cultural values exist and how those beliefs are perpetuated and passed
on. Such an exploration can elucidate how a paramedic’s identity contributes organizational
culture and, recursively, how the culture shapes their identity in sometimes tacit and invisible
ways (Furness et al., 2020, p. 2). Concordant to those potential invisible influences, I am
interested in describing the potential nexus between organizational structure and how that may be
impacting a paramedic’s perceptions of their professional and possibly their personal identity.
Assessing Liminality. The major changes in 2009 and 2016 along with the ongoing
evolution of paramedicine can result in a constant state of organizational liminality. Liminality is
defined as the cognitive state of being “in-between, neither here nor there…occupying yet
questioning one’s own position” (Schwandt, 2007b, p. 187). This very sentiment was found in
the comments from ambulance personnel in the United Kingdom when their National Health
Service (NHS) incorporated regional EMS services into a homogenized model in 2006
(Wankhade & Brinkman, 2014). Research has shown that employees, including paramedics
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specifically, identify themselves based on the function they perform and who they are most likely
to interface with versus the espoused organizational ideals they are exposed to (Brydges et al.,
2015; Scott, 2005; Grover & Duxbury, 2012). In the Alberta EMS system, paramedics work
directly with firefighters and police officers on a high percentage of calls. This frequent
associative connection influences the lived experiences of frontline paramedic staff, and it can
induce a sense of where paramedics feel they exist along the public safety/healthcare continuum.
As a result, a paramedic’s functional duties in the public safety realm may be incongruent with
the espoused assertions that EMS is a healthcare entity. My research will explore if AHS EMS
paramedics experience such a dissonance. Secondarily, I am interested in how non-frontline
paramedic managers see themselves in the healthcare continuum because their at-work
relationships are very different than that of frontline paramedics.
Cultural Artifacts and Epistemological Positioning. The EMS profession in Alberta
presents an opportunity to perform a cultural ethnography, which is defined as a deep
sociological exploration of society (O’Reilly, 2009). Ethnography requires that researchers have
“contact with human agents, within the context of their daily lives and cultures” for the purposes
of describing and discussing observed cultural phenomena (O’Reilly, 2009, Introduction section,
para. 8). I chose to perform an ethnography because I wanted to determine if my research
participants’ experiences are congruent with extant academic literature in the areas of EMS
culture, meaning-making, and organizational identity. Additionally, I want to address a social
science gap in the academic literature because the vast majority of EMS research is focused on
clinical care and the clinical efficacy of the procedures that paramedics perform (Furness et al.,
2020, p. 1).
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In support of these queries, I designed a research study to describe how the fabric of EMS
culture is represented by the artifacts that paramedics use to convey their identity values. Within
the boundaries of my research, artifacts are anything that can be seen as imparting cultural
meaning such as the EMS uniform, EMS related colloquialisms, the training that a paramedic
receives, or the equipment that paramedics use, to name a few. My focus on cultural artifacts
and the meaning that paramedics assign to them is driven by my epistemological stance within
social constructionism. Social constructionism is the idea that one’s lived experiences,
perception of reality, and value systems are the product of a recursive cycle where individuals
both influence, and are influenced by, culture (Slater, 2018, p. 1625). Further, the term
epistemology is derived from the Greek word episteme (knowledge), and is defined as “the
theory or science of the method and ground of knowledge” (Given, 2012, p. 265). Put
differently, epistemology is the way in which individuals see how truth is derived. Within social
constructionism, there is a general acknowledgement “that there is no one and only system that
founds knowledge” (Given, 2012, p. 267). Correspondingly, social constructionists are
concerned primarily with answering three essential questions: “(1) What is the basis of
knowledge?; (2) What is the nature of reality?; (3) How do people make sense of their
experiences?” (Slater, 2018, p. 3). From this epistemological position, I investigated AHS EMS
culture using an interdisciplinary approach that incorporated both qualitative interviews and a
systematic analysis of picture data; all of which is discussed in detail throughout subsequent
sections.
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My Research Purpose
Social science research contributes to society in distinct ways that include an
improvement of theory, drawing attention to important social issues, developing a conceptual
framework for understanding a problem, and providing a theoretical analysis of a problem
toward possible solutions (B. Belcher, personal communication, February 20, 2019). Within this
array of contributions, Cornish and Dunn (2009) discuss two specific types of research. First,
research is intended to facilitate change and second that research “aims to find something out in
order to effect a wider change in policy and practice” (Cornish & Dunn, 2009, p. 666). It is
expected that once a social issue is identified, it would “potentially lead to new or better
evidence-based policy” (Cornish & Dunn, 2009, p. 672). Consequently, I position this research
as a description of EMS culture where I provide an account of the lived experiences and identity
perspectives of AHS EMS paramedics. The benefit of which is intended for downstream
organizational stakeholders who are in a position to implement relevant cultural change
initiatives based on the knowledge that I generate from this research.
Why This Research is Important. Paramedics who are imbedded into an organizational
state of liminality can experience varying levels of job satisfaction (Furness et al., 2020; Palmer,
1983; Wankhade, 2016). EMS employees in AHS are immersed daily into liminal states related
to job design and increasingly complex professional standards. The genesis of my research
interests were grounded in my attentiveness to the existing cultural narratives through my work
as a paramedic. I saw anecdotally that job satisfaction was being challenged because of the
perception that EMS is losing its autonomy within the healthcare model of AHS. As will be
described throughout the literature review, declining job satisfaction can develop when espoused
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organizational values are incongruent with an employee’s values (Houchin & MacLean, 2005).
From my emic perspective, I heard the sentiments of my peers as it relates to the two major
structural changes described earlier. However, my observations represent only an anecdotal
understanding, and I made it my research goal to describe my peers’ sentiments empirically.
Understanding the identity sentiments of staff is a critical first step in addressing a social
problem because cultural narratives (what is talked about) create a lived reality for employees
(Bushe & Marshak, 2015). If the current cultural narratives are not well understood, there will
be nothing to anchor a job-satisfaction improvement intervention to (Bushe & Marshak, 2015).
Undertaking this research is important because organizations can “use resources to improve the
levels of value congruence” through a better understanding of the identity that employees hold
(Ren & Hamann, 2013, p. 561). An example of a current narrative in the EMS profession is
found in the Fitch (2019) report, which is a document that was produced to describe the state of
EMS in North America. Art Hsieh, a Master’s-prepared paramedic instructor, offers a
perspective on a current challenge for EMS:
It boils down to what we believe the function of EMS is. The age-old debate of
whether we are public safety or healthcare entities continues to be a drag on the
industry. The time is coming to draw clear, unambiguous lines around what we
do. (p. 16)
Within the context of these historical tensions, the design of my research is meant to articulate
the views of AHS EMS staff who exist in different temporal, geographic, and functional
environments. These demographic distinctions are important because the staff who were hired
(not amalgamated) into the AHS EMS system have experienced a single employer, which results
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in them having no direct historical reference to draw comparative perceptions from. The
differences in paramedics’ beliefs and values can be attributed to the social constructionist
influences of their lived experiences, which depends on their seniority, their role, and who they
interact with (Gover & Duxbury, 2012). However, if new paramedics are observed to have
adopted the values and perceptions of the generation of paramedics who worked in the municipal
system, I will have the evidence to support the influencing power of culture on new staff.
Introduction Summary
This qualitative study represents a novel research project that is unlike how much of the
literature on EMS is situated because the vast majority of EMS studies focus on clinical efficacy
(Furness et al., 2020). The EMS system in Alberta presents an opportunity for a rich cultural
ethnography because of two significant changes to its organizational structure within the
previous 11 years. Within this context, I will describe what cultural narratives exist, and how my
research participants’ experiences compare with EMS personnel in different provinces or
countries who experienced similar structural changes. Therefore, I position my research as both
an opportunity for EMS stakeholders to understand the current cultural phenomena in Alberta
and also as an addition to academic literature. The downstream knowledge translation that will I
conduct through various formats including EMS research symposiums may spawn additional
inquiries and a further contemplation on what cultural change initiatives could be implemented
in the service of a paramedic’s job satisfaction. Overall, it is my intention to paint a picture of
the paramedics’ lived experiences and the cultural fabric that they inhabit within AHS. In doing
so I honour my participants’ perspectives through an accurate and trustworthy description of their
contributions to my study. This dissertation is their story.
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Literature Review
The literature review that follows is a comprehensive synthesis of the academic research
related to organizational culture and the academic literature that describes Emergency Medical
Services (EMS). I arranged this literature review into two major sections. The first major
section is an exploration of organizational culture, how culture is developed, how culture is
maintained, and what factors influence a new employee’s adoption of cultural norms. I conclude
the organizational culture section with a discussion on organizational change. The second major
section is a broad exploration of EMS where I examine the history of EMS, how EMS is
evolving, and how paramedic identity is developed as a result of their role, their environment,
and their cultural social practices. I conclude the EMS section with a brief exploration of
paramedic mental health, which is both related to paramedic identity expressions and which is a
common feature in the body of EMS academic literature. I arranged this literature review with
the organizational culture discussion first, and in this way I will demonstrate how the general
theories and observations of organizational behaviour map onto the academic cultural
descriptions of EMS.
Section one: Organizational Studies
This dissertation is about paramedics who are situated in an organizational setting. My
research participants described their professional identity in the context of being an employee of
Alberta Health Services (AHS). Professional identity is developed by several means that include
the type of work that one performs (Alvesson et al., 2008; Jones & Volpe, 2011; Scott, 2005), the
organizational culture that one is situated in (Pietersen, 2017, p. 262), and to a certain extent the
national culture that one inhabits (Bhatnagar & Bhandari, 1998, p. 90; Mioara & Christina, 2019,
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p. 156; Savovic, 2016, p. 723). An organization’s culture is developed through the interaction of
distinct sub-units where “groups form psychological contracts with the organization and also
with each other that become part of the organizational culture” (Lucas & Klein, 2008, p. 281).
However, this is not to say that the resulting culture will be a cohesive structure because large
organizations are known to take on characteristics of fragmentation where “it is perfectly
possible for coexisting units of a larger system to have cultures that are independent and even in
conflict with each other” (Schein, 1990, p. 111). As organizations grow in size and complexity,
“they divide the labour and form functional, geographical, and other kinds of units, each of
which exists in its own specific environment” (Schein, 1990, p. 117). The phenomenon of subunit formation is a consistent finding because Glaser et al. (1987) found broadly that
organizations are, for the most part, composed of subcultures versus one guiding mega-culture
(p. 190). The consequence of subculture formation on employees in an organizational setting is
that “people act on the basis not only of formal organizational rules, but of the habitus” in which
they are situated (Hallet, 2003, p. 130). By habitus, Hallet (2003) refers to the general
hegemonic influences of an individual’s broader experiences, and not necessarily just those
experiences inside an organizational setting (p. 132). When seen as a theoretical concept,
researchers who study social networks define habitus as a “threefold structure in an ascending
order of micro, macro, and mega contribution levels” (Baek et al., 2019, p. 654). The microlevel networks represent an individual’s personal experiences, the meso-level networks represent
“an intermediate level of the social world” that is typified by “institutional frameworks”, and the
macro-level networks are represented by the broader national society that one inhabits (Bolíbar,
2016, p. 2219). From within the influence of these three levels, Hallet (2003) found that one’s
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habitus plays an important role in interaction because “it is so unconsciously portrayed in one’s
actions and interpretations of environment” (p. 132). As it relates to organizational culture, the
influences of individual experiences (micro) and their broader societal beliefs (macro) will have
a role in the formation of an organization’s culture (meso) as people bring their antecedent
perceptions into the workplace. Undoubtedly, these three factors are present in varying degrees
at AHS due to the size and diversity of the AHS workforce. Therefore, it is reasonable to expect
that many subcultures exist within AHS because it is the largest employer in Alberta with over
119,000 employees who come from diverse backgrounds, and who work across a range of
disciplines (IMMIGroup, 2020). Understanding subcultures, and the values held by employees
within them, is important due to the substantial amount of organizational literature “that has
established a link between culture and [organizational] effectiveness” (Mioara & Christina, 2019,
p. 153). At the individual level, Schein (1990) describes the importance of being connected to
the organization because “once a group has learned to hold common assumptions, the resulting
automatic patterns of perceiving, thinking, feeling, and behaving provide meaning, stability, and
comfort” (p. 110). Employees who are aligned with their culture experience a reduction in “the
anxiety that results from the inability to understand or predict events happening around the
group” (Schein, 1990, p. 110). Therefore, in a recursive pattern of culture influencing behavior
and behavior actualizing culture, the effect of the organizational environment is clear on the
impact of employee wellness and the effectiveness of the larger organizational mission. As a
result of these consequential mechanisms on professional identity and the impact organizational
culture has on an organization’s effectiveness, it follows that an academic exploration of
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organizational culture is warranted. As such, the next sections outline several dimensions of
organizational culture and how those dimensions relate to my research.
Complexity and Organizational Subcultures
I draw on the Cynefin Framework that is described by Kurtz and Snowden (2003) to
define complexity in the context of organizational behavior. The Cynefin model is a
sensemaking tool for organizational leaders that contains four quadrants of description: Known
where cause and effect are predictable, knowable where cause and effect are contingent on
context and time, complex where cause and effect can only be viewed in retrospect because
complex emergent patterns are unpredictable, and chaos where cause and effect relationships are
imperceivable (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003, p. 468). Complexity theory “studies how patterns
emerge through the interaction of many agents” and where “emergent patterns can be perceived
but not predicted” (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003, p. 469). Any pattern that does emerge in an
organization’s culture may repeat, “but we cannot be sure that they will continue to repeat” due
to changing environmental circumstances, changes in personnel, and the perceptions of
employees who inhabit certain subculture units (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003, p. 469). Complex
interactions with many agents is a hallmark of subculture formation because “it follows that large
organizations will have many subcultures that eschew homogeneity over conflict among the
groups” (Hallet, 2003, p. 133).
Complexity also has a role in how academics approach the study of organizations.
Schein (1990) suggests that “organizational culture is a complex phenomenon, and we should not
rush to measure things until we understand better what we are measuring” (p. 118). Indeed,
organizational complexity can be so significant that some researchers challenge the very concept
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of organizational culture due to the “inherent ambiguities, contradictions and tensions within an
organization” that bring into question whether “so-called organizational culture really exists”
(Baek et al., 2019, p. 653). These ambiguities are reflected in the various functions of an
organization where “organizations strive to encapsulate their culture with distinguishing terms
for communication, organizational development (OD) and employer branding, to name a few, but
find it difficult to make a clear-cut depiction because there are many important competing
values” (Baek et al., 2019; Kim & Chang, 2018, p. 66;). Further, Denison et al. (2003) suggest
that organizational cultures cannot be compared using a common denominator due to the unique
underlying beliefs and assumptions within each organization, and then further within the
subcultures of a larger organization (p. 99). As a result, it is difficult to develop a single unifying
concept for organizational success because “the same intervention can produce different results
within or among organizations” (Bunch, 2007, p. 147). This mirrors the Cynefin definition of
complexity where inputs/interventions in a complex environment do not result in a predictable
outcome (Kurt & Snowden, 2003, p. 469). Overall, academics acknowledge that organizational
culture is a complex intermixing framework of “national cultural beliefs, values, and
assumptions as well as the characteristics of the organization such as history, industry, and
economy” (Lucas & Klein, 2008, p. 147). As mentioned above, AHS is a large organization that
was created from the amalgamation of many previous entities. It stands to reason that
complexity, competing values, and the dynamics of subcultures are amplified in AHS due to how
the organization came to be and due to the many different departments that are present under the
general umbrella of this large provincial public service. The relevance of complexity for my
research is grounded in the observation “that sub-cultural differences might require unique
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interventions for each interaction group” because the “shared values, beliefs, and assumptions of
each subculture influence the perception of, and reactions to, the dominant organizational
culture” (Bunch, 2007, p. 151). My research is designed to articulate how AHS EMS paramedics
express their identity. Should those sentiments result in a clear picture of subculture boundaries
within AHS, I will have the empirical evidence to support the development of unique
organizational communications that acknowledge a paramedic’s distinctive role that spans the
public safety/healthcare continuum.
Organizational identity Through Subcultures. Employee identity in an organization
develops through “a shared discourse among members [that] reflect a common understanding of
rules and a common belief in values and a way of life” (Scott, 2005, p. 261). Callan et al. (2007)
describe professional identities as a “stable and enduring constellation of attributes, beliefs,
values, motives, and experiences used by people to define themselves in a professional role” (pp.
451-452). Furthermore, identity forms as the result of two processes: self-categorization and
self-enhancement (Tajfel & Turner, 1979, p. 40). Self-categorization, as the term implies, “refers
to an individual assigning themselves to social categories” (Gover & Duxbury, 2012, p. 55).
Self-enhancement is a concept rooted in self-esteem where “individuals will seek to feel
positively about the social categories they belong to, and this may result in negativity towards
out-groups” (Gover & Duxbury, 2012, p. 55). As it relates to my study, I can support these
assertions by how my stratified group of participants demonstrated alliances to their at-work
social group. Paramedics interface with their peers, with paramedic managers, with police and
firefighters, with doctors and nurses, and with a whole host of other disciplines in the public
sector. By viewing my participants’ identity values, I was able to compare their sentiments with
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what the literature reveals about corporate identity. As an example, I saw that my participants’
identity aligned with their role, their geography (where they live and work) their seniority, and
their training.
Organizational Faultlines. A group’s internal narratives, or the beliefs and values that
are shared among group members, are what reinforce a group’s cohesiveness and impermeability.
Cultural practices such as the telling of stories and the use of jargon-based language serve to
strengthen the homogeneity of a group where people within will distinguish themselves as the
“in-group” while all others in an “out-group” become depersonalized and subordinated in the
eyes of the in-group members (Grover & Duxbury, 2012, p. 56; Vaughn, 1995, p. 223). In
addition, Gover and Duxbury (2012) describe the function of a group as their “attributes”, and it
is the commonality of a group’s attributes that establishes the first element of a faultline
formation. Lau and Murnighan (1998) wrote that organizational faultlines are “hypothetical
dividing lines that may split a group into subgroups based on one or more attributes” (p. 238).
When subgroups are similar in size, are highly homogenous in their makeup, and where the
differences between groups is significant, the formation of an organizational faultline can occur
(Lau & Murnighan, 1998, p. 239). While these characteristics establish the foundations for a
faultline, they do not necessarily activate the faultline because those potential lines of friction lie
dormant until activated through specific organizational actions (Chrobot-Mason et al., 2009).
For example, a triggering event will occur if the groups begin to experience differential treatment
(Chrobot-Mason et al., 2009). Additionally, if different groups are required to work together
because of an organizational merger, the internal values of each group will often result in “outgroup” perspectives forming, which are manifested as insulting narratives about the other; this
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further reinforces sustainment of inter-group faultlines (Chrobot-Mason et al., 2009). The
consequences of a faultline becoming active are many and include emotional and task conflict,
declines in group learning and performance, declines in team cohesion, a decrease in
commitment to the organization, and ultimately a decline in workplace satisfaction (Gover &
Duxbury, 2012, pp. 57, 69). EMS employees experienced many faultline triggering dimensions
in 2009 following the amalgamation of EMS into healthcare and the amalgamation of different
EMS services into a single management structure. The differences between a public safety entity
and a healthcare entity are significant, and this established the basis for a faultline formation to
occur.
Faultlines in a Healthcare Organization. Research has found how threats to one’s
organizational identity can result in poor job satisfaction (Gover & Duxbury, 2012, p. 68).
However, job satisfaction has implications beyond the employee’s wellness. Ancarani et al.
(2009) found a direct link between employee job satisfaction and a patient’s level of satisfaction
with a healthcare system because “employees represent the organization” in the eyes of the
patient. (p. 224). An employee who is unsatisfied can unwittingly exude a lack of interest in
their patients and a general apathy towards making an extra effort to ensure their patients are
comfortable. The researchers found that autonomy and team cohesion were important factors in
an employee’s workplace satisfaction where high worker satisfaction translated into a positive
experience for patients (Ancarani et al., 2009, pp. 229, 241).
The nexus between an employee’s job satisfaction and a patient’s satisfaction with a
healthcare team is attributed to the patient/practitioner clinical alliance, where a trust bond is
established. Patient satisfaction is important because good health outcomes are correlated
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positively with the confidence that patients have with their healthcare provider. Trust in one’s
healthcare team can improve a patient’s adherence to medical recommendations such as
medication compliance, appointment attendance, and healthy lifestyle habits (Ferreira et al.,
2013; Macneil et al., 2009). Therefore, it is conceivable that any organizational initiative which
seeks to add value-congruence to a worker’s experience can translate ultimately into better
patient care and better health outcomes.
Organizational Faultlines and Implications for Leaders. Callan et al. (2007) suggest
that managers should maintain a balance between focusing on the superordinate identity of the
parent organization while acknowledging the key identity groups within the organization.
Research has shown that a “hyperfocus on superordinate identities, at the expense of other
identities, is often seen as threatening [by subordinate groups] and could lead to increased
resistance to change” (Callan et al., 2007, p. 465). As such, change initiatives should feature “a
process to develop goals for the chosen group identities and then incorporate these identities and
goals into aspects of organizational planning” (Callan et al., 2007, p. 467). The goals of
organizational planning should exist across three desired outcomes: “direction, alignment, and
commitment… [which is] the essence of leadership success” (Chrobot-Mason et al., 2009, p.
1767). Chrobot-Mason et al. (2009) describe three management imperatives for a successful
change-management initiative. “Direction” is achieved through agreement regarding the goal of
the collectives’ shared work. “Alignment” occurs when consistent work functions are organized,
and “commitment” is accomplished when members support collectively the same goals as
portrayed by the organization (Chrobot-Mason et al., 2007, p. 1769). The concept of
superordinate identity was important to my research because of how EMS services were distinct
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in their municipal environment, but that EMS is now a department within Alberta Health
Services, which means the superordinate identity of AHS is present in every aspect of the AHS
EMS culture.
Articulating Organizational Culture
The inherent nature of organizational complexity results in a lack of agreement in how
organizational culture is described due to the “different scholars who have tried to define
culture” (Bhatnagar & Bhandari, 1998, p. 84). This variability compelled an attention to “clarify
what the term culture means and how it is to be studied because the term has been defined and
applied in vastly differing ways” (Glaser et al., 1987, p. 173, emphasis in original). At the start
of the 1990s, academic scholars were engaged in a debate surrounding the correct terminology to
describe a workgroup’s lived experiences and the identity values of a workgroup’s employees.
Throughout the 1960s to the late 1980s, the study of organizational phenomena did not produce
clearly articulated definitions because “the terms climate and culture [emphasis added] were
often used interchangeably or within quotation marks, and were not well defined conceptually”
(Bellot, 2011, p. 29). When distinguishing between the two, Bunch (2007) offered her
definitions where “climate is a reflection of culture; however, climate describes the what of an
organization whereas culture describes the why” (Bunch, 2007, p. 146). Put another way,
climate describes the overarching purpose of the organization and the culture describes how that
purpose is carried out by the employees. For example, the climate of an organization may be
described as for-profit or non-profit, a private enterprise or a public service, and then the culture
within dictates how that overarching mission is enacted. Regardless of the semantics, what is
important about climate or culture is that it represents the “pattern of basic assumptions” among
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the organizational employees where the “concepts of ‘group norms’ and ‘climate’ have been used
by psychologists for a long time” but that “organizational culture as a concept has a fairly recent
origin” (Schein, 1990, pp. 109, 111). In the decades that followed the assertions made by Schein
(1990), scholars continued to discuss organizational culture as the term for an entity’s
characteristics, and they offered their own similar definitions. Organizational culture has been
described as “a collection of shared assumptions, values, and beliefs that is reflected in
organizational practices” (Dubey et al., 2017, p. 65), “the characteristic way of behaving and
believing that people share in common” (Kim & Chang, 2018, p. 65), “a complex model of
beliefs and hopes, which includes the values, postulates, attitudes and norms common to the
members” (Mioara & Christina, 2019, p. 154), “a social and normative glue that holds an
organization together” (Panda & Gupta, 2001, p. 5), and “a system of shared attitudes and norms
that define and guide appropriate attitudes and behaviors” (Moon et al., 2012, p. 111). From
these various definitions, I call attention to the repeating theme of shared assumptions and
common behaviour among employees in a given work group. In reading organizational culture,
social scientists are attentive to these attitudes and observable behavior as one of the important
manifestations of culture because the “decision making, communication, and new employee
socialization reveal important clues about the organization” (Bunch, 2007, p. 148). These two
themes of shared assumptions and common behavior are relevant for my research because I was
interested in how my participants’ perceptions can be tied to themes that are common to the
paramedic profession as a whole, but also how the superordinate identity of AHS impacts their
cultural and identity expressions.
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Leaders Influence an Organization’s Culture. Academic literature articulates a wide
variety of factors that influence the formation of organizational culture. Schein (1990) saw that
the strength and internal consistency of an organization’s culture is a product of multiple
variables that relate to its structure, and experiences and values of its employees. Specifically,
these variables include “the length of time the group has existed, the intensity of the group’s
experiences of learning, the mechanisms by which the learning has taken place (i.e., positive
reinforcement or avoidance conditioning), and the strength and clarity of the assumptions held by
the founders and leaders of the group” (Schein, 1990, p. 111). While the founders of an
organization have initial primacy toward the development of a culture, eventually an
organization’s employees will experience a shared learning environment that “reflect[s] the total
group’s experiences, not only the leaders initial assumptions” (Schein, 1990, p. 115). The point
that Shien (1990) makes about the influence of leaders is also a common feature within the
literature. Other researchers include the idea that leaders do have a significant influence on an
organization’s culture, but do not necessarily dominate culture development (Lucas & Klein,
2008, p. 284). Regardless, “the influence of organizational leaders on the evolution and
maintenance of organizational culture has been accepted as a fact in organizational life” (Panda
& Gupta, 2001, p. 3). On a scale of influence, the significance of a leader’s input is dependent
on what Schein (1990) called “primary embedding mechanisms” (p. 115). These mechanisms
involve what leaders pay attention to, what they measure and control, how leaders recruit new
employees, how leaders react to critical incidents, and how they model behavior (Schein, 1990,
p. 115). Additionally, how leaders conduct themselves can be unique to each individual due to
differing “personal and professional qualities”, but these attributes must always be viewed in
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relation to the “mutual influence of the leader’s behavior and the organizational culture (Kim &
Chang, 2018, p. 154). By this, Kim and Chang (2018) referred to the existing frameworks that
restrict the exercise of leadership to be within the vision, mission, and goals of the organization
(p. 154). Such a framework can often be found in an organization’s policies and procedure
manual. For example, the mutual influence that Kim and Chang (2018) described was
demonstrated by Nica (2013) who observed that “written documents influence supervisors’
approaches to employee discipline” (p. 180). However, Nica (2018) found that some latitude
exists in the process because an individual leader’s skill at coaching (versus disciplining) “can
explain why there is a variation in the selection of discipline strategies” (p. 181). As it relates to
the latitude of a leader to influence culture, Barsade and O’Neill (2016) also saw that an
individual leader’s skill plays an important part in how culture is actualized when the mission is
to enhance an organization’s emotional culture (p. 60). When being attentive to an
organization’s emotional culture, researchers will attempt to detect the “values, norms, artifacts,
and assumptions that govern which emotions people have and express at work and which ones
they are better off suppressing” (Barsade & O’Neill, 2016, p. 60). They found that leaders “feel
ill equipped to understand and manage how employees feel and express their emotions at work”,
and perhaps more importantly the leaders felt that supporting emotional expression was not part
of their job, or that emotional expression in the workplace was unprofessional (Barsade &
O’Neill, 2016, p. 61). Regardless of an organization’s mission, or the individual skills of a
leader, research suggests that a leader’s role is to “resolve the extent to which elements of the
environment and the paradigm are in a state of dissonance” (Johnson, 1988, p. 87). Once that
dissonance is identified, the “objective of a leader is to get employees to rally around the
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organizational purpose” (Panda & Gupta, 2001, p. 8). These mandates can be difficult for
leaders to accomplish because of the multiple ways in which a culture forms. The relevance to
my research is that AHS was formed due to a political mandate. The government declared that a
new organizational mission of healthcare homogenization was necessary to achieve efficiencies
and enhanced interdepartmental collaboration. This mandate translated into the actions and
initiatives of the AHS leadership at the time. However, a leader’s declarations and their
espoused values may not be enough to cause generalized adoption because “as many
organizations have discovered, declaring a new organizational mission does not necessarily
imply the support and commitment of organizational members” (Denison & Mishra, 1995, p.
216). Therefore, understanding what other factors can influence the formation and adoption of a
culture is important because “leaders are advised to regularly and contingently conduct cultural
assessments” (Kim & Chang, 2018, p. 80). If a leader’s goal is to influence the adoption of an
organization’s goals, a symbolic approach may be most appropriate. This is reinforced by Panda
and Gupta (2001) who suggested that “leaders who understand the power of symbols have a
better chance of influencing their organizations than do those who focus only on other frames”
such as employee satisfaction surveys for example (p. 11).
Organizational Symbols and Artifacts. Observable actions in an organization can be
seen as symbolic gestures where the “stories and myths, rituals and ceremonies, and the language
of the organization act to legitimize the core beliefs and assumptions held within the
organization” (Johnson, 1988, p. 78). In addition, organizational culture has been described as
both a surface phenomenon and the more hidden subconscious aspects of an employee’s
perceptions. Congruent with this categorization, Schein (2016) outlines the three layers of
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culture as being artifacts, espoused beliefs and values, and basic underlying assumptions (p. 18).
The first layer is artifacts, which represent the visible structures and processes of the
organization. Put together, the actions of employees, their expressed values, their rituals and
ceremonies, and the surface-level physical attributes such as stationery, logos, imagery, dress,
and jargon are described collectively as organizational artifacts (Barsade & O’Neill, 2016, p. 60;
Bonavia, 2006, p. 671; Bunch, 2007, p. 147; Johnson, 1988, p. 85; Moon et al., 2012, p. 111;
Panda & Gupta, 2001, p. 11; Schein, 1990, p. 112; Schein 2003, p. 71, Schein, 2016, p. 18). The
second layer of organizational culture is represented by the espoused values which are described
as the ideologies, ideals, goals, and aspirations of staff, but importantly these “may or may not be
congruent with the behaviour and other artifacts” (Schein, 2016, p.18). The third layer is
described as the basic assumptions employees hold, which are taken-for-granted and which
influence behavior at a subconscious level (Schein, 2016, p.18). Understanding and interpreting
these types of symbols and symbolic actions can offer researchers a more complete picture of an
organization because “it has been recognized that culture is not a ‘surface phenomenon’, rather it
is infused with symbols and symbolism” (Bellot, 2011, p. 30). When a “symbolic perspective is
applied to organizational analysis, an organization, like a culture, is conceived as a pattern of
symbolic discourse” (Panda & Gupta, 2001, p. 9). This approach promotes that leaders and
researchers are attentive to the “the way things are” by observing the meanings of symbols and
the unspoken rules that establish what meaning and significance a symbol has (Baek & Chang,
2019, p. 653). Overall, artifacts preserve and legitimize an organization’s “cultural web”, which
further serves to establish control systems and informal power structures that provide relevance
for the core beliefs” (Johnson, 1988, p. 85). In the face of an apparent threat to organizational
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stability, the artifacts and symbolic practices will provide employees with the mechanisms to
maintain the legitimacy of their culture (Johnson, 1988, p. 85). However, these surface-level
manifestations of culture also exist on a deeper level of consciousness among employees, and
this presents a challenge for organizational researchers to read and interpret correctly because
they are “easy to observe but hard to decipher” (Schein, 2003, p. 71; Jablonowski, 2017, p. 207).
Taken-for-Granted Assumptions. One of the more important aspects of organizational
symbology is that an artifact’s meaning often exists on a subconscious level. As a result, the
elements at the “subconscious level make the approach of evaluating the culture of an
organization extremely difficult” (Mioara & Christina, 2019, p. 154). However, those
unconscious and hidden assumptions “are reflected in myths, fairy tales, stories, rituals,
ceremonies, and other symbolic forms” which do exist at the surface level and are thus
observable and can be inquired about (Panda & Gupta, 2001, p. 11). Importantly, for employees,
when an organizational artifact’s meaning exists on the sub-conscious level, the meanings
become “tacit non-negotiable assumptions” (Bonavia, 2006, p. 171), and where such
assumptions are “independent of the conscious will of agents” (Hallet, 2003, p. 130). A
consequence is that assumptions become uncontested and act as an “invisible force that offers a
strategic direction” (Mioara & Christina, 2019, p. 155). The hidden assumptions can be so
fundamental that they represent “the nature of truth, reality, and human nature” in an
organizational context (Pietersen, 2017, p. 264), and this is why what is learned and accepted
through new-employee acculturation is such a powerful force on individual perceptions (Bellot,
2011, p. 31; Bunch, 2007, p. 146; Nica, 2013, p.180). These influencing forces are experienced
implicitly by new recruits as they strive to achieve conformity, and “whether they know it or not,
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[they] encounter powerful symbolic issues from the moment they enter an organization” (Panda
& Gupta, 2001, p. 6). This is due to the observation that organizational artifacts “embody the
small tangible and partly unconscious values for the members of the organization and the
environment”, which are then “pass[ed] on to new members” (Jablonski, 2017, p 207). Both the
informal processes of acculturation through conformity and the impact of formal organizational
indoctrination combine to act as a powerful force on the new employee. Schein (2007) studied
how corporations indoctrinate their employees and he found that the “organizational forces are
stronger than individual [perspectives]” if the right coercive conditions exist (p. 30). What
emerges from the concept of coercive forces is the idea of symbolic power, where organizational
cultures are a product of “a negotiated order that emerges through the interactions between
actors” (Hallet, 2003, p. 130). The important take-away from all of these points is that learned
assumptions are not necessarily the product of a formal process, but rather that which is accepted
tacitly is the result of negotiated power among individuals in the workforce. Determining the
balance of who or what (e.g., structure and/or hierarchy) has the power in an organization can be
a challenge to understand due to the interplay of an organization’s “espoused values” (Schein,
2003, p. 171), and “the operating culture that defines how things are really done where there is
flexibility in following official standards” (Nica, 2013, p. 181). In developing an organizational
culture, some scholars suggest that culture is something that an organization has [emphasis
added] because “assumptions are ‘just below the surface’ ready to be accessed, changed and
controlled” (Lindstead & Grafton-Small, 1992, p. 347). This is supported by Bellot (2011) who
wrote that “since culture is a possession, there is the sense that it can be controlled or, at the very
least influenced and changed by its members” (p. 13). Therefore, the following sections discuss
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the various mechanisms that influence the maintenance of organizational culture.
Metaphors. Hekkala et al. (2018) conducted an empirical study of how metaphors, as a
vehicle to convey meaning, were used in teams that were combined following the merger of
three companies into one. They found that metaphors were generated on a subconscious level
where the metaphors acted as strong influencers that framed social phenomena in the workplace
(Hekkala et al., 2018). What their study revealed, and thus is important to my research, were
three main findings from their organizational investigation. First, they found that managers subconsciously developed metaphors to motivate their workforce in the desired direction. For
example, “this is a battle, and we’re all in this together” was spoken by a manager to develop
team unity through the “war” metaphor (Hekkala et al., 2018, p. 151). This is relevant to my
research because I investigated the hidden-in-plain-sight aspects of culture propagation through a
paramedic’s discursive practices. Second, they found that metaphors “have true power to shape
the reality and thoughts of the people who are caught up in a behavior” (Hekkala, 2018, p., 143).
Finally, they saw the importance of stratifying their participant observation into two groups.
They discovered that managers and employees created metaphors differently because they found
“that the use of metaphor depended on the actor’s professional role” (Hekkala et al., 2018, p.
163). This observation supports my stratification strategy where I sought out participants based
on their organizational demographics.
The Cultural Influencing Forces not Related to Leadership. A stable culture emerges
when the members have “enough shared learnings to have figured out how to survive in its
external environment and how to organize itself internally” (Schein, 2003, p. 171). The survival
that Schein (2003) refers to relates back to his earlier work where he referenced the primary
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embedding mechanisms that include how an organization responds to a crisis (Schein, 1990).
The term crisis carries many connotations, but Schein (1990) was writing about an external
threat to an established culture. Individuals do not easily give up their identity or the
mechanisms that reinforce their cultural beliefs, “so groups do not easily give up some of their
basic underlying assumptions merely because external events or new members disconfirm them”
(Schein, 1990, p. 116). Furthermore, external forces that effect some change to the stability or
identity of an organization and its members are “likely to be met with counter arguments and
efforts to reinforce the paradigm” (Johnson, 1988, p. 84). The general approach employees take
to address any perceived threat to organizational stability is informed by the structure they
inhabit because one’s social network “is responsible for the values transfer and information
flow” (Bogdan et al., 2013, p. 63). Thus, one’s social network in a subculture is the main
information carrier for establishing what reinforcing strategies are deployed in the maintenance
of a stable structure (Bogdan et al., 2013, p. 63). As a result, leaders within a complex
organization must be aware of how subculture narratives develop, especially when change
initiatives are contemplated (Lucas & Klein, 2008, p. 286). Relating to my research, I was
attentive to how my participants’ responses illuminated the boundaries of subcultures across
geographical, functional, and rank boundaries. Additionally, I was sensitive to any indications
that determined if the members within the EMS profession identify as a subculture of the greater
AHS organization, or if they identify with AHS more generally. By being attentive to these
elements, it helped me answer my questions about a paramedic’s sense of identity in a healthcare
organization.
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Perpetuating and Conforming to Cultural Norms. Members of an organization will
unconsciously propagate their values to new employees. Cultural propagation is defined in the
literature as “the continuation of core cultural values, beliefs, and assumptions such that they
become enduring in such a way that new generation of organizational members are conditioned
to adopt them” (Ogbonna & Harris, 2014, p. 668). Storytelling is a common reinforcing strategy
where the organizational myths include the heroines and heroes who are celebrated in ways that
reinforce the belief system (Panda & Gupta, 2001, p. 12). Stories can be characterized generally
into positive accounts of the organization or negative accounts of the organization. These
accounts then fall into several pre-defined categories that include, but are not limited to, how
firing occurs, how mistakes are handled, what rules can be (or have been) broken, can the “little
person rise to the top”, and how the organization deals with obstacles (Panda & Gupta, 2001, p.
12). When stories are told about organizational response to obstacles, the content is not just
about official organizational responses, but rather how the frontline membership, if discontented,
will perpetuate stories that showcase dissonant and resistant behaviour (Gabriel, 2000, p. 86).
Conversely, positive stories will often convey that “the top people in the organization are
admirable and approachable” and that the “organization cares about its people and their personal
wellbeing” (Panda & Gupta, 2001, p. 12). Even if the stories are favorable about leadership, a
consequence of these stories shared among frontline employees is that “leaders are often denied
access to critical information and may, therefore, not be the best at assessing organizational
culture or its effects on operations” (Stohr et al., 2012, p. 361). Employees will often turn to
their direct social network to understand the culture versus sensing their environment from the
declarations of leadership because “research has long shown that individuals tend to conform to
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group norms of emotional expression, imitating others out of a desire to be liked and accepted”
(Barsade & O’Neill, 2016, p. 65). The desire to be accepted can be so strong that employees will
engage in surface acting, “which entails disregarding what you are truly feeling” and then
portraying the valued emotion despite not wanting to feel that way (Barsade & O’Neill, 2016, p.
65).
Culture is expressed at all levels of an organization, and while I did discuss how leaders
can impact an organizational culture, Bhatnagar and Bhandari (1998) suggest that “organizations
cannot depend on the competencies and energy of the CEO or members of the top management
team alone” because of how impactful culture propagation is among the membership (p. 83).
This all leads to some researchers’ preferred approach being from a “bottom-up perspective to
understanding how organizational culture manifests through interpersonal relations” (Moon et
al., 2012, p. 123). Thus, my participant sample was purposive in that I accessed different
demographic groups based on geography, function, and leadership/frontline to provide the widest
possible scope of professional identities to search for both common and disparate perceptions.
Public Services Versus Private Enterprises. As I discussed earlier, organizational
culture can be a product of the organizational climate being for-profit and private, or a public
service. AHS is a public service, so I sought out literature that could illuminate some important
characteristics of a public versus private enterprise, and what I found was important for my
identity-focused research. Nica (2013) observed that “group identification conflicts are both
informed by and shape organizational change”, which are impacted by the bureaucratic realities
of a public service entity (p. 182). When compared to private organizations, the public sector
restraints on personnel are greater, and public managers are bound in bureaucracy to the point
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where organizational performance is lowered (Nica, 2013, p. 182). This lower-performance
phenomenon was also found by Harrison and Baird (2015) where public service managers were
stifled to innovate “because [these] organizations tend to have few or no competitors and,
therefore, might not have any incentive to pursue or embrace an organizational culture of
Outcome Orientation and innovation” (p. 617). Additionally, public sector organizations are
subject to both legislative and political considerations (Harrison & Baird, 2015, p. 617), and
“frequent changes to political leadership and the short tenures of political appointees can also
cause commitment for change to wane” (Nica, 2013, p. 183). When a new political regime is
introduced, leaders in a public service organization often “feel the need to cover their tracks and
make decisions defensible by following past practices rather than taking risks, and that this
situation produces a bias against innovation” (Harrison & Baird, 2015, p. 620). I do not purport
to say that AHS is lacking in innovation, but rather I offer these empirical examples to
demonstrate that public service organizations, and the employee identification that is formed
within, is the product of “very formalized and structured place[s] where established procedures
generally govern what people do” (Bhatnagar & Bhandari, 1998, p. 89). What people do and the
actions they perform at work have an impact on identity development (Pietersen, 2017, p. 262),
and thus I was interested in how the identity of an AHS EMS employee may indeed reflect these
types of boundaries when expressing their identity and values.
Organizational Change
The opening sentence to this dissertation outlines that I am researching paramedic
identity in the context of organizational change. As a result, I felt it prudent to discuss what the
academic literature presents as it relates to organizational change. In the AHS context, change
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was a feature for every department that was amalgamated into the new homogenous
organization. This is important because “one of the most obvious forces toward culture change
is the bringing together of two or more cultures” (Schein, 1990, p. 117). I was present during the
significant alteration to the EMS structure in Alberta, and I experienced personally the
substantial efforts that AHS leaders took to make the transition as smooth as possible for all
involved. These efforts included workshops on change management and an acceptance of the
initiative by articulating the benefits of the changes that occurred. The workshops were about
fostering acceptance of the change, and many of the leader’s efforts were focused on helping
staff recognize that change is adopted naturally at different rates by different people, but that
eventually the organization settles into the new norm. Schein (2003) promotes these types of
activities during organizational mergers, and he states that “such workshops have to take into
account the deeper assumption layers of culture to avoid the trap of reaching consensus at the
level of artifacts and values while remaining in conflict at the level of underlying assumptions (p.
117). If adoption of the new organization’s values and identity is not widespread, that lack of
adoption is likely the result of the pre-existing cultural identities being ignored (Schein, 2003, p.
118). Therefore, widespread adoption of a corporate initiative is achieved by “nurturing support
from major stakeholders and organizational members”, which “fosters psychological ownership
and allows for fine-tuning of messages during the implementation of change” (Nica, 2013, p.
183). An empirical example of a post-acquisition merger that went well is presented by Savovic
(2016) where she contacted 30 companies to participate in post-acquisition cultural assessments.
Savovic (2016) found that company leaders who worked to produce a “suitable alignment of the
new and old organizational cultures” experienced a greater degree of employee acceptance to the
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change (p. 737). Despite the body of literature that supports cultural alignment, Harrison and
Baird (2015) found that “culture change in public sector organizations remains problematic and
challenging” due to the aforementioned organizational inertia that inhibits public service leaders
from adopting innovations in their environment (p. 622). Similar to how Schein (1990) supports
understanding “what we’re measuring” before we “rush to measure things” (p. 118), Kim and
Chang (2018) suggest that leaders must “recognize where [the organization] stands currently”
before “the starting point of any move” (p. 67). This is because “more than 70 percent of change
initiative fail in practice, and no matter what culture an organization strives for, employees’
organizational identification rarely occurs unless organization identity overlaps with employees’
personal identities” (Kim & Chang, 2018, p. 79). This is a key finding for me because of the
public safety/healthcare identities that paramedics in AHS straddle.
A Recent Example of Ambulance Service Change and Amalgamation. My research
interests are informed, in part, by the structural changes to EMS governance that have occurred
elsewhere in the world. Wankhade and Brinkman (2014) conducted a case study of British
paramedics who were amalgamated into the United Kingdom’s National Health Service (NHS)
in 2006. An important concept for leaders to contemplate when corporate mergers occur is that
“changes to a structure have become to be seen as inadequate on their own as a means for
reform” (Wankhade et al., 2018, p. 924). Recognizing this phenomenon, Wankhade and
Brinkman (2014) discovered four key culture dynamics related to the ambulance services
amalgamating into the NHS, which led to unintended consequences for the paramedic staff. The
first consequence is described as cultural erosion in which “the espoused ideals [of staff] are
eroded by subsequent events” (Wankhade & Brinkman, 2014, p. 12). The second consequence is
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hijacked processes where there is a change from the original founding ideals of the
amalgamation (Wankhade & Brinkman, 2014, p. 12). The third unintended consequence is ivory
tower culture change where “cultural change initiatives are designed without sufficient
awareness of the diversity of views throughout the organization” (Wankhade & Brinkman, 2014,
p. 13). The fourth finding was inattention to symbolism (Wankhade & Brinkman, 2014), which
is characterized by a lack of managements’ understanding for the concerns of subcultures within
the broader U.K. EMS system (Wankhade & Brinkman, 2014, p. 14). An additional aspect of the
internal boundaries within the U.K. system was outlined as the distinct subcultures between
executives, paramedics, and control room (dispatch) staff (Wankhade et al., 2018, p. 933). This
relates back to the organizational literature that suggests employee identity is a product of one’s
specific environment and the people who one is most likely to interact with. When it came to the
adoption of change within the NHS model, Wankhade et al. (2018) noted that the influence of
management was diminished because “operational managers were isolated from frontline staff
due to shift patterns and from each other due to the distances involved” (p. 934). However, staff
adoption of the NHS model was not without its own organic influences. One of their paramedic
participants was quoted as acknowledging the evolution of EMS in the healthcare model:
Ten years ago, we were very much part of the emergency services. Over the last
10 years, we have become more and more meshed into the NHS way of working
and we are in kind of no man’s land at the moment because the emergency
services (fire and police) no longer see us as a full partner with them. (p. 935)
Wankhade et al. (2014, 2018) conducted their research at the same point in their organization’s
history as I am conducting my research in the history of AHS; the 10 year mark. Thus, the
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research conducted in the U.K. represents the closest possible example of relevant experiences to
my research. I was attentive to my participants’ expressions of liminality, and whether the
ongoing evolution of EMS is experienced as a “no-man’s-land” by AHS EMS paramedics.
AHS is now in its 11th year of existence (my interviews were conducted in 2020 at the 10
year mark), and research demonstrates how the “process of transformation, a process faster and
faster at the level of organizational climate, is slower at the level of the invisible part” (Mioara &
Christina, 2019, p. 156). As I outlined above, the organizational symbology aspect of my
research is what I used to illuminate the taken-for-granted aspects of culture, which lag behind
the surface adoption of organizational principles. My participants provided pictures of the
artifacts that they felt represent their identity, and thus I had access to not only how they
expressed what the artifact’s meaning was, but I also had access to their implicit value systems
by being attentive to what they chose to represent. Due to the stratification of my participant
pool, I observed the values of people who work in different positions throughout the
organization. The literature showcases how “changes in organizational culture will ultimately
occur through the practices and interactions that take place in the organization (Hallet, 2003, p.
146). Accordingly, I was attentive to who my participants interacted with regularly, and if who
they interacted with most often impacted their sense of identity along a continuum of public
safety and healthcare.
Section two: Emergency Medical Services
Ambulance driver, First Responder, Emergency Medical Technician (EMT), Paramedic,
Mobile Integrated Health Paramedic, Critical Care Paramedic, and pre-hospital professional are
some of the many terms related to the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) workforce. This
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variability of terms is the product of the paramedic profession experiencing several decades of
evolution and varying degrees of understanding of what constitutes this line of work.
Accordingly, some of the terms are rooted in historical perspectives (ambulance driver), and
some of the terms relate to the emerging reality that EMS staff are a professional entity unto
themselves. I present these terms to highlight that paramedicine is a line of work that is beset
with unclear boundaries due to the multiple ways that EMS workers support public safety and
healthcare. The conceptual dividing line between community first response and a hospital’s
doors is becoming less clear as advanced technology makes its way into the ambulance
environment. Paramedics bring to the side of a road what was limited to a hospital environment
only a few years ago. The blurring of these lines creates a system that can no longer be
described by a single concept, or a single cultural identity. EMS has a rich history as a helping
entity, is ever-evolving, and is no longer only a community-bound resource as would be typified
by two paramedics in an ambulance. This multiplicity is where my interest in paramedic identity
is situated. Thus, this EMS section outlines the various structures, modes of work, and
antecedent cultural factors that can all affect the paramedics’ sense of their professional self.
EMS History
The origins of ambulances and EMS continue to have an impact on how a paramedic’s
cultural identity is expressed today. In exploring the archetypal meanings of being a paramedic
in the modern world, Furness et al. (2020) suggest that one of the characteristics of a paramedic
can be traced back to World War I where stretcher bearers extricated injured soldiers from the
battlefield to military hospitals behind the frontlines (p. 3). Within the military structure, the
stretcher bearers had two distinct roles, that of “regimental stretcher bearers” who were
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combatants, and “ambulance bearers” who were non-combatants (Furness et al., 2020, p. 3).
Regardless of their combatant role, all stretcher bearers “possessed great standing due to their
level of self-sacrifice and courage shown in the face of danger” (Furness et al., 2020, p. 3). With
its origins in the military it is not surprising that many of the historical descriptions of EMS
services in the 1970s and 1980s include the terms “command and control culture” and “top-down
management styles” (Furness et al., 2020, p. 4; Lazarsfeld-Jensen, 2014, p. 738; Wankhade,
2016, p. 127). Firefighting services include rank structures such as captain and lieutenant, where
such rank is displayed on shoulder flashes that are similar to military uniforms. In the 1970s,
ambulances were imbedded into municipal fire departments. Despite fire departments and EMS
existing largely as disparate entities (Scott & Tracy, 2007, p. 58), this early arrangement “made
sense because of pre-existing and geographically dispersed fire stations, reliable electronic
communications infrastructure, and positive community relations” (Scott & Tracy, 2007, p. 65).
Additionally, such an integration was a political and fiscal austerity response to address what
would be an overly expensive two-system public safety model (Scott & Tracy, 2007). These
historical roots have relevance in the Alberta EMS culture today because several integrated
Fire/EMS services are contracted by Alberta Health Services. The direct tie to firefighting is still
a salient feature of many paramedics’ lived experiences because of shared stations and due to
regular co-response events.
Exploring the historical origins of EMS in the context of the battlefield and within
municipal fire departments is also important because the elements of danger and hierarchal
structures continue to have relevance for EMS in the 21st Century. Granter et al. (2019) reviewed
extant literature about EMS and they found that “the paramedic role is one of the most dangerous
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occupations in the advanced world” (p. 128). However, the evolution of EMS is not just related
to those historical associations because the very function of a paramedic in the 1970s and early
1980s was described by researchers as a “blue collar trade” (McCann et al., 2013, p. 1;
Wankhade, 2016, p. 127). Paramedics were viewed as technical personnel who applied simple
procedures based entirely on a physician’s orders. All of these elements contributed to an
acceptance that paramedics belonged in the public safety realm along with police and
firefighters; a perspective that is still held today by many despite how EMS has evolved.
Recent Historical Perspectives. Even though paramedics began administering
Advanced Life Support (ALS) interventions and medications in the late 1970s, viewing EMS as
a professionalized and integrated component of a multi-disciplinary health team is a relatively
recent phenomenon (Wankhade & Brinkman, 2014, p. 3). These integration initiatives are born
out of a realization that paramedics can contribute to healthcare teams in new ways. This
recognition is influenced by multiple factors including advances in medical technology, advances
in paramedic education, a desire to ease the burden on hospitals by empowering paramedics with
treat-and-release protocols, and by deploying paramedics in a homecare setting (Brydges et al.,
2015; Corman, 2017b; Granter et al., 2019; Parkinson, 2015; Roodenburg & Williams, 2019;
Wankhade, 2016; Wankhade & Brinkman, 2014). These initiatives are still not fully formed. As
a whole, the EMS profession globally is still wayfinding as paramedics and paramedic
organizations navigate the emergent potentials of EMS fully integrating into a healthcare
environment (Mikkola et al., 2018; Wankhade, 2016).
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A Paramedic’s Role
For this section, I explore the role of a paramedic as described in academic literature
because such a review has direct relevance to my identity-based inquiry. Researchers have found
that the function one performs in an organization can have a significant impact on the formation
of one’s professional identity (Alvesson et al., 2008; Jones & Volpe, 2011; Scott, 2005). Further,
the tasks performed at work influence the development of individual perspectives about the
environment (Scott, 2005, p. 261). Unique groups often form within an organization and Scott
(2005) found that “an individual’s perception of his or her environment is not based solely on
private cognition, but is influenced by the way in which others around them perceive the
environment” (p. 261). A workers’ role influences their self-ascribed identity, which is then
expressed through interpersonal communication among multiple people. What emerges from
this communicative milieu is a collective cultural narrative that perpetuates and reinforces one’s
own sense of identity in an ongoing cycle (Scott, 2005). Therefore, by exploring the role of a
paramedic I can provide insights into the foundations of their professional identity.
Regardless of ambulance services beginning largely within the framework of municipal
fire departments, by the early 1980s EMS diverged from both the role and from the culture of
firefighting. It is during this time that Palmer (1983) conducted an ethnography of paramedics in
a small city located in the Southwestern United states. His seminal research is an oft-cited piece
of empirical literature that is a fine-grained description of a paramedic’s work. Of note is the
common interchangeability of the terms EMT and paramedic. To those in the EMS profession,
the two terms are very distinct because they mean Basic Life Support (BLS) trained or Advanced
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Life Support (ALS) trained, respectively. Regardless of the nomenclature used, Palmer (1983)
identified the four main roles of the ambulance staff he observed.
First, he found that “one of the basic roles of an EMT is that of ‘medical authority figure’
(Palmer 1983, p. 173). The combination of organizational artifacts such as the physical
equipment, the lights and sirens, radios, uniforms, and badges “assist in fixing the EMT as the
authority figure on the scene” (Palmer, 1983, p. 173). Palmer (1983) goes on to discuss how
there is a dissonance between the medically authoritative function of the EMT, and the much
maligned term “ambulance driver”, which belies the complexity of the role (p. 174). Second,
Palmer (1983) saw the EMT as a “lifesaver” (p. 175). This somewhat mythical representation
was founded on the premise that “EMTs are charged with the responsibility of bringing ‘viable’
or salvable patients to the ER of a hospital” (Palmer, 1983, p. 175). The ability to intervene and
perform a skill that averts death is a very important motivation for those who seek out and
continue in EMS work because “if a patient is alive but dies after the EMTs arrive on the scene,
they have, in a sense, failed to accomplish their goal” (Palmer, 1983, p. 176). Palmer (1983)
found that this sentiment was articulated by one of his participants when they said “I’d rather
work on a dead person than not work on a live one” (p. 176). Even though significant trauma
and significant medical emergencies were rare during the course of his study, Palmer (1983)
found that saving lives is “placed high on their priority list” where the concept of lifesaver
weaves its way into the EMTs’ “work biographies and working personalities” (p. 176). The third
role Palmer (1983) identified is that of an “information specialist” (p. 177). This function is less
dramatic than other areas of the EMTs’ work life, yet it is a very important part of their identity
(Palmer, 1983). This is because EMTs must assemble, condense, and convey by phone pertinent
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information to a physician so that appropriate medical orders can be received. Palmer (1983)
found this skill to be an “important part of the emergency care process” because if not performed
deftly by the EMT a patient may not get the care that they need on the scene (p. 177). The fourth
role identified by Palmer (1983) was that of “partner” (p. 178). Having a strong and like-minded
partner is “extremely important to EMS work”, because “partners are also expected to be friends,
confidants, coworkers, and morale boosters” (Palmer, 1983, p. 178).
Beyond the four main roles he articulated, Palmer (1983) also described some ancillary
activities which figure into the work life of ambulance personnel. He observed that “EMTs may
also be expected to do ‘specials’, which are talks, demonstrations, or lectures for interested
groups (civic clubs, scouting organizations, school classes, and the like)”, which established
them as EMS ambassadors in the community (Palmer, 1983, p. 197). Additionally, EMTs may
be asked to assist in teaching or evaluating EMT classes, serve as witnesses in trial proceedings,
and even “may be called upon to baptize a stillborn or dying infant” (Palmer, 1983, p. 179). He
acknowledged that it is difficult to articulate all of the functions of an EMT, but in categorizing
the last of his observations Palmer (1983) found that the EMT is also a “comforter,
conversationalist, and counselor” to those who seek assistance (p. 179).
In a recent journal article, Furness et al. (2020) identified seven archetypes of a
paramedic through a hermeneutic review of various texts related to EMS. Put simply, a
hermeneutic approach gives researchers the freedom to explore multiple sources (not just
academic literature) to gain deeper insights into the nuance and essence of being [emphasis
added] a paramedic (Furness et al., 2020). The first archetype they identified was that of
“stretcher bearer”, relating back to the battlefields of World War I (Furness et al., 2020, p. 3).
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However, the authors note that the term “seems to possess negative connotations and can be seen
as offensive to paramedics” (Furness et al., 2020, p. 3). This is a similar finding to Palmer
(1983) where paramedics contested the term “ambulance driver” because it does not represent
the “expansion of skills and roles from the historical origin of the job” (Furness et al., 2020, p.
3). The second archetype described by Furness et al. (2020) is that of a “hero” (p. 3). This
compares to the term “life saver” in Palmer’s (1983) study. The authors suggest that a hero
status is more the product of the media than how paramedics describe themselves because
“paramedics sometimes represent themselves as anti-heroes, with many medics doggedly
avoiding the term” (Furness et al., 2020, p. 3). The third and fourth types described by Furness
et al. (2020) are related, with the archetypes being “male” and “stoic” (p. 3). These two
archetypes do not link directly to the function of a paramedic, but rather they describe some of
the hegemonic practices of ambulance personnel regardless of their gender (Furness et al., 2020).
In this way, paramedics may see that their role is to be stoic in the face of danger and to repress
emotions through masculine coping strategies. Repression of one’s emotions is a common
practice among paramedics despite being proven to be detrimental to one’s mental well-being
(Furness et al., 2020, pp. 3-4). The fifth and sixth types outlined by Furness et al. (2020) are also
related, and are described as “healer” and “clinician” (p. 4). A healer is one who supports
another to reduce suffering “and this is one of the foundational components of [a paramedic’s]
role” (Furness et al., 2020, p. 4). The term clinician is tied to the advances of EMS education
where paramedics possess some of the same skills as doctors and nurses by using intuitive and
analytical reasoning common in the medical professions (Furness et al., 2020, p. 4). Lastly, the
seventh paramedic archetype is that of a “storyteller”, where stories are deployed tactically to
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reinforce culture, serve as a mechanism for debriefing and coping, and to enhance standing
among one’s peers (Furness et al., 2020, p. 4; Tangherlini, 2000).
Understanding empirical perspectives that are separated by 40 years is important because
when comparing literature from the 1980s to contemporary literature it becomes apparent that
similar traits exist in the culture despite the notable evolution of EMS from its roots. The types
of events that paramedics attend have not changed. The training, the equipment, and the
diagnostic capabilities have evolved, but the core aspects of helping a person in need remain.
Furness et al. (2020) suggest that many of the perceptions of what it is to be a paramedic
originates from the perspectives of others, and not from the paramedics themselves. As such,
they support a call to action for more ethnographic paramedic studies because, as many
researchers have found, there is a paucity of literature related to EMS within the social sciences
(Corman, 2017a; Corman, 2017b; Charman, 2015; Furness et al., 2020; Granter et al., 2019;
Lazarsfeld-Jensen, 2014; Lloyd, 2008).
Filling a Research gap. Beyond the paucity of EMS literature, I also note that most of
the research that describes paramedics or paramedic identity do not include direct quotes about
identity from the paramedics themselves. Rather, most descriptions of the paramedics’ identity
are derived from observation of their behaviour or their comments to the researcher. What
paramedics do embrace as self-ascribed identity is not well represented in academic literature
beyond the somewhat cliché term “adrenaline junkie” (Lazarsfeld et al., 2015). Accordingly, my
research rests in the gap between how researchers see paramedic identity through observation
and inference, and how the public describes paramedics through popular culture. I filled this gap
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because I asked paramedics to describe themselves, and I then used their descriptions to develop
inductive themes about their identity.
A Paramedic’s Environment
Discussing a paramedic’s work world is a natural next exploration because it stands to
reason that a paramedic’s environment could have the same impact as one’s role does on the
development of identity; role and environment are linked. The environment that a paramedic
works in represents a source of pride because Lazarsfeld-Jensen (2014) suggest that an
emergency scene is a place “where paramedics prove their mettle and win peer regard” (p. 735).
This pride was also noted decades ago when one study participant said “I bet most docs couldn’t
do our jobs as good as we do. They’ve got everything they need in the [hospital] but we do it in
the dirt” (Palmer, 1983, p. 182). As will be shown, a paramedic’s ecosystem is marked by a lack
of resources as well as being dangerous and unpredictable.
The Outside and Public-Access Environment. When studying recent EMS graduates,
researchers found that new practitioners must “adapt to work with limited resources in highly
varied settings where space may be constrained, light might be limited, and footing unstable”
(Horberg et al., 2018, p. 292). Many of these challenges exist because paramedics are exposed to
the outdoor environment at night, in inclement weather, on the sidewalk or in the middle of a
road, and they must also manage unpredictable bystanders (Corman, 2017b; Horberg, 2018).
However, the outside environment is not the only place a paramedic is exposed to. Corman
(2017b) observed that paramedics work in “residential homes; long-term-care-facilities; social
service centers, such as detoxification facilities and shelters” as well as many other indoor
community spaces like public washrooms and recreational facilities (p. 609). Essentially, any
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space, at any time, in any weather, and with any one represents the working environment of the
paramedic. These dynamics can influence how paramedics see themselves, particularly in the
areas of resilience and resourcefulness (Roodenburg & Williams, 2019).
An Unpredictable Environment. An emergency scene can be a complicated maze of
ambiguity (Palmer, 1983, p. 180), contain bystanders who interfere (Wankhade, 2016, p. 130), be
unpleasant and unpredictable with situations outside the control of the paramedic (Corman,
2017b; Lazarsfeld-Jensen, 2014), and rife with chaos and danger (Lazarsfeld-Jenson, 2014, p.
735). One important finding about a paramedic’s environment was revealed through an
evaluation of how well ambulance staff were prepared in school. Lloyd (2008) discovered that
after nine months on the road, students remarked that the controlled and artificial environment of
simulation did not adequately prepare them for the varied and unpredictable scenes that they
encountered in real-world practice (p. 404). Further, research conducted in Calgary, Alberta,
found that even system controls put in place to mitigate unpredictability did little to illuminate
what the paramedics should expect prior to arriving on a scene. When discussing the value of
pre-arrival dispatch information, a paramedic stated that what they encounter on scene “often has
absolutely nothing to do with what actually came up on the [computer screen] (Corman, 2017a,
p. 301).
EMS Work can be Mundane. When researchers enter the world of EMS to perform an
ethnography, what emerges is an almost universal realization that much of a paramedic’s shift
includes the performance of non-emergency work. While nonetheless valuable, “non-emergency
calls such as transporting and providing appropriate care to chronically and terminally ill patients
imposes different emotional demands which might be experienced as more emotionally
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exhausting than more sensational events” (Sterud et al., 2011, p. 2). Lazarsfeld-Jensen (2014)
described this expectation/reality discontinuity as “role dissonance” because ambulance
personnel train and practice to perform critical life-saving skills, but they are frustrated when
those skills are used rarely in actual practice (p. 735). The perspectives that EMS work is
mundane are not necessarily only driven by caring for the aged and chronically ill. Despite an
ever increasing workload, there are still periods of downtime where “they must cope with the
boredom and tedium of waiting for the next call” (Sterud et al., 2011, p. 7). When a call does
come in, paramedics are often faced with repetition and low-acuity presentations like a person
who is only drunk or a person with twisted ankle (Granter et al., 2019, p. 288). I have discussed
the concept of mundane practice for two reasons. First, the concept of mundane work was
present in the literature, and second this may be a factor in why paramedics are so reticent to
accept their identity as heroic.
All of these examples and observations relate to the emergency scene within the
community setting. However, the community environment is not the only place that paramedics
apply their skillset. It can no longer be said that paramedics are solely members of the public
safety realm. The expansion of EMS into healthcare means it is difficult to describe a single
aspect of the culture because of the multiple career streams that are now available to paramedics.
It follows that EMS personnel may now present with a wide array of identities, versus what was
found 40 years ago. In his review of how EMS is evolving, Wankhade (2012) supports this
assertion because he found that “there is no single ambulance culture; instead there are multiple
cultures in the organization” and that “the different cultural groupings appears to be the key
feature of the organizational culture in the ambulance service” (p. 368).
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The Evolution of EMS
There is a growing body of evidence that EMS personnel are expanding in scope and
responsibility. The emerging roles of paramedics see them interfacing regularly with other
members of healthcare teams in ways that contribute to a patient’s treatment plan versus simply
handing over care in an emergency department. These functions can influence the paramedics’
sense of self as they are deployed into non-traditional roles. Paramedics, once confronted with
unpredictability and danger as a source of pride and identity are now encountering new identity
challenges as they begin to integrate into dedicated healthcare facilities.
The vast majority of the ambulances in the emergency 911 fleet are deployed into the
community and staffed with two practitioners. This model is unlikely to change because
emergency response is a core function of EMS. However, the paramedic role has undergone
significant change with the inclusion of specialist practitioners and professional registration
regimes (Johnson et al., 2017). These specialist roles include “paramedic practitioners,
emergency care practitioners, critical care practitioners, and community (homecare) paramedics
who are equipped with enhanced knowledge and skills needed to make complex decisions about
patient care” (Wankhade, 2016, p. 129). These roles are distinguished by their working
environment in remote work sites, a hospital’s emergency department, an air medivac helicopter
or airplane, and a patient’s home respectively. The emergence of new paramedic roles came
about through a recognition of the aforementioned clinical attributes and complex analytical
reasoning that paramedics possess (Furness et al., 2020, p. 4). However, the rationale for
expanding a paramedic’s role is rooted in system capacity and an attempt at improving a patient’s
experience throughout the entire continuum of care from first response to hospital discharge
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(Corman, 2017b). Wankhade (2016) noted “it has been suggested that these specialist roles have
reduced the conveyance of patients to the [emergency departments]” (p. 129). Introducing
additional capacity into a strained healthcare system is certainly one reason for expanding a
paramedic’s function, but that is not the only factor. In the UK, the overall health strategy is
articulated in the National Institute for Care Excellence Guidelines where paramedics are
included in the long-term health and mental well-being of patients as part of a multi-disciplinary
health team (Parkinson, 2015, pp. 252-253).
A similar healthcare integration strategy exists in North America (including Alberta)
where community paramedics (also referred to as Mobile Integrated Health) work with a team of
healthcare professionals to support patients in their own homes over a period of days to weeks
(O’Meara et al., 2016, p. 1; Westenra, 2019). Additionally, because paramedics are in the
community versus a hospital, they are able to “regularly see the consequence of socio-economic
factors such as low income, poor education, low-quality housing, and poor access to primary
healthcare” (Westenra, 2019, p. 13). This community-surveillance aspect of paramedicine is why
community referral programs are now a component of a paramedic’s function (Brydges et al.,
2015). Paramedics in many systems are expected to document at-risk patients on their reports so
that downstream patient navigators can follow up and offer mitigating strategies such as the
installation of grab bars in showers for the elderly as an example (Brydges et al., 2015).
However, this practice was resisted by many frontline ambulance paramedics in a Canadian
study because it did not align with their enduring view that paramedics are grounded in
emergency response, not referral practices (Brydges et al., 2015, p. 633).
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One of the most novel initiatives that has occurred in the last decade is the introduction of
paramedics into a hospital’s emergency department (ED). AHS initiated this practice in 2013
when Alberta’s newest hospital, the South Health Campus, opened in Calgary (Casten, 2013,
January 30). Paramedics from the EMS business unit were hired into new specialist roles in the
emergency department (ED). Empirical literature about the paramedics in the South Health
Campus does not exist, but Clarke (2019) did perform an ethnography of paramedic staff who
worked in a similar structure in the United Kingdom. Clarke (2019) noted the presence of
growing pains due to the pre-existing identity of paramedics who made the transition into the
hospital setting. All of his participants “spoke of the difficulties they encountered when trying to
obtain medications for their patients…voicing frustration at having to hand this over to
colleagues” (Clarke, 2019, p. 4). This was due to the autonomy that modern paramedics have in
deciding what medications to give. No longer is a physician order by telephone routinely
required, but rather paramedics are permitted to determine a working diagnosis and then to apply
a treatment algorithm commensurate with their findings. The participants in Clarke’s (2019)
study found that their prior independent experience was not recognized by the emergency
department staff (p. 4). Despite their frustrations, paramedics in both the UK and in a Canadian
study of paramedics in the ED, found some acknowledgement of their skills. During cardiac
arrest events in the ED, the paramedics were a part of the team assigned to the resuscitation room
and were permitted to administer pharmacological interventions based on their own assessment
(Perchie, 2003). Additionally, they would commonly co-lead the resuscitation efforts regardless
of what medical personnel were present (Clarke, 2015; Perchie, 2003). Therefore, the identity of
“authority figure” (Palmer, 1983, p. 173) during a significant medical emergency was supported.
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EMS is expanding into areas not traditionally considered part of a paramedic’s role. This
evolution is a global phenomenon and is being driven by several factors including technological
change, organizational restructuring, growing demand, and overall resource shortages (Granter et
al., 2019). It is acknowledged that patients entering into a health system via EMS can experience
a fractured and siloed continuum of care (Corman, 2017b). Thus, the desire to close this practice
gap is based on the idea that paramedics can be part of the solution to address a wider range of
primary care and psychosocial issues in the population (O’Hara et al., 2015).
EMS Culture Dynamics
In the context of my research, culture dynamics represent any aspect of how paramedics
interact with each other, how paramedics see themselves, how paramedics talk, and how the
work world of EMS is distinct from certain elements of a healthcare work world. According to
Schwandt (2007a), there is little overall consensus on the definition of culture due to the over
300 ways in which academics, from a variety of disciplines, have described the term (p. 60).
However, a consensus is found among academics when culture is framed not as an objective
thing, but rather that culture is best illuminated through a description of patterned behavior
(Schwandt, 2007a, p. 60). Therefore, ethnography is well suited to the inquiry of culture because
patterns of behavior can be observed by drawing on a wide variety of methods including, but not
limited to, structuralism, symbolism, semiotics, and language (Schwandt, 2007a, p. 60). The
sections below outline many aspects of how prior researchers have described observed patterns
in EMS environment.
How Paramedics see Themselves. “You know, we really are trauma junkies” (Palmer,
1983, p. 171). That statement was uttered by a paramedic in 1983, and by fast forwarding to
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2019 one will see that this term is repeated in contemporary academic literature. Granter et el.
(2019) interviewed paramedic managers who “characterize[d] road staff as being ‘adrenaline
junkies’, for whom the action of racing to save a patient’s life is fulfilling in both ontological and
professional senses” (p. 268). This persistent view is a product of the work environment and
function of a paramedic that includes high-risk, fast-paced, and high-consequence elements
(Granter et al., p. 283). Additionally, McCann et al. (2013) found that “contemporary
paramedics possess a stoical devotion to duty in the face of physical and psychological risks,
insults, and dirty work (p. 766). As discussed previously, thriving in a dirty and unpredictable
environment is worn as a badge of honour by many paramedics because it demonstrates their
capacity to perform in challenging situations with limited resources (Lazarsfeld-Jensen, 2014, p.
735). These sentiments translate into a paramedic’s self-ascribed values of resilience, creativity,
and problem solving (Roodenburg & Williams, 2019, p. 508). However, as compared to other
more established areas of health such as nursing, EMS is still “trying to chisel its identity”
(Lazarsfeld, 2014, p. 734). Despite many of the portrayals of EMS that permeate news cycles
and popular evening television dramas, paramedics often resist the hero designation (Palmer,
1983; Furness et al., 2020). Furthermore, Tangherlini (2000) found that resistance to such
portrayals is manifested by “a deeply cynical and self-deprecatory storytelling tradition – one
that countermands the media representation of their field so neatly presented in globally popular
television programmes such as Rescue” (p. 43). The discontinuity between a heroic portrayal
and the lived experiences of paramedics can be attributed to the more common and mundane
aspects of EMS work life as described in the previous section.
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How the Public Perceives Paramedics. As a reminder, I bring your attention back to
Furness et al. (2020) who stated that many of the perceptions of what it is to be a paramedic
come from the perspectives of others. How the public perceives paramedics is a salient feature
of many articles that discuss EMS culture. In the United Kingdom, Wankhade (2016) learned
that many applicants to the ambulance system arrive with misguided perceptions of what the
work will be like. He heard from his participants that television medical dramas like Holby City
and Casualty persist in the minds of the candidates who then experience disappointment when
the role turns out to be not what they thought it was (Wankhade, 2016, p. 133). Popular culture
programs and media coverage often portray the more dramatic elements of a paramedic’s role,
which results in a skewed perception of EMS work life as nothing but heroic acts (Charman,
2017, p. 155; Furness et al., 2020, p. 3; Majchrowska et al., 2021, p. 7; Seim, 2017, p. 459;
Tangherlini, 2000, p. 44; Wankhade, 2016, p. 133). Beyond the influence of popular media,
Majchrowska et al. (2021) investigated where several professions landed on a social prestige
scale that included factors like public favor, societal impact, and perceived wage income. They
interviewed members of the general public and they found that paramedics are high on the
prestige scale as compared to other medical professions (Majchrowska et al., 2021, p. 3).
Additionally, they found that patient satisfaction surveys contained descriptions of paramedics as
having a positive attitude and that they were competent practitioners (Majchrowska et al., 2021,
p. 3).
The mundane aspects of a paramedic’s work life do not make the cut when producers
develop ambulance dramas, and the media’s cameras are not present for the vast majority of the
calls that paramedics attend. What remains in the public consciousness is a sensational portrayal
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of EMS that is stripped of all banality. This skewed presentation of EMS is more than a passing
footnote in paramedic work. The perceptions held by the public have real consequences for
recruitment and retention in the EMS profession due to the dissonance that new recruits
experience. There is no doubt that EMS can be exciting, dangerous, and unpredictable, but it is
estimated that only 10 percent of emergency calls present with life threatening situations
(Wankhade, 2016, p. 129). This brief discussion of the public’s perception of EMS is relevant
for my investigation of paramedic identity because of how media portrayals establish an
expectation of identity and work for those who are uninitiated to the profession.
Some Differences Between Public Safety and Healthcare. As discussed previously, the
EMS environment is often unpredictable, soiled, and resource impoverished. This stands in
contrast to the hospital environment which can be somewhat unpredictable in the emergency
department, but overall it is well-lit, clean, and replete with a team of multi-disciplined medical
personnel (Horberg, et, el., 2018). The distinct in-hospital and in-community environments have
an impact on what nurses and paramedics learn in school, and this further amplifies the
divergence between those on the public safety/healthcare continuum. This divergence is
exemplified when nurses enter the EMS environment and when paramedics enter the hospital
environment because each profession feels out of place due to their learned identity. EatonWilliams et al. (2020) heard from paramedics who described their nursing counterparts: “You see
nurses with an amazing amount of information and diagnostic capability, well beyond their
training. But they haven’t been taught, they’ve acquired it” (Eaton-Williams et al., 2020, p. 11).
This is the result of nurses being able to follow a patient through the advanced diagnostic steps
and treatment procedures that a hospital environment affords. Additionally, I have already
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described how paramedics feel out of place in the Emergency Department due to a loss of
autonomy in the multi-disciplinary team, and this stands as a demonstrable example of how
distinct the environments are. Conversely, nurses who entered the EMS working environment
experienced a culture shock because they were solely responsible for all decisions including
what patients to treat first in a resource-depleted, multiple-patient scene (Horberg et al., 2018, p.
244). The nurses experienced a discontinuity between education and practice because they are
trained to perform as part of a multi-disciplinary team (Horberg et al., 2018, p. 244). Contrary to
the team approach of nursing education, the demands of the EMS environment results in
paramedic students being “encouraged to think of themselves as autonomous practitioners”
(Granter et al., 2019, p. 292).
Academic literature in the social sciences speaks to silo building and how faultlines form
around distinct departments within a large organization. Lau and Murnighan (1998) wrote that
organizational faultlines are “hypothetical dividing lines that may split a group into subgroups
based on one or more attributes” (p. 238). In the public safety/healthcare continuum there exists
an us-and-them dynamic between nurses and paramedics because of the attributes of their
respective roles. A paramedic in Corman’s (2017a) study spoke about EMS being a department
in Alberta Health Services, and that EMS “is now run by a regime of nurses [who] have no
concept of what it is to be a public safety officer administering health care” (p. 17). Equally,
nurses felt that paramedics did not have an appropriate sensitivity to their index of suspicion
because some EMTs were quick to dismiss a clinical sign (severe headache) that could represent
something sinister (Horberg et al., 2018, p. 243). This relates back to nurses working in hospitals
where they can see how seemingly benign complaints can become serious issues once advanced
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diagnostic assessments are performed. Paramedics can learn from similar mechanisms, but the
opportunity to learn the outcome of the patients they treat is markedly diminished because they
return to the community once handover is complete. When it came to an overall treatment
approach, Vidar (2005) found that nurses applied a more holistic perspective to patient care than
paramedics did, especially as it related to an older patient’s needs in the realms of emotional,
social, spiritual, and functional aspects of life (p. 1146). The multiple social determinants of
health are traditionally not managed by paramedics due to the one-time, short interval
interactions that paramedics have with their patients. This again demonstrates some important
distinctions between the focus of healthcare and public safety personnel.
The examples above illustrate some of the differences between first responders and other
medical personnel, but the differences can go much deeper into the cultural level. Lazarsfeld et
al. (2014) identified a “cultural chasm” between healthcare and EMS cultures, and that there is
scant literature on “the aspects that distinguish [paramedics] from other health workers” (p. 735).
Jensen et al. (2013) revealed a feature of this cultural chasm when they observed the vocabulary
of paramedics and nurses at a hospital’s triage desk. The syntactic differences between the two
professions impact the triage process negatively due to a lack of common language to describe a
patient’s condition (Jensen et al., 2013, p. 969). An example of this phenomenon is present in the
Alberta healthcare system where hospital staff use a patient severity designation system called
the Canadian Triage Acuity Scale (CTAS). Paramedics are not taught how to designate a patient
using this scale, so the language the hospital uses to communicate patient severity is not
officially within the lexicon of a paramedic’s practice. It is because of the issues discovered
during the triage process that Jensen et al. (2013) advocate for common training across nursing
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and paramedic education so that a clear and correct handover of patient care can be realized
through a shared language system.
Despite the environment being different, some of the language being different, and the
training being different, the major differences come down to the core focus of each profession.
Healthcare professionals are focused on the long-term, holistic care of patients, and EMS
professionals are traditionally focused on short-term, episodic encounters for stabilization
purposes not recovery purposes. Learning to work as a part of a multi-disciplinary team, or as an
autonomous practitioner with the sole responsibility for decisions can impact profoundly how
employees see themselves. These different foci represent important distinctions between
healthcare and paramedicine, and thus how identity perspectives are expressed.
A Paramedic’s Discursive Practices
This section presents the vocabulary used in the EMS culture and how those internal
narratives are described in the literature, because semantic constructions and how language is
used are key indicators of culture (Bonvillain, 2020). Context determines how language is used
wherein “social meanings are signaled by linguistic alternatives chosen by different groups of
people within a community…for example, workers in particular occupations employ special
terminology or jargon” (Bonvillain, 2020, p. 1). Thus, the language paramedics use may indeed
be idiosyncratic to their roles, functions, and values. Additionally, by understanding how
paramedics deploy colloquial language, I can draw clear lines to their identity values. As will be
outlined below, semantic constructions do provide insight into how paramedics see themselves.
Paramedics are Storytellers. Storytelling was outlined in the organizational culture
section, and for EMS Tangherlini (2000) found that “paramedics are immersed in narratives” and
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that “telling stories and rehashing events are the raison d’étre of their profession” (p. 1). This
communicative practice is noted in some of the earliest literature on paramedic culture where
researchers found that “storytelling stands as one of the most developed aspects of the
occupational culture” (Tangherlini, 2000, p. 46; Metz, 1981, as cited in Tangherlini, 2000)1.
Within the narratives of storytelling, there exists an undercurrent of humor that is deployed as a
way to strengthen first-responder bonds and as a way to normalize and cope with some of the
tragic situations that paramedics encounter (Charman, 2013). Paramedics often engage in “dark,
or black humour, cynicism, skepticism, sarcasm, and irony, particularly relating to events of a
more serious nature” (Charman, 2015, p. 162). Beyond ways to cope, these storytelling and
humor mechanisms also strengthen and reinforce paramedic culture and a paramedic’s sense of
self because “stories and anecdotes can become a defining socio-cultural narrative in the shaping
of [their] professional identity” (Lazarsfeld-Jensen, 2014, p. 735). Additionally, self-esteem is a
component of storytelling as it “can be seen as a tactical engagement with the organization where
“medics (as they prefer to be called) present themselves as competent authorities of prehospital
care, taking issue with any who challenge their authority” (Tangherlini, 2000, p. 48).
New recruits are also acculturated to EMS through the use of storytelling where cultural values
are imparted onto rookies and where new recruits will reciprocate in storytelling “evidently to
cement their membership and to test their skills, stamina, and performance under pressure
(Palmer, 1983, p. 3). Lloyd (2008) also found that new-recruit conformity existed because
_________________________
1

Royal Roads Library staff confirmed that Metz (1981) could not be retrieved in either digital or physical format.
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rookies were attentive to the stories being told so they could absorb implicit knowledge about
cultural values and how the collective identity is portrayed (p. 407).
Storytelling is also used to communicate mutual respect among different first responder
groups. Expanding the circle of who paramedics tell stories to is a signal of trust because the
content is unquestionably risqué, which carries an element of risk (Charman, 2015, p. 163).
Charman (2015) explored the cultural “boundary crossing” between police and paramedics and
found that they shared cultural stories with each other as a sign of mutual trust (p. 163).
Opposite to this effect, storytelling can also exist to exclude people who are not an accepted part
of the first responder culture where idioms and colloquial language result in isolated meaning,
which creates a well-defined boundary of who is in and who is out (Charman, 2015, p. 170).
While storytelling is a key feature of paramedic culture, and not to say that it is unique to EMS,
paramedics will not restrict distinct discursive practices to only their fellow cultural inhabitants
because a paramedic’s semantic practices can extend into patient care. Crezee and Grant (2016)
noted that distinct speech patterns and specific word choices can achieve a softened
representation of a medical reality. They observed that paramedics will downplay the severity of
a situation as a form of negotiation to gain compliance with patients who are reticent to accept
care. So called “colloquial softeners” such as a “bit” and “just” were used as in “ you need a bit
of an x-ray”, or “I just need you to hang in there alright?” (Crezee & Grant, 2016, p. 8).
Juxtaposition was also used as an icebreaker to achieve connections with patients. For example,
a paramedic was observed entering the scene of a frightened 85 year old female, and with a big
smile asked “what has our young lady done?”(Crezee & Grant, 2016, p. 8). I see these practices
tying directly back to the identity of caregiver because Crezee and Grant (2016) indicated that
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the focus of colloquially softened language was on achieving patient wellbeing and reassurance
(p. 2).
Symbols and Additional Colloquialisms in EMS. My research is grounded in the
understanding of symbolic meaning-making, which is also called the science of semiotics. A full
description of semiotics is presented in a following section, but for now it is enough to say that
symbols exist on both the verbal and non-verbal plane, and that their meanings are often innate
and invisible to those within a culture (Matusitz, 2018). Furness et al. (2020) posit that “in
paramedic practice, the opportunity to reconnect with taken for granted meanings of why things
are done the way they are is rare” (p. 5). Importantly, symbols can be both physical artifacts
such as described by Palmer (1983) with radios, uniforms, medical equipment, and flashing
lights, or they can be more abstract conceptions such as rank or a veteran’s longevity in the
profession, which denotes a paramedic’s legitimacy among their peers (Lazarsfeld-Jensen, 2014,
p. 738; Matusitz, 2018). Further, symbolic artifacts can be the ways in which paramedics use
semantics to describe themselves as professionals, versus some of the terms that paramedics
disparage such as “drivers” or “stretcher bearers” (O’Meara, 2009, p. 2).
Social practices like the teasing and practical jokes that are played on rookies as a rite of
passage into the culture are also recognized as organizational symbology (Lazarsfeld-Jensen,
2014). When related to behavior, symbols can also have a profound effect on paramedics and
how they interpret the quality of the event that they are dispatched to. A good example of this is
how paramedics interpret the Medical Priority Dispatch System (MPDS) card set. Emergency
911 dispatchers use the MPDS to categorize all event types into one of 34 different numbers;
Card-1 is abdominal pain, Card-2 is allergic reaction, and so on. As Corman (2017a) found,
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these card numbers are significant because one of his participants remarked “until you know [the
card number], the call doesn’t mean anything to you” (p. 300). How these interpretations land is
important because certain card numbers can introduce an element of pre-arrival bias into the
paramedic’s mind. For example, Corman (2017a) learned from his participants that a “card 26
(sick person) is like the catch-all…I don’t feel good and I just want to go to the emergency
[department]” (p. 300). Importantly, Card-26 was found to be associated with what paramedics
call “shit calls”, and during a ride along, when dispatched to a “sick person” event, the attending
paramedic remarked “this is going to suck” (Corman, 2017a, p. 300). Equally, a more significant
card number (e.g. Card-9 cardiac arrest) was found to influence how aggressive the paramedics
drove to the call. If a call is designated as “hot”, which is a colloquialism for driving with lights
and sirens, the paramedics will drive “a little bit hotter” if dispatched to a call where the quality
of the event is deemed to be more in line with their expectations of what a true emergency is
(Corman, 2017a, p. 300). By understanding how these symbols are interpreted by paramedics,
one can gain further insight into how they see their identity in the emergency services as being
experts in high-acuity medical events.
A paramedic’s value on high acuity is further demonstrated by how events are
categorized during the act of storytelling. Corman (2017b) found that his participants often
worked within a discursive frame of bifurcation where events are designated as positive or
negative. He found that “this bifurcation between ‘good’ and ‘shit’ calls seemed to be an
organizing discourse in EMS” (p. 619). Going back to 1980s, Palmer (1983) also found this to
be a feature of paramedic discourse because “EMTs differentiate between ‘211s’ and ‘pukes’, the
former being positively valued and the latter negatively” (p. 168). Beyond the simple binary
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classification of good and bad calls, paramedics also have a wide vocabulary to convey quickly
they type of patient they have just treated. For example, Seim (2017) heard the term
“incarceritis”, which is constructed from the word “incarcerated” and the Latin suffix “-itis”
meaning inflammation, “where it is assumed an arrestee feigns a medical symptom in an effort to
avoid or delay jail booking” (p. 464). Another example is the acronym “BTS” meaning “Born
Too Soon” referring to a geriatric patient (Corman, 2017a, p. 617). Far from being a pejorative
expression, the participant indicated that it was a term of endearment by remarking “I love
dealing with the gerries” (p. 617).
Colloquial symbology is not limited to just within paramedic to paramedic discourse
because language and visual signs have a very important role in the continuation of care.
Hospital staff are attentive to a number of “cues from paramedics, which tangibly affect the
quality of the service immediately available at the emergency department” (Hughes, 1980, as
cited in Corman, 2017a)2. Moreover, Palmer (1983) found that if a paramedic views the patient
as not worthy of emergency care by labeling them as a “puke” that “sets into motion a fairly
predictable behaviour trajectory” where “disparaging verbal reports are given” (p. 169). The
impact of how a paramedic conveys the status of their patient to a Registered Nurse (RN) at
triage has “major implications for subsequent patient care” (Jensen et al., 2013, p. 964).
Additionally, Seim (2017) found that paramedics and nurses will engage in a co-process of
categorizing their subjects into “legit” calls or “bullshit calls” based on the number of
interventions the paramedic has applied prior to arrival at a hospital (p. 465). While medically
_________________________
2

Royal Roads Library staff confirmed that Hughes (1980) could not be retrieved in either digital or physical format.
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appropriate, the application of cervical collars, intravenous therapy, oxygen masks, and other
clinical artifacts will act as symbols of legitimacy, which impacts the triage decision regardless
of how injured or sick the patient may be (Seim, 2017, p. 465).
Throughout the preceding section, I have made clear how important semiotic meaning
making and symbols are to the EMS and broader medical environment. Symbols are not just
associated with visual cues, because colloquialisms and cultural practices are imbued with
important meanings such as how to treat a rookie, or how to show deference to a senior
paramedic. Perhaps the most important aspect of a symbol’s meaning is in the context of patient
care. Semantic constructions can be used to reassure and comfort a patient, or they can be used
to describe the perceived legitimacy of an event. Pre-judging prior to arrival, based on the
symbolic meaning within dispatch information, can impact how a paramedic approaches the care
of the patient and even how fast they drive to a scene. The categorizations made by paramedics
can impact their decision making processes, which can then influence the triage process.
Ultimately, patient care can be influenced by symbolic interactions. By illuminating these
sometimes hidden features of symbology in the AHS EMS environment, I can demonstrate what
cultural meanings impact a paramedic’s identity within the continuum of public safety and
healthcare. Additionally, my interest in elucidating a paramedic’s identity is notwithstanding the
other critical element of illuminating how patient care can be affected by symbolic references
and self-ascribed paramedic values.
Mental Health In The Paramedic Population
This section presents academic literature that relates to paramedic mental health and the
factors that contribute to paramedic wellbeing (or lack thereof) because this topic is present in
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much of the EMS academic literature (Lawn et al., 2020, p. 349; van der Ploeg & Kleber, 2003,
p. 40). The etiology of poor mental health among paramedics is varied and researchers have
attributed some of the causes to traumatic events, major disasters, threats to personal safety, and
organizational stressors such as shiftwork, overtime, and poor management support (Lawn et al.,
2020; Halpern et al., 2012a; van der Ploeg & Kelber, 2003). Mental health concerns among first
responders are also known contributors to a high instance physical maladies such as coronary
artery disease, obesity, and substance abuse (Hegg-Deloye et al., 2014). The magnitude of these
effects are concerning because in the UK’s National Health Service (NHS) alone, the cost of sick
leave in 2011 was estimated to be at 1.7 billion pounds (Mildenhall, 2012). Within the entire
NHS employee population, paramedics represented the highest rate of stress related absences
(Mildenhall, 2012, p 318). In a Canadian study of mental health disorders in public safety
personnel, both paramedics and Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) officers were found to
have the highest prevalence of self-reported mental health concerns, and the highest rate of
previously diagnosed mental health disorders as compared to other first responder groups and the
general public (Carleton et al., 2017). The research into understanding what causes a first
responder’s declining mental health appears to be arranged into two distinct categories. The first
is research that evaluates a paramedic’s exposure to critical events including major disasters, and
the second is research that evaluates organizational and cumulative factors.
Critical Incident Exposure. Halpern et al. (2012a) report that paramedics are frequently
exposed to stressful and critical incidents that can result in “significant emotional sequelae, such
as depression, burnout, and post-traumatic stress symptoms (p. 51). For example, Ploeg and
Kleber (2003) found that after an unsuccessful resuscitation attempt paramedics can experience
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“vivid, involuntary, and uncontrollable thoughts, feelings, and/or mental images concerning their
attempt” (p. 40). In addition, Regehr (2005) found that paramedics can also experience an array
of responses when they encounter a threat to their personal safety. When asked, 70% of
paramedics reported being assaulted on the job, and a further 56% of paramedics reported
experiencing events that could have potentially led to their death (Regehr, 2005, p. 97).
Experiencing threats to oneself is a contributor to the development of Post-Traumatic Stress
Disorder (PTSD), which “commonly presents as intrusive memories, feeling of irritability, sleep
problems, and a sense of detachment from others” (Regehr, 2005, pp. 40-41). However, not all
critical events affect paramedics in the same way because of individual differences in
personality, previous experiences, perceptions of stress, and personal coping strategies (Jenner,
2007, p. 26; Lawn et al., 2020, p. 360). Halpern et al. (2012b) explored this variability by asking
paramedics in the Canadian city of Toronto to identify the types of situations that caused them
acute stress. Some of the major themes that emerged included feeling helpless, feeling
overwhelmed, feeling not in control, and a sensing a threat to personal safety (Halpern et al.,
2012b). Additionally, difficult family members and witnessing cruel or neglectful conduct such
as child abuse registered with the participants as stress inducing, especially if the paramedics felt
they could have done more (Halpern et al., 2012b, p. 9). Stress symptoms can also arise as the
result of continual exposure to a series of less significant critical events where a cumulative
affect can be just as impactful as a single major event (Halpern et al., 2012a).
Organizational and Cumulative Factors. Exposure to human tragedy is often viewed
as the primary risk factor for paramedics. However, a body of literature suggests that some of
the major risk factors for paramedics can be attributed to occupational stressors where significant
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stress symptoms can arise in emergency workers who have not been exposed to a disaster or
critical incident (Kirk et al., 2017; Lazarsfeld-Jensen, 2014; Mahony, 2001; Sterud et al., 2011;
van der Ploeg & Kleber, 2003; Wankhade, 2012, Wankhade, 2016). Overall, occupational stress
is defined as “the adverse reaction people have to excessive pressures or to other types of
demand placed upon them at work” (Mildenhall, 2012, p. 318). For example, some stressors
relate to time pressures, shift work that impacts social/family adversity, and fatigue (van der
Ploeg & Kleber, 2003, pp. 40-41; Sofianopoulos et al., 2011). An additional organizational
stressor was found in how paramedics perceive managers and management support. Mahony
(2001) conducted empirical paramedic research in Australia and in the United Kingdom. She
found that in both services paramedics “complained that management did not care about their
staff” because managers were constantly pushing staff to achieve more with less; “They’re
working us into the ground” (Mahony, 2001, p. 141). Additionally, paramedics felt that they had
very little input into their work because of “what is known colloquially as ‘the mushroom effect’
(kept in the dark and fed on manure)” (Mahony, 2001, p. 139).
Paramedic Coping Strategies. Emotional numbing is the practice of consciously
minimizing emotions (Regehr, 2005). This act of repression may have some usefulness during a
critical event because a paramedic needs to maintain a focus on the cognitive aspects of
providing clinical care (Regehr, 2005). Despite this usefulness, Blau (2012) investigated the
effects of surface acting among paramedics, “which involves displaying emotions that are not
felt” (p. 628). The dissonance this generates was found to have a strong correlation with poor
job satisfaction and a high degree of mental exhaustion (Blau, 2012, p. 635). Maintaining an
outward appearance of a cool head during an event has some benefit. However, this practice
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extends into the periods after a call where repression is rooted in the hegemonic practices of
masculine stoicism as seen in the military and fire departments (Furness et al., 2020). The social
pressure to maintain a stoic posture in the EMS culture extends to all staff, including females,
because the pressure to control emotions is so great that when feelings are expressed one can
experience harassment and ostracism (Williams, 2011, p. 371). Indeed, a lack of co-worker
support was found to predict psychological distress because the social group that paramedics rely
on most for support becomes a source of criticism (Mildenhall, 2012; Sterud et al., 2011)
The forces of culture that act upon paramedics are powerful. Stoicism does have
usefulness when managing patient care during a disturbing or high-stress event. However, the
value of stoicism and the practice of surface acting extends into the time and space that
paramedics occupy after an event where the practice of suppression no longer has a practical
purpose. I will not explore the harmful psychological mechanisms of repression because it is
beyond the scope of this dissertation, but extant literature does indicate that the continual act of
repressing emotions is known to be detrimental to one’s mental health (Porter & Johnson, 2008).
First response is difficult work and dangerous work. If paramedic culture continues to influence
the suppression of meaningful coping strategies, I fear that paramedic suicide will continue to be
a feature of EMS social science literature for years to come.
Literature Review Conclusion
By combining literature that relates to organizational behavior and EMS culture, I
established the necessary foundations to make sense of my research findings. The first major
section outlined how organizational culture is defined, how many organizations are complex
arrangements of subcultures, how culture is perpetuated, and how powerful organizational
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culture is on new employee indoctrination. The second major section traced the history of EMS
and how that history continues to influence the identity of paramedics. The EMS section also
demonstrated how paramedic culture aligns with the organizational studies literature. I note
common references to the hegemonic influences that impact what behaviour is acceptable, and
even what can be talked about. For example, emotional culture was discussed in section one and
the EMS section outlined how emotional expressions are often taboo for paramedics. Employees
want to belong to a social group, and both sections referred to surface acting as a way for
employees to be accepted among their peers.
Another very specific overlap between the sections is how culture is perpetuated.
Storytelling was described as an important mechanism in both sections. The EMS section
demonstrated how vital the storytelling tradition is to paramedics because it is both a way to
acculturate new members and a coping mechanism to help paramedics deal with the tragedies
they encounter. Further, how employees speak, the perceptions they have, and the alliances they
form are all outlined throughout the organizational studies section. The EMS section then
corroborated those general observations. Examples of overlap can be seen in a paramedic’s
discursive practices (e.g., colloquialisms) and the subculture perspectives that establish an usand-them perspective. Both sections described that self-esteem is a reason that employees will
self-ascribe their identity and their belonging to a specific subcultures. Additionally, the first
section described the consequences of organizational change, and I established that Emergency
Medical Services continues to evolve and change in both significant and subtle ways.
Finally, as it relates to my research design, I illuminated the value of understanding an
organization through a symbolic lens. The literature is clear that organizations can be viewed as
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symbolic entities where cultural artifacts exist both on the surface and deeper into the
subconscious tacit perceptions that employees hold. By being attentive to organizational
symbolism, researchers can illuminate the often taken-for-granted and sometimes invisible
aspects of how culture is expressed and perpetuated. As a result of the literature review synthesis
that I performed, I now have the important theoretical and empirical foundations to conduct my
subsequent methods, analysis, and discussion sections.
Methods Section
Throughout section one of the literature review, I established that organizations are
complex arrangements of subcultures because “organizational culture is socially constructed, the
product of groups not individuals, and based on shared experiences” (Bellot, 2011, p. 30). This
arrangement produces both surface artifacts and the subconscious/taken-for-granted assumptions
that employees hold. Schein (2003) wrote about the difficulty of interpretation when the surface
level artifacts have subconscious and tacitly accepted meanings (p. 71). Therefore, this
challenge leads researchers to use methods that are designed to access information about the
lived experiences of their participants (Schein, 2003). Beginning in the 1980s, interpretive
methodologies began to emerge and “the conceptual base for organizational culture was
developed further [toward qualitative methods]” because “up until [that] point, organization
studies were dominated by a positivist paradigm” (Bellot, 2011, p. 30). Despite the historical
prominence of positivist approaches, Glaser et al. (1987) found that “the recent literature in
organizational culture either explicitly or implicitly embraces the need for qualitative research
and ethnographic observations and interviews” (p. 175). The emergence of ethnographic
approaches continued, and by the middle of the 1990s, qualitative descriptions of organizational
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culture were the norm. Denison and Mishra (1995) noted that “most cultural researchers
advocate a phenomenological approach, emphasizing the qualitative understanding of meaning
and interpretation” (p. 205). These ethnographic approaches were developed to understand
organizational culture because to access taken-for-granted assumptions “we must talk to insiders
and at least elicit their ‘espoused values’, and what they claim their non-negotiable principles
and ideologies to be” (Schein, 2003, p. 171).
While academics acknowledge that interviews and ethnographic approaches provide an
effective means to elicit an employee’s assumptions and values, there is also a recognition among
researchers that culture is so complex that it should not be studied using just one approach. This
is because “the weaknesses of using qualitative or quantitative methods alone leave potential for
omission of crucial elements of culture” (Bellot, 2011, p. 33). By deploying a multi-paradigm
research approach, “the convergence of diverse viewpoints will reveal a more detailed picture of
organizational culture and help the field better understand its richness and complexity” (Baek &
Chang, 2019, p. 660). In keeping with these recommendations, I designed a multi-disciplinary,
multi-epistemological approach for this study. I first accessed my participants’
phenomenological perspectives using qualitative methods, and second I evaluated their picture
contributions using a quantitative approach commensurate with positivist methodologies. I
arranged this methods section into two main sections. In the first major section, I discuss the
philosophical foundations that I used to justify my approach as well as the theoretical approaches
that inform how I interpreted the data. The second major section outlines the specific methods I
used to engage my participants and the steps that I took to analyze my data.
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Section one: The Theories Supporting my Methodology
Within social scientific inquiry, determining “what knowledge is, and the ways of
discovering it, are subjective” where such subjectivity is determined by the lens that a researcher
uses to view the world (Scotland, 2012, p. 9). The lenses used to view and interpret observed or
experienced phenomena are called paradigms. According to Chen (2012) the word paradigm
referred originally “to an accepted model or pattern”, but it has since evolved in academia to
“represent the set of practices that constitutes the core of a scientific discipline and serves as a
model to show how a scientific community should conduct its research” (p. 994). Emergency
Medical Services is a system steeped in the viewpoints of clinical medicine, as evidenced by the
vast amount of EMS academic literature that addresses the clinical efficacy of paramedic
procedures (Furness et al., 2020). Thus, positivism (defined below) is a dominant ontology in
the literature that pertains to EMS. Taquette and Villela (2017) state that this bias in the research
exists because medical professionals place a low value on qualitative research and that social
science research articles are represented scantly in the medical literature (p. 4). They go on to
suggest that the underrepresentation of the social sciences in medicine is due to the “myth of
quantification as a single parameter of scientificity and almost synonymous with truth, or to the
lack of knowledge about the scope of qualitative research” (Taquette & Villela, 2017, p. 4).
Therefore, through my research, it is my intention to demonstrate both the value of social
sciences in paramedicine and to supplement the scant amount of social science literature that
pertains to EMS (Lazarsfeld, 2014).
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Ontology and Epistemology Defined. A research paradigm, and the procedures
performed within a paradigm’s framework, are informed by “ontology, epistemology, and
methods” (Scotland, 2012, p. 9). Ontology is concerned with assumptions that relate to the “very
nature of being, of what is, and what constitutes reality” (Scotland, 2012, p. 9, emphasis in
original). Accordingly, “ontological questions interrogate ideas about what is real” (Staller,
2012, p. 1160). The second component of a paradigm is epistemology, which is “concerned with
the nature and forms of knowledge” (Scotland, 2012, p. 9). When exploring epistemological
assumptions, one is concerned with how knowledge is created (e.g., objective reality versus
subjective reality), how knowledge is gathered (e.g., quantitative versus qualitative methods),
and how knowledge is communicated (e.g., numerical versus narrative description) (Scotland,
2012). Ontology and epistemology are closely related, but they can be further differentiated by
seeing ontology as an assumption of what reality is, and epistemology as the knowledge that is
contained within that reality (Merrigan et al., 2012, p. 34).
Within the social sciences, the theories about social reality fall into two categories
(Blaikie, 2011). Scholars define these two categories by how a researcher sees truth as “either
material phenomena or as a set of ideas that human beings have about their world” (Blaikie,
2011, p. 2). In the scientific paradigm, the “materialist position” assumes that “both natural and
social phenomena have an independent existence” because the structures of culture exist
irrespective of a person acting within it (Blaikie, 2011, p. 2). In the interpretive paradigm, the
“idealist position” assumes that there are “fundamental differences between natural and social
phenomena” because humans “live in a world of their shared interpretations” (Blaikie, 2011, p.
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2). These two philosophical assumptions, and how they relate to my research methods, are
explored next.
The Scientific Paradigm
The scientific paradigm is also known by the ontological position of positivism, where
objects and phenomena “have an existence independent of the knower” (Chen, 2012, p. 10). In
the scientific paradigm “positivists go forth into the world impartially, discovering absolute
knowledge about an objective reality” (Chen, 2012, p. 2). The term discovery paradigm is yet
another reference to the scientific paradigm because “this paradigm asserts that things are
discoverable and that they just are” (Merrigan et al., 2012, p. 34). Regardless of the names given
to this way of viewing reality, the main features of the scientific paradigm are that researchers
are objective, value free, and seek to describe phenomena in such a way that their findings can be
reproduced by other researchers (Scotland, 2012, p. 11). By following these conventions,
positivist researchers wish to develop laws, also referred to as grand narratives, that yield
prediction and generalization so that study results can be seen as representing a broader truth
(Chen, 2012, p. 10). The sciences including, but not limited to, chemistry, physics, biology, and
engineering, all have their foundations in positivist inquiry because academics believe that
phenomena and laws in those fields exist regardless of a human’s presence.
Positivist Methodology. A study conducted in the scientific paradigm is considered
good if the “results are due to the independent variable (internal validity), can be generalized
and/or transferred to other populations (external validity), and if different researchers can record
the same data in the same way and arrive at the same conclusions (replicable and reliable)”
(Scotland, 2012, p. 11). As a result of these quality imperatives, many of the methods deployed
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by positivist researchers can be categorized as quantitative. Describing observed phenomena
numerically is one of the pillars of the scientific paradigm, and thus statistical expressions are a
common feature in this ontological framework (Fielder & Cumming, 2008). Additionally,
experimentation is the primary way of generating knowledge in the scientific paradigm.
Researchers will identify the variables that influence a phenomenon, and their statistical
procedures are designed to develop predictive models (Scherbaum, & Skockley, 2019, p. 21).
Experimental researchers take care to identify as many variables as possible to reduce the
chances of something unknown impacting the results (Noack, 2018). Positivist methods also
tend to be deductive, which is defined as a top down approach where a hypothesis is developed
and then a scientific study is designed to test the hypothesis (Noack, 2018).
As it relates to social scientific phenomena, positivist researchers seek to reduce
knowledge to fundamental truths, which are known as grand narratives. Additionally, positivist
researchers seek to generate theories that can withstand attempts to disprove them. As a result,
the scientific paradigm is not well suited to describe the features of culture and varying
individual expressions (Scotland, 2012). The scientific paradigm methods that “were developed
to understand the natural world are not always directly transferable to the social world” because
“positivistic generalizations ignore the intentionality of the individual, thus actions are not fully
understood” (Scotland, 2012, p. 11). Exploring complex and variable social phenomena through
description is where the interpretive paradigm comes to the fore.
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The Interpretive Paradigm
Scholars who approach their studies using the interpretive paradigm “recognize the
importance of the subjective value systems of researchers, their participants’ phenomenology, the
need for reflexivity in research, … and the value of qualitative and mixed methods approaches”
(Cohen, et al., 2007, p. 8). Interpretive researchers take an idealist posture where “meaning is
not discovered; it is constructed through the interaction between consciousness and the world”
(Scotland, 2012, p. 11). Interpretive researchers also value variability versus a single grand
narrative because they acknowledge that “different people may construct meaning in different
ways” (Crotty, 1989, p. 9). Due to these epistemological assumptions, the methods within the
interpretive paradigm “are directed at understanding phenomena from an individual’s
perspective, investigating interaction among individuals, as well as the historical and cultural
context which people inhabit” (Creswell, 2009, p. 8). Another important distinction from the
scientific paradigm is that interpretive researchers do not attempt to be value free. Unlike the
objective stance taken by researchers in the scientific paradigm, interpretive paradigm
researchers should “assert their beliefs when they choose what to research, how to research, and
how to interpret their data” (Edge & Richards, 1998, p. 336). As a result, “researchers need to
make their agenda and value-system explicit from the outset (Scotland, 2012, p. 12). In keeping
with this convention, I outlined my epistemological foundations in the introduction section.
As it relates to methodology, researchers who investigate culture see it as a collective
consciousness where group consistencies exist, and where researchers “aim to bring into
consciousness hidden social forces and structure” (Scotland, 2012, p. 12). When a group
develops common practices, values, and beliefs, they are said to have their own cultural
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hegemony (Russet, 2011). The identification of a culture’s hegemonic features is achieved by
researchers being attentive to both the individual’s interpretations of meaning and how those
interpretations feed into patterns of cultural behavior and beliefs.
Interpretive Methodology. An interpretive researcher starts with broad research
questions versus a hypothesis and then those questions are answered through systematic inquiry
(Cohen et al., 2007, p. 8). In this way, interpretive research is said to be inductive, which means
that data are analyzed from the ground up (Scotland, 2012, p. 12). Further, the methodological
approaches that interpretive researchers use often generate qualitative data (Scotland, 2012, p.
12). Qualitative data is represented by interview transcripts, pictures, music, or anything that has
a quality outside of strictly numerical expressions. However, numeric expressions still have a
place in the social sciences because frequency data (how much of something there is) can add
additional understanding about the magnitude or the ratio of one observed phenomenon versus
another. As a result, interpretive researchers should be attentive to patterns within their
participant’s responses or the patterns of behavior that they observe (Merrigan et al., 2012).
Interpreting the Social World. According to the tenets of the interpretive paradigm, the
social world is best understood by examining situations “through the eyes of participants rather
than the researcher”, which means that researchers who take an etic approach (outside looking
in) cannot fully illuminate the motivations of the people they observe (Cohen, et al., 2007, p. 19).
However, qualitative approaches can generate criticisms by positivists who apply their
epistemological value of grand narratives to an interpretive research project. Despite those
criticisms, “interpretive research cannot be judged by the same criteria as the scientific
paradigm” (Scotland, 2012, p. 12). Social scientists challenge the usability of quantitative and
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reductionist approaches when researchers attempt to describe the complexity of culture. There
exists a “vehement criticism from some quarters” that positivists can remain value neutral
because the very choices positivists make are laden with the hegemonic-influenced practices of
the natural sciences (Cohen, et al., 2007, p. 14). To achieve a broad understanding of
organizational culture, Cohen et al. (2007) advise that researchers avoid “simple dichotomies or
absolutist types: objective or subjective, induction or deduction, quantitative or qualitative”
because there is no unified objectivist or subjectivist paradigm (p. 14). Accordingly, “social
science research is marked by paradigmatic pluralism and multiple ways of construing
paradigms” (Cohen, at al., 2007, p. 8).
Contemporary Social Science Research. Throughout this section, I presented the
scientific and interpretive paradigms as disparate approaches to illuminate their distinct features.
However, in contemporary social science research, the two approaches can be used in a single
study to provide the widest possible description of social phenomena. To highlight the
prevalence of this approach, Belcher et al. (2016) conducted a systematic review of literature that
addressed research quality in the social sciences, and they found that a significant number of
those articles support methodological pluralism (p. 6). The divergence away from strict
positivist approaches was first noted in the last half of the 20th century where “the revolt against
positivism occurred on a broad front” (Cohen et al., 2007, p. 14). Despite this resistance, social
scientists did not fully abandon positivist approaches, but rather they evolved them into what is
known as post-positivism. The post-positivistic approach replaces a “singular objective reality”
with a “tentative speculation in which multiple perspectives, claims and warrants are brought
forward by the researcher” because “the world is multilayered and able to tolerate multiple
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interpretations” (Cohen, 2007, p. 16). These layers are best elucidated through multiple sources
of data gathering and multiple ways of analyzing a dataset, which is the main feature of a multidisciplinary study.
The Science of Symbolic and Semiotic Inquiry
As discussed in the previous section, researchers in the interpretive paradigm see value in
the qualitative ways to understand cultural phenomena. Due to my research questions being
rooted in the implicit and the sometimes hidden-in-plain-view identity and cultural expressions
of paramedics employed by AHS, I chose to engage in a methodology that explores
organizational symbolism. Social scientists have embraced the visual turn as a relevant
methodology for organizational studies where disciplines such as semiotics can be applied in an
organizational context (Bell & Davidson, 2013, p. 168). Researchers who use visual methods
can extend the “epistemological foundations of management knowledge in order to generate
insights into aspects of management and organizational life” (Bell & Davidson, 2013, p. 171).
Analyzing organizational culture visually is a relevant approach because “we live in an
increasingly ocularcentric society, where thousands of images bombard us every day” (Bell,
2017, 02:06). From within visual data, social scientists can analyze systematically “how we
learn to behave, what identities [emphasis added] we form, how to dress, and how to act in
organizations. All of these things are very powerfully communicated using visual media” (Bell,
2017, 02:58). As a result, “the recent years have witnessed a growth of visual perspectives
within organization and management studies” because “visual materials like images, photos,
drawing, and artifacts have been used to flesh out the rich, emotional and aesthetic side of
organizational life” (Höykinpuro & Ropo, 2014, p. 780). Taken as a specific branch of social
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science, Bell (2017) recommends that researchers “[use] a semiotic approach to understanding
culture” and she suggests that researchers should “see those artifacts as part of a sign system”
within an organizational culture (10:14).
Semiotic Meaning Making. Within my research data, I had access to specific paramedic
colloquialisms and descriptions of their identity through their descriptions of the pictures they
brought. To make sense of this data, I wanted to understand the theories that describe how an
artifact’s meaning is generated. Put succinctly, semiotics is the study of signs and how those
signs support “the basic process of human meaning construction, [which] stands at the center of
all human communication” (Leeds-Hurwitz, 2009, p. 877). A sign, also known as a semiotic text,
can be anything with instilled meaning. For example, a semiotic text can be a word, a colour, a
sound, a smell, an image, a symbol, a physical artifact, and even a gesture (Cousins, 2012, p.
151). More importantly however is that “semiotics studies the processes that lead signs to have
particular meanings, and the ways in which such meanings are communicated and have effects”
(Parry, 2020, p. 51, emphasis in original). A common example used to demonstrate semiotic
processing is the arbitrary arrangement of a red octagon affixed to the top of a pole. It is only
through the societal agreement of traffic rules that a red octagon at the top of a pole means “stop”
regardless of the language printed on the sign. This type of negotiated meaning is important for
my research because paramedics are surrounded by cultural artifacts that they ascribe meaning
to. How that meaning is generated and perpetuated is the product of the social forces that I
described in the literature review. I was interested in both the artifacts that have a consistent
meaning among my participants and conversely when a common object has multiple
perspectives that could be tied to the hegemony of different subcultures within EMS. Therefore,
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I applied the theories of semiotic meaning-making to analyze my data and to make sense of how
a paramedic’s identity is represented by the symbols and artifacts within the professional
environment of EMS.
All semiotic theories, historical and contemporary, describe some form of process that
results in how a text is interpreted. In some situations the meaning of a text is arbitrary, and thus
its meaning must be taught. Examples include the stop sign described above or the different
languages that exist throughout the world. In other situations, the text is a natural representation
of the referred object and its meaning may be consistent across cultural dimensions. An example
of this can be seen in international airports where travelers from all over the world interpret
pictorial icons for where to pick up luggage, where the customs agents are, and whether a certain
floor is for departures or arrivals. However, it is not just the cognitive link between the text and
its referent that interests semioticians, it is also the meaning and/or potential actions that follow
such cognition (Bauer, 2008), and that is why semiotics has relevance to a cultural study.
Various Semiotic Meaning-Making Theories. The first academics to describe semiotics
were Ferdinand de Saussure and Charles Sanders Peirce who lived in Switzerland and America
respectively throughout the late 1800s and early 1900s. Both were influenced by the structuralist
(positivist) conventions of the day where researchers have interpreted their writings to mean that
“individual idiosyncrasies can have no meaning because they are not part of the conventional
system” (Layton, 2006, p. 36). This is reinforced by de Saussure’s own words when he wrote
that “we shall see below that the individual does not have the power to change a sign in any way
once it has become established in the linguistic community” (Saussure, 1916/1959, p.69). Peirce
also saw that signs were the product of stable meanings, and he was very interested in the
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taxonomic designation of signs because he created a complicated system to describe the structure
of semiotic meaning, some of which is described below.
The Dyadic Theory of Meaning Making. What emerged from Ferdinand de Saussure’s
contemplations was a dyadic (two-part) concept of signifier and signified, where the signifier is
the word or sound that leads to the signified which is “the mental concept to which the signifier
refers in the mind of the beholder” (Cousins, 2012, p. 151). These two sides are connected by a
bi-directional associative bond between the signifier and the signified where hearing a word will
conjure the image/concept in one’s mind, and equally seeing a signifier will elicit the sound of
the word in one’s mind (de Saussure, 1916/1958, p.66). Once the associative bond is developed,
“it is fixed and can only change through a major shift in societal thought” (Saussure, 1916/1959,
pp. 66, 205). The semiotic associative-bond concept is important for my research because of the
semantic practices of paramedics. I am reminded of how the colloquialisms that paramedics use
can take on specific meanings, and where those meanings can produce what Palmer (1983)
described as “predictable trajectory of behavior” (p. 79) if certain labels are assigned to patients
or event types (e.g., negatively for “shit calls” and “pukes”, or positively for “211s”).
The Triadic Theory of Meaning Making. Charles Peirce generated semiotic meaningmaking theories that were similar to de Saussure, but it was Peirce’s approach to the process of
signification that distinguished him from his fellow Swiss semiotician (Atkin, 2005). Peirce’s
contribution to semiotics was the triadic model, which has three components: the sign, the object,
and the interpretant (Atkin, 2005). Peirce saw the link between a signifier and the signified as a
product of some intervening influence versus a static association, and that is where the third
component of semiotic meaning-making emerges. The “interpretant” concept is unique to Peirce
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where “it exemplifies the insight that signification and representation are not exhausted by a
simple duet of sign and object, but involve the intervention of a third factor” (Liszka, 1996, p.
17). In describing the concept of the interpretant, Manning (2011) states that it “could be a body
of knowledge, a formalized code, book, or an abstract statement of principles, but it was not a
person or an interpreter” (p. 573). To Peirce (1914/1931), the interpretant “arises upon the
holding together of diverse impressions, and therefore it does not join a conception to a
substance”, which means that the interpretation of text is not fixed (p. 227). Importantly, Peirce
suggested that an object’s meaning grows “depending on the state of knowledge or amount of
information” that is available to a given society (Liszka, 1996, p. 17). The triadic theory of
signification has relevance to my study of symbolic meaning-making because of the functional
and geographic contexts that my participants work in. The unspoken codes, the local contexts,
and the shared meanings that develop within distinct work groups and specific geographical
locations in Alberta can all influence what a sign means. As a result, the triadic model has a
particular relevance to my investigation of paramedic identity.
Icons, Indexes, and Symbols. Another aspect of Peirce’s semiotic meaning-making
model that is relevant to my research is how he classified objects into sub-categories. Peirce
acknowledged that an objective physical reality existed . He believed “without denying the
actuality of the objects outside of consciousness, or their influence on semiosis, he could still
claim that the real, the general, truth was bound up in sign translation” (Liszka, 1996, p. 18).
This means that some signs have a narrow range of interpretations because of how the sign
relates to its referent. This objective/subjective continuum is reflected in how Peirce saw signs
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as icons, indexes, or symbols depending on where an object was on the continuum that ranged
from narrow interpretation to broad interpretation.
The Sign as an Icon. An icon is a graphic that has some look-alike, or what Peirce
called a “virtuous” quality to it, because “there may be a mere relation of reason between the
sign and the thing signified” (Peirce, 1914/1931, p. 155). Peirce thought of an icon in terms of a
portrait painting because the signifier looked just like the person it referred to (Atkin, 2011,
Objects section, para. 2). An example of an icon in the EMS environment is found on
defibrillator-pad packaging. The images printed on each packet outline the shape of an adult or
the shape of a baby depending on the contents. These look-alike icons provide a quick way to
determine which package to open during an emergency. I present this example in relation to my
research because of the potential for how an icon’s seemingly narrow interpretation window can
take on meanings that are idiosyncratic to paramedics. I anticipated that the generating forces of
culture would impact an icon’s typical meaning to something specific in the EMS culture. My
anticipation was informed by extant literature where some paramedics, when seeing an
ambulance did not describe it as an “ambulance”, but rather they described it as a “taxi” or their
“office” (Corman, 2016a, p. 307).
The Sign as an Index. An index is an artifact that has some secondary but “direct
physical connection” to its object or concept (Peirce, 1914/1931, p. 155). Peirce used the
example that smoke represents fire and described that the index is “like a pronoun demonstrative
or relative, [that] forces the attention to the particular object intended without describing it”
(Peirce, 1914/1931, p. 153). In the EMS environment, the shock button on the defibrillator is
bright red with a lightning bolt depicted in the center. Clearly, this does not mean that a lightning
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bolt will be produced when the button is pushed, but the indexical relationship of lightning to
electrical energy is assumed. As for social considerations, I draw an example from the EMS
literature where paramedics created the hybrid word “incarceritis”, which established an
indexical relationship between a patient and that the fact that they were under arrest. The
resulting interpretation being that the patient is feigning a medical condition to avoid being
locked up, so the paramedic may be skeptical of the patient’s claims and thus not treat the
symptoms (Seim, 2017, p. 464). Once again, as (Palmer, 1983) showed, pejorative designations
can affect a paramedic’s demeanor toward their patient, and thus the connection between
symbolism and cultural behaviour is established. I was attentive to indexical meaning making in
my data, and I did find indexical relationships between specific artifacts and how they are
interpreted.
The Sign as a Symbol. A symbol is a sign that derives its meaning from some particular
cultural belief, or what Peirce called “imputed character” (Peirce, 1914/1931, p. 229). In other
words, a symbol’s meaning must be taught to the user because there is no direct and natural
connection to its referent. This concept shares some characteristics of de Saussure’s associative
bond that needs to be taught, but symbology in Peirce’s model includes the interpretant, which
recognizes the structure of cultural codes in the development of a sign’s meaning. Peirce refers
to human-applied meaning by saying that a symbol “is the general name or description which
signifies its object by means of an association of ideas or habitual connection between the name
and the character signified” (Peirce, 1914/1931, p. 153). Additionally, Peirce speaks of the
symbol as a “reference to all the synthetical proposition in which objects in common are subject
or predicate, and this I term the information it embodies” (Peirce, 1914/1931, p. 231). Therefore,
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according to Peirce, a symbol is derived from some form of collective thought, versus an index
which has some natural connection to the object or concept that it represents. The concept of the
symbol is important for my research because of how closely a symbol is tied to cultural meaning.
Similar to, but distinct from the index variability that I detected, a symbol’s meaning is much
more human derived because there is no existential connection to its referent; a symbol’s
meaning is arbitrary. An outside observer may have a different perspective on what an artifact
means, and once again I draw an example from the literature by how the symbolic term “hero”,
which is likely seen as a welcome description by an outside observer, is resisted by paramedics
because they “doggedly avoid the term” (Furness et al., 2020, p. 3; Palmer, 1983). New recruits
learn quickly that the meaning of “hero” is an unwelcome designation in EMS culture.
Second-Order Semiological Systems. Another theory of meaning-making common to
the literature is called second-order semiosis. As influenced by de Saussure, Barthes
(1957/1972) saw the signifier/signified relationship as an arbitrary construction, but he added a
second layer of meaning-making within his signification model. Barthes saw the signification
process as being the product of “mobile truths of everyday mundane social events” (Manan &
Smith, 2014, p. 207). By mundane, Barthes referred to the structural aspects of cultural truths
that remain accepted and uncontested due to how natural they appear to those in a culture
(Monticelli, 2012). To explain further, people unconsciously accept this myth of meaning
because what the object stands for is the result of “everyday practices as a system of shared
coding” within a given cultural context, and in that way one’s social context has primacy in the
construction of meaning (Manan & Smith, 2014, p. 204). While this may sound very similar to
Peirce’s concept of the interpretant, Barthes described the fluidity of meaning-making and he
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suggested that an artifact’s meaning was much more malleable than it is in Peirce’s triadic model.
Importantly, the second-order-system theory has two phases of interpretation. The first phase
occurs rapidly where a sign is comprehended (its denotation), but it is then transformed by a
second signification process into a connotative understanding. Barthes writes that “connotation,
that is the development of a system of second-order meanings, which are so to speak parasitic on
the language proper” (Barthes, 1957/1972, p. 114). Barthes saw connotation as “the myth of
meaning” where cultural influences establish a text’s meaning as uncontested truth because “now
the myth consumer takes the signification for a system of facts, whereas it is but a semiological
system” (Barthes, 1957/1972, p. 131).
The utility of Barthes’ theories for social studies is that researchers can see how the
influences of culture can impact one’s sense of the environment, and consequently their identity.
For example, in the study of Calgary-area paramedics, Corman (2017a) found that the denotation
of “card-26” (sick person) was transformed quickly into the connotative meaning “this is going
to suck” (p. 300). If “this is going to suck” was uttered in front of a rookie paramedics, the
influencing power of cultural expression suggests that new employees could be biased negatively
to this type of event despite perhaps not having developed their own experiential perceptions.
This emerged as an important way for me to interpret my data because I found that several
paramedics used colloquial expressions that conveyed multiple layers of meaning.
The Telic Triad. Similar to the other theories of how meaning is derived via a process
that flows from first sensing a text to the final interpreted meaning of a text, (Cousins, 2012)
introduces a concept where the individual is the most important component of meaning-making.
He discussed the telic triad theory (telic means progression toward), which explains how the
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receiver, in this case called the intendent, is a crucial component of how a symbol is interpreted
(Cousins, 2012, p. 157). The basic principle of the telic triad is that the intendent will determine
the meaning of a symbol not necessarily by their previous experiences within a culture, but by
their unconscious intent. In the telic triad model, meaning is produced by incorporating the
perspectives of the intendent whose interpretation is predicated on their tacit or explicit goals
(Cousins, 2012). An example to illuminate this model in practice is to consider thunderclouds
rolling in from a distance. To an intendent who wants to have a picnic, the clouds will be
interpreted as a negative sign because their implicit intent is to eat outside, but the picnic will be
ruined by the rain. Similarly, if the intendent is a farmer whose crops are dry, the thunderclouds
will be interpreted as a positive sign because the crops will get watered. Thus, the intention of
the farmer not to lose her crops, and hence her tacit goal of maintaining her livelihood is realized
(Cousins, 2012).
The telic triad model is applicable to my research on paramedic identity because of the
various ways that events are categorized based on the individual perceptions and personal goals
of the practitioners. For example, the literature suggests that paramedics value an identity of
being experts in high acuity. This identity is supported by the positive designation of “211’s”
where the symbol means that multiple ambulances are required due to the severity of the event
(Palmer, 1983). However, I see the “intendent” concept reflected in the paramedic who uttered
“I love the gerries”, which demonstrates a personal interpretation to what is otherwise accepted
generally as a mundane event (Corman, 2017a, p. 617).
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Section two: Methodology
According to van den Scott (2018), when conducting a visual qualitative study, the three
broad forms of visual materials are “visual things as data (photos, art, comics, etc.), visual tools
to gather data (photo elicitation, cognitive mapping, etc.), and visual ways to record field notes
and/or memo (photographs of the field…etc.)” (p. 720). My research is grounded in the second
form of qualitative research where I gathered data through a photo-elicitation method. I chose
this approach for three reasons. First, due to the prevalence of subconscious meaning-making in
the organizational literature, I sought a method that could access the tacit and sometimes
subconscious aspects of organizational life. Photo-elicitation is a suitable approach for my
interests “because visuals bypass cognitive functions and enter our subconscious to affect us
emotionally and to physiologically ‘amplify’ the effect of its message (Chun, 2018, p. 19).
Second, I wanted to engage my research participants in a way that afforded them the agency to
express their identity without my biases representing the primary form of knowledge. Therefore,
I asked my participants to present pictures that represent their identity as an AHS EMS
paramedic because “visual methods such as photo-elicitation offer a means of giving research
participants increased voice and authority, thereby enhancing their participation in the research
process” (Bell & Davidson, 2013, p. 179). Third, my research interests include the description of
EMS organizational culture in Alberta, and thus I deployed a photo-elicitation technique because
“visual ethnographic methods permit researchers to gain dynamic insight into organizational
processes and practices” (Bell & Davidson, 2013, p. 179). The outcome of using a photoelicitation approach meant that the data I gathered was appropriate for my pluralistic qualitative
and quantitative interests. Qualitatively, I recorded, transcribed, and analyzed over 15 hours of
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interviews and then developed major themes from those data. Quantitatively, I assessed 105
pictures for the frequency of recurring artifacts, which allowed me to establish patterns in the
data. Finally, I increased the internal validity of my research study by incorporating the
perspectives of the six people (four paramedics EMS staff, and two civilians) who agreed to sit
on my Research Advisory Panel. Those members assisted in the coding of picture data, and they
also reflected and confirmed as appropriate the thematic assertions that I developed from the
interview data. Accordingly, the sections below present a more thorough description of photoelicitation methodology, a description of the interview techniques I used, and a description of the
photograph-analysis methods that I deployed.
Photo-Elicitation. Photo elicitation methods use photographs or images to provoke a
discussion, where the photographs can be provided by the researcher or they can be generated by
the participants themselves. Researchers found that incorporating an image into a qualitative
interview resulted in consistently deeper reflections than if only pre-defined interview questions
were used (Biswas & Jerrard, 2018; Butler et al., 2014; Gariglio, 2016; Leonard & McKnight,
2015). Image prompts provide an intermediary device to change the context of the
researcher/participant interaction from one of potential power-over tension to one where the
participant becomes the expert (Biswas & Jerrard, 2018; Butler et al., 2014; Gariglio, 2016;
Leonard & McKnight, 2015). By reducing the inherent tension that can exist during research
interviews, and establishing the participant as the subject matter expert, a sense of ease can be
established in the participants where concepts will emerge that might not have otherwise come to
light. An example of increased participant agency was found by Leonard and McKnight (2015)
who conducted an ethnography of Belfast youth. Despite the potential for adult-to-youth and
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researcher-to-participant power-over dynamics, they found that “several of our respondents were
critical about the lack of care we had apparently employed in capturing the image” because the
participants pointed out a nearly imperceptible plastic bag littering the roadway (Leonard &
McKnight, 2015, p. 18). The teen-aged participants were concerned that their city was portrayed
as a dirty place to live (Leonard & McKnight, 2015, p. 18), and the research team discovered that
their participants have pride in their city because the plastic bag represented an affront to their
identity as proud citizens of Belfast. That sentiment would not have been detected if not for the
serendipitous finding facilitated through photo-elicitation (Leonard & McKnight, 2015). In
another photo-elicitation study, Biswas and Jerrard (2018) found that images “elicit greater
nostalgic detail than can be gained from conversation alone” all while holding a participant’s
attention longer because the image enhances and clarifies the context of the researcher’s question
(p. 371). In their study, Biswas and Jerrard (2018) captured a picture of a shuttered power plant.
That image was shown to participants who had lost their job at the plant due to cutbacks. The
participants each pointed out specific areas of the power plant (as depicted in the image) and
related that to their sense of identity within the power industry context (Biswas & Jerrard, 2018).
What emerged from the individual responses to the image was a high degree of polysemy
(multiple interpretations), which serves to illuminate how different roles in an organization can
affect one’s sense of self and meaning. Biswas and Jerrard (2018) found that “there is a
substantial difference of interest between a white collar middle manager and a blue-collar dredge
driver in their respective responses to the [image]” (p. 371). These two studies highlight how
using photographs during a research interview can provoke discussions into areas not predicted
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by the researchers, and thus photo-elicitation is consistent with inductive methodological
approaches.
Photo-Voice as a Research Method. Within the photo-elicitation framework, a
researcher can bring the pictures, or the research participants can photograph their environment
and bring images as a form of expression. Singhal et al. (1992) advance the concept that “visuals
and photos, especially if they were taken by the people themselves, could play a key role in
helping them reflect on their own lived experiences” (p. 216). Contrary to photo-elicitation
where a researcher takes pictures of the subject’s world, photo voice encourages participants “to
document and co-share their own reality through photos” that they themselves have taken
(Singhal et al., 1992, p. 216). This empowers the research participant because Singhal et al.
(1992) found that several of the photographs gave voices “to the participants’ own stories that
were previously marginalized, silenced, overlooked, or rejected” (p. 222). Interestingly, the
emancipating effect of photo-voice is not just limited to photography, as was found in the
Singhal and Rattine-Flaherty (2006) study of Peruvian Amazon inhabitants. Using “pencil
sketches as agency” the researchers acknowledged the traditional forms of expression (drawing,
music, dance etc.), which were not tied to written communication (Singhal & Rattine-Flaherty,
2006, p. 315). The sketches drawn by children “show[ed] a remarkable consistency of patterns
and images” because the researchers noted the main elements were neighborhoods including
buildings, paths and churches, and secondly that the natural environment including birds, rivers,
the sun, and clouds were contained in the drawings (Singhal & Rattine-Flaherty, 2006, p. 322).
However, developing insights from what is depicted is not the only way to derive meaning.
Importantly, Singhal and Rattine-Flaherty (2006) write that it is “perhaps as important to
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highlight the absence of a particular scene as it is to explicate what is present” (p. 322). They
found that a dominant theme among their adult female participants was “indoor interactions that
depicted a male hegemony and abuse”, and that the outdoor environment was not well
represented by those participants (Singhal & Rattine-Flaherty, 2006, p. 322).
Sensing Cultural Beacons. Cultural beacons are objects or practices that appear
commonplace and meaningless to the culturally uninitiated, but that contain meaning with
cultural inhabitants that lay beyond what the face value would suggest (Dura et al. 2012, p. 101).
For a text to become a cultural beacon, it must contain a second layer of meaning to the cultural
inhabitant. During research, an emic perspective must be taken where the participant offers how
the image is relevant to their lived experience. In practice, Dura et al. (2012) found that
depictions of a clothesline contained meaning beyond the representation of hygiene because a
full clothesline represented a family’s relative wealth if they had more than one set of clothes.
The depiction of a full clothesline became a cultural beacon because it represented a social status
that would be otherwise overlooked by the non-local researcher (Dura et al. 2012, p. 103). With
these antecedent research articles to guide me, I set out to conduct a photo-elicitation research
study.
Preparing To Conduct Research
Prior to engaging with study participants, I completed a host of research-related
preparation activities that were specific to my participant universe. First, a full description of the
ethical review process is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but I can report that I achieved all
necessary ethical approvals to proceed that lay beyond the internal requirements of Royal Roads
University. The University of Alberta’s (U of A) ethical review board is used to approve all
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research that is conducted with AHS staff and patients. Once I achieved approval from the
second ethics board, I was then required to get approval from the AHS EMS Research
Committee. This committee is co-chaired by both a Ph.D. researcher (a former paramedic) and
the senior medical director for AHS EMS. The purpose of presenting to this EMS-specific
vetting committee is first to ensure that the proposed research is possible given the operational
environment of EMS, and second that the research can show some benefit to the paramedic
profession. This committee meets quarterly, and thus their meeting agendas are very full. I was
provided an eight-minute window for my presentation that included questions and answers.
Several days later, I received written approval to proceed with my research, and the chair of the
EMS Research Committee posted my request-for-participation letter to the AHS EMS internal
communication website.
Advertising my Research. Several days following my presentation to the EMS
Research Committee, the committee’s chair posted my research advertisement letter to the AHS
EMS internal communication website. That letter invited EMS staff to contact me if the
description of the research piqued their interest. I received inquiries from 25 EMS staff members
over a four-week period. Some of the people who inquired were seeking more information, but
they did not proceed for various reasons that included being challenged by the time commitment
required to participate. Overall, 13 people provided me with their pictures and completed the
interview. Importantly, the participants represented all five zones (North, Edmonton, Central,
Calgary, and South) in AHS EMS, so my intention to access participants from the entire
provincial network was realized. Additionally, I sought participation from a wide variety of
demographic profiles that included frontline staff and managers, staff who worked in the
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previous municipal system and staff who were hired into AHS EMS, and staff who perform
different roles such as Mobile Integrated Health (homecare) versus 911 emergency work.
Conducting Research During a Pandemic. My research began on March 15th, 2020 as
the world was encountering an unprecedented global pandemic. I am choosing to discuss how
the pandemic impacted my research both for posterity and because the restrictions that were
implemented to protect public health resulted in a change to my original research design. This
foray into the impacts of the pandemic is brief, but it is a very salient aspect for my research
journey. The COVID-19 pandemic is also reflected in my participants’ pictures and interviews,
so overall this section is a relevant component to my research.
The first pandemic impact to my research was minor because I intended originally to
travel throughout the province to conduct in-person interviews. My research invitation was
posted to the AHS EMS online communication platform in mid-March 2020, and my first
interview was conducted on April 20th, 2020 at the beginning of the first wave of COVID-19 in
Canada. So much was unknown about the pathogen that was sweeping the planet, and many
restrictions were put into place very quickly as governments implemented public safety
measures. By early April 2020, Royal Roads University leadership determined that all in-person
research was no longer permitted, but that students could avail themselves of remote meeting
technology to conduct their research interviews. This decree had a negligible impact on my
research because I found that meeting participants in a virtual setting did not affect the quality of
the data that was generated. Additionally, by moving to an online meeting format, I was able to
schedule some interviews on the same day despite the participants living in different areas of
Alberta. However, the digital format did present some challenges as internet bandwidth was
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stretched to the limit with entire populations having made the switch to video conferencing.
During several of the interviews I had to switch to a telephone conversation because the video
chat froze and did not recover. This did cause me to forget to ask the ice-breaker question
(described below) with one of my participants because I became distracted with the ongoing
challenges to achieve a stable internet connection, but once we were connected by phone the
remainder of the interview was not affected negatively. However, it is when I attempted to move
to stage two of my research in the fall of 2020 that I encountered the most significant pandemicrelated impact to my research. The leadership at AHS were understandably conscious of staff
fatigue, and a number of staff engagement surveys were deployed to ensure leaders understood
the sentiments of frontline staff in the interest of implementing meaningful wellness strategies. I
wanted to deploy my EMS all-staff survey during this time, but I was deferred due to competing
surveys and staff engagement initiatives that were imminent. The leaders and I realized
collectively that adding an additional survey in the timeframe that I wanted would result in staff
experiencing survey fatigue and thus a reduction in the quality of those engagements would
ensue.
A Mid-Study Methodological Adjustment. One of the requirements of doctoral
candidates at Royal Roads University is to deploy an inter-disciplinary research methodology. I
considered how to maintain methodological pluralism in my research design because my
quantitative Likert-based survey strategy was no longer part of my study methodology. After
contemplating my options, I realized that I was in possession of 105 photographs that could be
analyzed quantitatively. Originally, the images were going to be put into a digital file and never
used again because they were intended only to provoke conversation during the interview phase.
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I saw that the pictures represented a rich source of supplementary data, so I started the process to
adjust my research design. I began by scheduling a conversation with my academic supervisor
where I articulated my intention to use the pictures as data for analysis. This conversation led to
an updated research proposal, which led to my academic panel approving my updated approach,
which led me to achieving two new ethics approvals from Royal Roads University and the
University of Alberta. I re-engaged all 13 of my original participants with an approved letter that
outlined why I changed my research methods and what I was seeking their permission to do. All
13 participants signed and returned the updated informed consent form, and thus I was permitted
to analyze all photographs in a manner that was not originally articulated. The analysis
techniques I used for the pictures is discussed in a later section.
Conducting Interviews
Reiter (2017) describes problem centered interviewing as a form of active listening to
confirm the researcher’s interpretations of a participant’s answer in vivo (during the interview
itself). Importantly, Reiter (2017) also suggests that a researcher can bring a form of deductive
knowledge to the interview process because the method allows for one to bring what “you
already know about the topic during the discussion” (Reiter, 2017, 7:02). As a member of the
culture being studied, I brought a measure of prior knowledge about the images presented during
the interview. I asked about the current image on display, and I engaged in an interview
approach where the participant described what the image meant to them and how it related to
their identity as a paramedic. Following their answer, I reflected back to them what I heard by
paraphrasing their answer, and then asked if my reflections aligned with their thoughts. On a
few occasions I was told that my paraphrased interpretation was not in keeping with their
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intended answer, so I was able to reconfirm exactly what the participant was saying as a form of
in vivo member checking (Reiter, 2017). For example, I reflected back to one participant that I
heard chronological seniority is what garners peer respect in the EMS culture, but the participant
corrected me by saying peer respect is not necessarily about chronological seniority. Rather, the
participant shared with me that respect from one’s peers is built through a consistent
demonstration of strong skills such as performing successful procedures and correctly
interpreting complex patient presentations. These particular skills are generally developed
through some years of experience (Participant 3). Additionally, when discussing the images that
the participants brought, I also steered the discussion (as necessary) based on what knowledge I
believed existed about the meaning of the image. For example, I know that Paramedic Response
Units (PRUs) are staffed by a single paramedic. Pictures of PRUs were brought by several
participants, and I used my emic-based knowledge to provoke a discussion about practicing
independently in a system that is designed traditionally with two paramedics in an ambulance. I
also know anecdotally how this lone-practitioner model creates a feeling of isolation for
paramedics who enjoy the camaraderie and support of an on-duty partner. My personal
observations (as a paramedic) support Palmer (1983) who found that having an at-work partner is
an import aspect of a paramedic’s identity. Armed with this knowledge, and if a PRU was
depicted in the image, I asked the participant about how their identity is impacted by working
alone if that concept did not emerge naturally. A range of sentiments were expressed, and those
responses are outlined in the findings section.
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The Mechanics of the Interview Process. Once I established their intention to join my
study, each participant received two documents via my Royal Roads email address, which
established me symbolically as an external-to-EMS researcher. The first document was the
informed-consent form and the second document described the study and outlined important
instructions for participation. I left the instructions purposely open to interpretation to maximize
the breadth of data I could receive. Participants were instructed to “Bring eight to ten
photographs that you feel represent your identity as a paramedic who works for AHS EMS”.
The instructions also included some necessary ethical restrictions such as not to take pictures of
patients and to get verbal consent from any other paramedics that are depicted in the submitted
images.
Each participant sent me their digital files prior to the scheduled interview. The duration
of the interviews ranged from 60 to 90 minutes. I started each interview with a prepared script
where I thanked each person for their participation, reminded them about the identity focus of the
interview. I also reiterated certain components of their rights as a participant by referring back to
the informed consent document. I then confirmed that I was about to start recording voice only,
and I received verbal permission from each participant that we could proceed. I started each
interview with an ice-breaker question. I asked “In a couple of sentences, can you share with me
what interested you to participate in this study?” Once that answer was complete, I turned
attention to the images and asked each participant if they wished to approach them in a particular
order or not. Some of the participants asked that we go through the pictures in a specific order,
which represented a new form of data for me to discuss in the findings section. For some
participants, the pictures were arranged in such a way to allow for a chronological story to
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evolve. Further, during some interviews, I needed to redirect the conversation away from the
thread of discussion because the identity focus of the research was not being addressed, or at the
very least the discussion was not clear on how it related to their paramedic identity. In doing so,
I have examples of how my gentle redirects resulted in some very poignant responses that I don’t
believe would have surfaced if not for my intervention. These examples will be presented in the
discussion section.
Taking Session Notes. During each interview, I typed session notes into a Microsoft
Word file. I recorded the observations that I had about their responses, and this proved to be
particularly useful as the interviews progressed. After the third interview, I began to recognize
some recurring themes, so I made sure to capture thematic headings in the session notes to
remind myself later who provided comments that aligned with the major emerging themes. The
session notes also reflected the specific thoughts and feelings that each person ascribed to a
particular image. I referred to each participant’s session notes before I started transcribing their
interview. In that way, I had fresh in my mind the key points that they made during the
interview, and I could then detect those time points in the transcription process for subsequent
theming.
Closing the Interview. Once all the pictures were discussed, I moved to a closing
question that was designed to coincide with the literature that describes how the perceptions of
what it is to be a paramedic often comes from the perspectives of others (Furness et al., 2020). I
asked “If a member of the general public was asked to provide a picture for this study, what do
you think the picture would be of?” The findings section outlines those responses and how they
relate to the extant literature on how the public sees paramedics. Once the formal portion of the
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interview was complete, I thanked each participant once again, and asked them if they had
anything further to add. I also reiterated components of the informed consent and indicated that
they could withdraw their consent at any point up to the start of the dissertation on or about April
2021. I invited each participant to contact me again if they thought of anything further, and only
one participant called me the next day to provide clarity on one of their answers.
Transcribing the Interview. I recorded each interview using the voice-memo
application on a deactivated iPhone 6 (no SIM card installed). This iPhone application affords
lengthy recordings, and by using an Apple device I easily transferred each recording to my
research computer (an Apple MacBook Pro). The iPhone is password protected, and I kept the
voice files on that device for back up purposes. I also have the recordings stored on a dualpassword protected partition file on my MacBook computer. I used one password to unlock the
computer and a different password to access the hard drive partition where I keep my research
data.
Using Transcription Software. I chose not to use a transcription service for my
interview recordings because I wanted to become very familiar with my data. I purchased and
downloaded NVIVO Version 12, which is a well-known transcription and data theming software
platform. I uploaded each recording into NVIVO-12, which permitted me to play and pause the
recording while I typed the interview discussion verbatim. Each transcription took me between
four and five hours to complete. This significant time investment provided me with a slow and
detailed look at the interview data, and thus I became very familiar with each participant’s
responses. I also took advantage of the NVIVO-12 memo feature during the transcription
process. This feature is similar to the session notes that I recorded during the original interview.
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I transcribed the interview data approximately three months following the interviews due to the
fact that I was managing full time work and other life priorities. The interval between the
interview and the transcription proved to be beneficial because I recorded my observations
during the transcription process and then compared those notes to the observations that I made
during the original interview. My observations of the data are remarkably similar despite being
captured several months apart. Once I had all of the interviews transcribed, I was able to use the
theming feature of NVIVO-12, and I extracted segments of each transcript and placed those
segments into the themes that I identified. Every answer from every participant was themed to
ensure that all of my participants’ contributions were reflected in the data.
Three-Step Coding Process. To theme the transcript data, I used a progressive three-step
approach as described in academic literature. First, I employed an open coding technique,
second I conducted axial coding, and third I employed a selective coding process. During open
coding the researcher begins to identify emergent concepts, which are identified from words,
phrases or distinct observations recorded during the interview process (Price, 2012a). Axial
coding follows the open coding step to understand what elements of the data can exist as subelements within a given concept. In doing so, the researcher begins to develop an understanding
of the inter-relatability of the data (Wicks, 2012). That is, the researcher seeks to identify how
each category is influenced by the other, which is a way to illuminate the multi-dimensional
aspects of how meaning is produced (Wicks, 2012). Finally, I engaged in a selective coding
technique, which is also known as substantive coding where the researcher begins to develop
“broad theoretical abstractions…which serve as the building blocks for grounded theory” (Price,
2012b, p. 158).
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Visual Narrative Analysis
For the quantitative portion of my data, I evaluated the 105 pictures that were used during
the interview portion of this study. Each study participant brought a different number of pictures
within the eight to ten range, and one person brought fewer than what I requested by bringing
only five pictures for discussion. My research participants spoke in great detail about how a
particular image related to their identity, so I have a substantial amount of qualitative data to
support my analysis. Beyond those self-expressed views, I was also interested in how the picture
data communicates the implicit cultural expressions of paramedics. A content analysis can reveal
patterns beyond those verbal descriptions and thus a form of data triangulation is achieved by
performing a quantitative frequency analysis. Bakker et al. (2006) describe data triangulation as
a process of seeking different views of the same organizational phenomena by “seeking the
perspectives of employees including shop-floor operators, supervisory managers, process
engineers, …and more senior managers” (p. 348). Further, Bakker et al. (2006) also used audio
transcripts, photographs of workplaces, and organizational artifacts to provide another layer of
data for analysis (p. 348). In the same way, I have stratified my participant pool based on the
structural hierarchy of AHS EMS, and I also analyzed photograph data for additional thematic
patterns.
Quantitative Frequency Analysis. I developed a data-gathering tool to describe the
artifacts within the pictures. The first step that I took was to determine what main elements were
present in the pictures and also what I should be looking for. Acuti et al. (2018) developed such
a matrix for their evaluation of how cities are represented on the social media platform
Instagram. Based on extant literature related to branding, they developed ten separate categories
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to watch for in their data, which included historical buildings, parks and gardens, cultural events,
sports venues, … and people and residences” (Acuti, et al., 2018, p. 192). Similarly, I used the
EMS literature to develop some of the items that I should be attentive to in my participants’
pictures. Those items included pictures of an uncontrolled or dirty environment (Corman,
2017b; Horberg, 2018), pictures of partners (Furness, 2020; Palmer, 1983), pictures of practical
jokes and workplace levity (Lazarsfeld-Jensen, 2014), the presence of other first responder
agencies (Charman, 2015), any time an emergency scene was depicted (Kirk et al., 2017;
Lazarsfeld-Jensen, 2014; Mahony, 2001; Sterud et al., 2011; van der Ploeg & Kleber, 2003;
Wankhade, 2012, Wankhade, 2016), evidence of paramedic mental health wellness strategies
(Halpern, et al., 2012; Regehr, 2005), and the depiction of any non-traditional paramedic roles
(Johnson et al., 2017). Additionally, beyond using extant academic literature to develop thematic
groupings, my technique was also informed by Serafini and Reid (2019) who reviewed wine
bottle labels to establish what to look for during their analysis. Their interest in studying
commercial wine labels was to determine “how these labels represent and communicate
meanings through various modes” (Serafini & Reid, 2019, p. 9). Instead of relying solely on
extant literature to develop their analysis tool, they reviewed their entire dataset (of wine bottles)
“to expand and clarify our definition of the object of analysis even further” (Serafini & Reid,
2019, p. 11). Similarly, I sat with a civilian member of my advisory panel to review each picture
for what was depicted. I chose to work with my civilian panelist because it was highly unlikely
that they would recognize any of the participants in the pictures. Based on that review,
I identified a wide range of key artifacts with many artifact categories showing repetition
throughout the dataset. Morse (2008) describes a category as “a collection of similar data sorted
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into the same place”, which in turn can be “divided into smaller categories, and its parts
identified and described” (p. 727). This arrangement “enables the researcher to identify and
describe the characteristics of the category”, (Morse, 2008, p. 727). What emerged from this
arrangement of categories were two instruments for analysis; one for me to use and one for my
research advisory panelists to use.
Conducting my own Analysis. Based on the categories and sub-categories that were
developed by me and my civilian research advisory panelist, I created an input matrix within
IBM’s Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software package. It is important to
understand how I used SPSS as a data input device versus using SPSS to evaluate a large amount
of survey data. Typically, SPSS is used to analyze large surveys that use all forms of statistical
variable designations. The types of variables that can be analyzed are nominal, ordinal, interval,
and ratio. The types of analyses that can be performed on each type of variable are limited by
their nature. For example, nominal variables describe characteristics that cannot be ordered like
a list of house colors; red, blue, grey, and white. These types of data have no ordered
relationship, and thus cannot be analyzed using techniques like linear regression to describe
directional trends. My data was all nominal, so that meant I could only describe frequencies. I
could also perform a crosstab analysis to describe how my data related to sentiments of pride, all
of which is described below. Despite the inherent limitations of my nominal dataset, I saw value
in using SPSS as a data input tool. I created an input matrix which allowed me to transform the
qualitative picture data into numerical expressions for analysis. Accordingly, I created
dichotomous attributes, which equated to yes/no for the main overarching categories. For the
check-all-that-apply aspect of the picture data, I created nominal variables for each sub-category
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artifact. For example, 1 equals “Participant present”, 2 equals “Another EMS person present”, 3
equals “Another first responder is present”, and so on for every sub-category in the data. Via the
SPSS data-entry matrix, I captured all components of the picture in a deductive manner by
assessing only that which I pre-determined should be present. The second aspect of data
gathering that I developed in SPSS was to capture the sentiments that the participant expressed
about the picture during the interview. For this, I cross referenced the photograph with the point
in the transcription to see how that segment of text was coded. I then marked the appropriate
sentiment as either present or absent. For example, the objective components of the picture may
be that uniforms, emergency vehicles, and people are present in the image, and the subjective
sentiment expressed during the interview was of pride in being a paramedic. This data gathering
design allowed me to detect relational patterns between one’s sentiments and what objects the
participants used to portray their feelings. Due to the data being transformed into numerical
expressions I was able to describe the frequency of how often a given artifact is present in the
data, which was a way to establish patterns.
Developing a Codebook for Inter-Rater Analysis. As I outlined in the sections above,
quantitative analysis and reproducibility are the hallmarks of the scientific paradigm. A
codebook is essential for the deductive analysis of images “with the idea being that if another
researcher conducted a study using the same codebook on identical material, they would produce
the same results” (Parry, 2020, p. 355). A codebook is “a set of instructions and precedents so
that another ‘imaginary’ coder would be capable of following the coding strategy” (Parry, 2020,
p. 360). Based on the categories and sub-categories that I developed from both the extant
literature on EMS and from my first-wave review of the pictures, I created an online codebook
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using the software platform Microsoft Forms. Parry (2020) writes that “it is essential to conduct
a pilot study to test your coding categories”, and I did just that by inviting two members of my
advisory panel to complete the draft picture survey I created. Based on their feedback, I updated
some of the descriptions of the pictures via the text that accompanied each picture. By using a
title and a brief subtext, I described what would otherwise not be detectible to the coder.
Examples included “participant is in the picture”, and “this is a parking lot at work”, and “this is
a family member of the participant”. I also developed a codebook instruction sheet that outlined
key answers to the questions that my pilot testers had. For example, I was interested in
categorizing places in the data, and I confirmed that the inside of an ambulance is considered a
place that paramedics inhabit. All answer sections included an “other” free-text field to ensure
the individual who was coding could provide their answer should they feel that the pre-defined
categories did not meet their analysis of the picture. Prior to deploying the survey, I used photo
editing software to blur any feature of the picture that could be used to identify the participant. I
blurred all faces, I removed nametags, I blurred out the graphics on the side of an ambulance that
listed where it was located, and I was careful to remove two pictures that I could not edit without
removing all information. For example, one of the pictures that I removed depicted a notable
landmark in a small community. I confirmed that editing the pictures was an effective tactic for
protecting my participants’ identity because one member of my research advisory panel was
convinced that they knew who was depicted in the images, but they were incorrect on each
account. Once I was satisfied that the tool was ready, I invited the other members of my research
advisory panel to participate in the coding exercise. Four RAP members responded to my
invitation, and I provided each of them with the instruction sheet and the links to the online
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codebook survey. Within the survey instrument, the same questions were asked for each picture
in the dataset. I found that four main categories existed in the picture data and I labeled them
persons, places, things/objects, and activities. When using my survey instrument, if the coder
answered “yes” to a main category being present in the picture, a set of sub-categories would
then open up for a select-all-that-apply check list. If the coder indicated “no” to a main category
being present, I built skip logic into the tool which bypassed the sub-categories and brought the
user to the next picture. Once all of the coders were complete, I determined how their coding
was both consistent and where notable variability was found.
Methods Conclusion
Throughout this section, I presented the relevant ontological frameworks that informed
how I structured my research methodology. Researchers in the scientific paradigm see
knowledge as objective, and therefore all observed phenomena lie in waiting to be discovered.
Positivist methods are deductive and often expressed in quantitative numerical format.
Conversely, researchers in the interpretive paradigm see knowledge as the product of social
forces, and where the primary source of truth is derived through human interpretation.
Researchers who work within this epistemological approach will conduct qualitative interviews,
and deploy other qualitative methods. Contemporary social science researchers do not subscribe
to the notion that the world is a strictly objective reality, nor do they subscribe to the thought that
all reality is only the product of human perceptions. Post-positivist researchers incorporate many
components of both ontologies to produce a more thorough accounting of a culture. As a result
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of these two ontological frameworks, I designed a research study that incorporated the principles
of both paradigms.
To understand how meaning is created in a culture, and how symbols carry such meaning,
I deployed a photo-elicitation methodology. Specifically, I used a method where the participants
themselves brought pictures to provoke discussion during an interview. I asked that my
participants bring eight to ten photographs that they believe represent their identity as a
paramedic. Each picture was used as an image prompt to guide a 60 to 90 minute interview that
occurred either by phone or by video chat. The interview was recorded, and afterwards I
transcribed the conversation verbatim into NVIVO-12, which allowed me to extract passages and
place them into the major themes that emerged. I also used the pictures to conduct a thematic
analysis of the artifacts depicted in the images. In doing so, I created an input matrix in SPSS for
my data entry, and I also developed an online survey tool as a codebook for other coders to use.
The results of the codebook survey were then compared for consistency and variability. The data
that resulted from all of these methods provided a rich source of information that I used to
answer my research questions, and what I found during the analysis of my data is discussed next.
Findings
The data that I gathered throughout the qualitative interviews and the quantitative
exploration of the pictures were analyzed to answer the main questions that I had about the fabric
of EMS culture in Alberta and how paramedics who work for AHS EMS express their
professional identity. To reiterate my interests, my overarching research questions were:
•

How do paramedics who work for AHS describe their professional identity?
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How have the significant changes to EMS structure in Alberta had an impact on how
paramedics express their identity?

•

How do the organizational artifacts within AHS EMS provide insight into the culture?

•

How is paramedic culture transmitted and perpetuated within AHS EMS?

These questions represented a touchstone for me to refer back to after I developed the major
themes that existed within the data. Every participant’s comments from every one of their
pictures is included in the data analysis, and I will present some of those quotations as exemplars
to support my thematic assertions. Through my analysis I found that two unexpected patterns
emerged, which lay beyond the photo-elicitation transcript itself. Indeed, this is the value of
inductive research where additional insights are illuminated from seeing the data in all its forms.
The first unanticipated thematic pattern arose from the ice-breaker question, and second pattern
arose from the photo-elicitation interview in the form of how my participants chose to order their
pictures for discussion.
I arranged this section into two main parts that follow the sequence of my original
research process. The first part represents a qualitative analysis of the interview transcript data,
and the second part represents a quantitative analysis of all the pictures I received. For the
purpose of demonstrating data clarity, I assigned each participant a random numerical
pseudonym that ranged from 1 to 13 (e.g., P1, P2,…P13). Additionally, I arranged the interview
phase of my research into three distinct segments. The first segment was an ice-breaker
question, which was asked to engender a sense of comfort and rapport with the participant. The
second segment represents the photo-elicitation interview portion of the study, and it is where the
vast majority of the thematic findings were drawn from. Once the photo-elicitation segment was
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complete, I moved on to the third segment where I asked a closing question that was designed to
have the participant reflect on how the public would report on the identity of a paramedic. In
presenting my findings, I chose to analyze the first segment as a separate source of data because
the ice-breaker question was not tied ostensibly to the core questions I had about paramedic
identity. The remainder of the participant responses within segment two and segment three are
analyzed as a homogenous dataset.
The Icebreaker Question
I developed a script to welcome each of my participants to their interview and to ensure
that each person experienced a consistent approach. Beyond some housekeeping and participantrights language, the first question I asked was: “In a couple of sentences, can you share with me
what interested you to join this study?” I asked this question for two reasons. First, the question
gave the participant a high amount of agency because there is no way to contest the validity of
the response. Second, I was genuinely interested in their rationale, which can inform the
justification for conducting future EMS studies. Based on my analysis, five overarching themes
emerged from the ice-breaker question. Each participant’s response is included due to the
question having only a single answer and because each person’s rationale, though similar within
a theme, was unique in its nuance. However, only 12 participant responses are documented due
to my forgetting to ask the ice-breaker question with my first participant because of the
challenges we experienced in achieving a stable video conference connection.
The Desire to Advance EMS Research. This theme is supported by three participant
responses. These participants spoke specifically about academic research for EMS versus a more
generalized desire to educate the public. One participant has an ongoing interest in formal
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research because of their active standing on the EMS Research Committee and also that they
support any person conducting EMS-related research (Participant 13). Another participant
encountered a lack of EMS research when they pursued a Master’s degree. They remarked “we
need to move our industry forward in academia because it is very sadly lacking across North
America” (Participant 8). The third participant in this category also articulated a need for
empirical EMS research, but they approached it from a perspective of legitimizing the EMS
profession because they said “we are now self-regulated and the research must include us”
(Participant 11). The empirical EMS research is of interest to paramedics as the profession
continues to navigate its way through change. Research that focuses on EMS may be seen as a
legitimizing element to help the paramedic profession establish its own identity in the liminal
space between first response and healthcare.
Educating Others About EMS. This theme arose in five participant responses. Two of
the participants saw that my research was a novel approach because “no one has ever asked that
of us…it is nice to relay our side of things as well” (Participant 4). Equally, another stated how
paramedics “have difficulty articulating the values that we hold near and dear and the photos
allowed us a very unique opportunity to express that” (Participant 2). The next three participants
related their responses to the lack of awareness of EMS in the public consciousness because “for
the most part we’re known as ambulance drivers, nobody really knows what we do” (Participant
10). Similarly, and with a very consistent pattern of phrasing, the next two participants said
“people don’t understand paramedics or what we do” (Participant 11), and that “there is no way
to teach the public what we do” (Participant 5). My participants’ comments reflect what the
EMS literature says about the public’s perception of paramedicine and how those perceptions are
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skewed due to only the high profile work of a paramedic being discussed in entertainment
dramas or the news media.
To Support a Colleague. Despite the deliberate steps I took to establish myself as an
outside researcher, I could not shed the connection I have with my participants as a fellow
paramedic. Three participants said that their participation rationale was to support me
specifically as one of their colleagues. This sentiment was reflected by the three participants
who communicated their interests by saying “the biggest thing is my respect for you…you’ve
always been so approachable” (Participant 4), and “I respect you and the work that you do, so I
wanted to help out” (Participant 9), and simply “to support you personally in doing this”
(Participant 13). The fourth participant in this category also reflected a desire to help a
colleague, but they approached this in a more general way through their interest in “giving back
to the community that raised me and brought me up” (Participant 3). Overall, these comments
serve to reinforce that I am conducting this research from an emic perspective, and that I am a
member of the community that I researched. The sentiments are demonstrative of the mutual
respect and interpersonal relationships that are fostered within the closed community of first
responders. Additionally, I saw my connection to the EMS community as a reminder to be
conscious of my biases during the data analysis and discussion portion of this dissertation.
To Keep EMS History Alive. I did not find it surprising that the two most senior
participants were the ones who were most interested in keeping the history of EMS as a salient
feature of their identity. However, they approached this rational from two different perspectives.
The first participant referenced the EMS profession itself by saying “we continually talk about
our future, and I think we're losing a little bit about where we came from” (Participant 9).
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Conversely, the next senior paramedic was interested in curating their experiences because they
“wanted to leave a memory of the experiences of myself, and what paramedicine is to me, and
how it was delivered. I wanted to contribute to a legacy of my experiences” (Participant 12). It
appears that both of these participants have some nostalgia for the way paramedicine was once
performed within the context of public safety and they do not want that legacy to be lost through
the inevitable march of progress.
Paramedic Identity Piqued Their Interest. Throughout my advertisements and my
participant instruction sheets, I wrote about the identity focus of this research. That specific
focus caught the attention of three participants who each had their own reason to join the study.
The first participant’s reason is that they see many different personalities in the paramedic
workforce, and they also recognized how their identity aligned with more than just work because
“ I don't let [paramedicine] define me as a person but I do have an identity as a paramedic
myself” (Participant 1). The next participant found that the study focus aligned with their
personal experiences following a workplace injury where they were unable to continue working
as a paramedic. The participant found that the human resource personnel tried to diminish the
importance of identifying as a paramedic during the process to establish a new work position for
the participant. Participant 10 stated that:
They started offering me jobs like [redacted], or you know…food ‘slopper’ or these really
meaningless jobs. You’ve taken me from a position where I’m charge to the bottom of
the barrel because it’s the easiest answer for you and then you tell me that ‘paramedicine
doesn’t define who you are!?’
The next participant’s rationale for joining my study was born out of the pride they feel when
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they identify as a paramedic because they said “I 'm very proud of my work and my professional
identity, and I thought it was an interesting concept” (Participant 6).
The overall value of the responses to the ice-breaker question are twofold. First, the
responses demonstrate a wide variety of interests which establishes a notable amount of
variability of perspectives within the EMS culture. Second, these responses can inform why
future research should be performed on EMS such as to advance EMS literature and to correct
some of the misperceptions the public has about EMS. All of the participants felt, in some form
or another, that their story must be told and that paramedicine is largely misunderstood by those
outside of the profession. By my participants’ early responses to the icebreaker question, I was
able to further substantiate that my research has relevance to the EMS community and beyond.
Table 1 below presents the five emergent themes and which participant supported those concepts.
Table 1.
The Five Overarching Rationales to Participate
To Advance EMS
Research

To Address
Perceived
Ignorance

To Support a
Colleague

To Keep EMS
History Alive

Identity Piqued
Their Interest

P8

P2

P3

P9

P1

P11

P4

P4

P12

P6

P13

P5

P9

P10

P13

P11

P10
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Phase One: Interview Analysis and Themes
As discussed in the methodology section, I deployed a three-step process to analyze my
data. I introduce this section with a brief description of my specific methodological approach,
and I opted to place this information here versus the methods section to provide context for the
categories that emerged. As the sole researcher, I was exposed to the data during all phases of
analysis. These phases included conducting the interview, transcribing the recordings, and then
analyzing the transcriptions for thematic patterns. However, this was not a linear process
because I became aware of emerging themes as the interviews progressed. In doing so, I
demonstrated an element of research reflexivity, which is defined as a researcher’s continual
reflection on the emergent themes “at different points in the research process, not only when
reporting findings but also when designing the project, collecting and analyzing data, and
disseminating the findings” (Darawsheh, 2014, p. 561). Reflexive practices permit a researcher
to use both their own subjectivity to “carry out an in-depth exploration and interpretation of the
data”, and to alter their research questions and approach based on what is encountered during
data collection (Darawsheh, 2014, pp. 563, 565). As an example, I began asking my participants
about the importance of coffee in the EMS culture once I saw that it was present in two of the
first three interviews. As I discussed previously, I also used my own subjectivity to explore the
lack-of-a-partner dynamic whenever a PRU (single paramedic response unity) was depicted in a
photograph. Beyond the sensing of emerging patterns during data collection, the next section
describes the formal process I used to establish thematic patterns post data collection.
Open Coding. Once the transcriptions were complete, I began extracting themes from
the data by using the code generation feature of the NVIVO-12 software program. I reviewed
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the responses to each picture and extracted each passage into a category bucket that NVIVO-12
designates as codes. Some of the codes were created based on the session notes that I took
during the interview, and some of the codes were created as I encountered poignant quotes from
the transcripts. What emerged from the open coding strategy was a large list of categories with
some of the passages existing as sub-units of a larger concept. For instance, one of the main
codes was “family values”, and the sub-units were “EMS family” and “personal family”. This
initial coding process resulted in 18 main concepts. However, five of the 18 main categories had
sub-units within them, which resulted in a total of 33 unique categorical codes. It is important to
note that the open coding process was used to identify potential themes within the data. The data
were still somewhat raw and unrefined at that point because some of the categories were derived
from a single participant. To illustrate this, one of the participants described paramedics as a
“quirky bunch” (Participant 7), but that term was not used in any of the other interviews. Other
participants also chose to describe a paramedic’s personality traits and the repeating themes
resulted in the main category labeled “paramedic personality traits”, which had several sub-units
that included “Type A”, and “professional”, to name a few. The 33 categories are not themes
unto themselves due to some of the codes existing only once in the dataset. I present these
numerous categories as a demonstration of the refinement process that I deployed. As depicted
in Figure 2., I condensed the 33 categorical codes into 7 overarching themes, and only two
themes required sub-themes to be established.
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Figure 1.
The first-wave coding categories condensed into seven main themes including sub-themes

Theme Descriptions
This section is a structured exploration of the themes that emerged following the axial
coding stage. I reviewed the initial 33 codes and compared how they related to each other with a
focus on establishing what the code meant in a larger more thematic sense. I used two
approaches to establish the themes within the first-wave data codes. First, I was attentive to
concepts that are outlined in my literature review such as organizational faultlines and collective
identity. With that framework in mind I saw how each of my participants’ identity values could
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be tied to a specific location, role, tenure, and training. I was also interested in what elements of
my participants’ interviews could be evidence of their alignment with a broader cultural
hegemony. As such, I was attentive to how their identity was aligned with EMS as a
homogenous entity when compared to other first responders and healthcare workers in a hospital.
Secondly, I used a grounded theory method, which is defined as an “inductive approach to data
analysis” (Sim, 2018, p. 2). This means that “instead of identifying a number of broad
theoretical concepts or categories in advance”, a researcher should identify the categories that
emerge from the data itself (Sim, 2018, p. 3). Overall, my analysis answered my primary
research question of how paramedics express their professional identity as employees of Alberta
Health Services. Each of the three main theme sections below begins with a definition of the
theme, and then a description of the sub-themes that lay within the overarching concept. To
support my thematic assertions, I also provide exemplar quotations from my research transcripts.
Organizational Faultlines and Subcultures
I take the definition of organizational faultlines from the extant literature on the concept,
and how subcultures are a dominant feature of large organizations. Faultlines are conceptual
boundaries between workgroups where employees can experience a sense of belonging with their
in-group, and where all others are perceived as being in an out-group (Lau & Murnighan, 1998).
As the literature review also established, faultlines and subcultures typically support an
employee’s sense of belonging and self-esteem (Gover & Duxbury, 2012). However, the
formation of these conceptual boundaries can create friction between groups as a subculture’s
inhabitants perceive differential treatment (Chrobot-Mason et al., 2009). With these defining
characteristics to guide me, I extracted specific quotes from the interview data that depict my
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participants’ perceptions of belonging and how others in the organization exist as out-groups.
From the data, I established that the faultline and subculture theme had three main subcategories. The first is a differentiator based on the role and function of the participant within
the EMS environment. The second is predicated on one’s working environment whether it be a
geographical location in the province or the type of environment that one works in such as a
clinic or out in the community. The third and final subculture category is differentiated by my
participants’ time in the EMS profession and to some extent their age as it relates to generational
values.
A Paramedic’s Role
Lau and Murnighan (1998) wrote that organizational faultlines are “hypothetical dividing
lines that may split a group into subgroups based on one or more attributes” (p. 238). In this
sense, attributes can be defined as any differentiating factor which is distinct to the participant.
Due to the organizational structure of AHS EMS, I identified two main role factors with the first
relating to management and the second relating to technical function.
Leadership Roles. Four of my participants can be identified as management staff where
one was a frontline supervisor, two were middle managers in both operations and a support
division, and the fourth was a member of the EMS senior leadership team. However, it was not
only the leaders who had a perspective on the differences between management and frontline
because one frontline-worker participant noted how an at-work friendship eroded once their coworker was promoted to a management position. Participant 7 spoke about this dynamic:
I’ve known people to move into supervisor roles, and it changed them not for the better.
It changes them from ‘hey how are you doing’ to ‘you’re going to do this’, and they
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become more mechanical. He was a good friend, and becoming a supervisor changed
[them].
The management participants also noted how their identity is impacted by their leadership roles
because of the functions and accountabilities that they are responsible for. Participant 9 included
a picture of a whiteboard covered in handwritten diagrams, brainstorming thoughts, and a list of
tasks to complete. This participant is a middle manager in EMS and they said “that’s my brain
on EMS, and it shows where our heads are at in any typical day, in a leadership position. It
shows the level of things, and tasks, and activities that go on day over day” (Participant 9). The
frontline supervisor participant also noted how their identity is derived from their role and how
their at-work activity includes working on school assignments during the quiet overnight periods.
They noted “I really try to do my reading and other school projects at night. I'm reading a
leadership book, and I do a lot of reading on leadership because that is a big part of my identity”
(Participant 1). Another participant in a leadership role addressed their leadership identity as a
feature of their social environment outside of work. Interestingly, the participant appeared to
diminish their paramedic identity in certain situations and promote it in others where “I say
different things” (Participant 13). In addressing this, Participant 13 has developed some scripts
to accommodate different social circumstances:
The thing is I have a hard time saying I'm a paramedic. I start the conversation with I'm a
paramedic and the other person says ‘oh that must be hard’ but then I say 'well actually,
I'm not a paramedic, I'm an office paramedic, no wait…I'm a management paramedic’.
Or, I'll go the other way and I'll say, ‘I work for AHS, and I'm an administrator working
for the ambulance department’. So it's like it depends on the crowd. It comes up
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everywhere, like getting my haircut. I say I'm a manger of paramedics, and they say
'were you a paramedic' and I say 'no, I'm still a paramedic' but I used to work on the
front-line.
This passage from Participant 13 exemplifies the difficulty that paramedics have in abandoning
their original identity as a first responder while also attempting to situate themselves in their
current leadership role. I note the dissonance that the participant felt when they said “I have a
hard time saying I’m a paramedic” (Participant 13). The paramedic role is so distinct in the
public consciousness that saying “I’m a paramedic” establishes a cascade of perceptions that are
derived from the news media and popular dramas, and that is why many paramedic managers
will offer a qualifying follow up. For example, Participant 9 also described how they portray
what they do for a living when they meet someone new:
I tell them I work in Emergency Medical Services, and then they say ‘are you a
paramedic’ and I say 'yeah, I’ve been a paramedic for a long time, but I've been behind a
desk for the last number of years.
The paramedic identity is so pervasive and valued that EMS managers who have been “off the
street” (a colloquial term for no patient contact) will continue to share stories of their frontline
experience when they meet outside of work. During a conversation with one of my Research
Advisory Panel (RAP) members, they said that “when we’re sitting around the campfire, we all
try to one-up each other and tell stories about the big calls we did” despite the particular group
they referred to being long-tenure managers in EMS (RAP member 3, personal communication,
June 10, 2021). Another management participant in my study has been a manager for almost
their entire career because “[they] were thrust into a leadership position in an ambulance service
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at the top very quickly” (Participant 8). Most of the pictures they provided during the photoelicitation interview were related to their leadership roles, and one picture was titled “My
leadership journey: reactive / proactive”. The participant explained that “I was at the top of
operations. It was a huge learning curve for me. I made a lot of mistakes, and did a lot of
reflecting on those mistakes” (Participant 8). The picture was meant to demonstrate their
progression from a new and reactionary leader to one who “became different after my Master's
(in Leadership). I became a happier, healthier and more engaged leader” (Participant 8). I asked
specifically if they identify as a manager or a paramedic and they responded by saying “I’m
definitely a leader now” (Participant 8). However, when I asked this same participant the
hypothetical question of how would they describe their work when they meet someone at a party,
the participant returned to a paramedic identity because they would say “I’m a paramedic
manager for AHS” (Participant 8). I had an opportunity to explore this dynamic with Participant
1 who also said that they include paramedic in their job description despite being a manager. I
asked why sharing their paramedic identity is an important for them, and they said “I have that
proud thing where I’m a first responder” (Participant 1). The participant went on to say that
invariably the other person will say “oh that must be such a hard job”, and that provides an
opening for the participant to share more about the realities of being a paramedic (Participant 1).
The participant shared that “I like when people ask me questions about [EMS], and I like to give
them the alternative of what they see in the news” (Participant 1). Notably, all four leadership
participants demonstrated a reticence to shed their paramedic identity when they engage with
people outside the organization.
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Distinct Technical Functions Within the EMS Environment. The nine frontline (nonmanagement) participants in my study are registered with the Alberta College of Paramedics, and
all but one of them are currently practicing paramedicine. This is an important foundational
concept to establish because being a frontline paramedic does not represent a homogenous
function. As the literature review showed, paramedics can branch into several different clinical
areas within their career (Johnson et al., 2017; O’Meara et al., 2016; Parkinson, 2015;
Wankhade, 2016; Westenra, 2019). This expansion of a paramedic’s clinical function was
embodied in my participants who work in non-traditional roles, and that represented another
form of subculture differentiation in the EMS organizational culture. My participants were
selected using a purposive sampling strategy where I sought out paramedics who work in the
Mobile Integrated Health (paramedic home care) division. However, I found four additional subgroup identities for a total of five lines of distinction. The following sections describe Mobile
Integrated Health (MIH), Tactical EMS (TEMS), the environment in which the role is performed,
Paramedic Response Units (PRUs), and finally the technical distinction between first-responders
and other healthcare workers.
Mobile Integrated Health. The paramedics who work in the Mobile Integrated Health
(MIH) division experience a work day that is very different from the routines that paramedics
experience in the emergency 911 division of EMS. MIH paramedics are assigned patients and
they work with a multi-disciplinary team of healthcare practitioners, including physicians, to
establish ongoing patient-care plans. They often sit with their patients for several hours at a time
over multiple days as their treatment regimens progress in the patient’s home. From a symbolic
perspective, the MIH paramedic’s uniform is a golf shirt and pleated cargo pants, which
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engenders a greater sense of ease with their patient population (MIH Director, personal
communication, May 1, 2020).
One of my participants works as an MIH paramedic, and their professional identity
perspectives were indeed unique to that technical role. In describing how their identity evolved
from their time as a 911 paramedic they stated that joining MIH “has changed my identity in that
I feel more of a contributing member to healthcare” (Participant 11). This participant also
referenced how the MIH uniform un-couples their professional identity from that of a 911
paramedic. The decision to alter the MIH uniform was because “[management] very cognitively
made our uniforms much more casual on purpose” (Participant 11). The decision was made
because some of their clients “have high-risk lifestyles, so we deal a lot with homeless shelters,
addictions, and mental health issues” and that “a lot of these people don’t want that (the 911
uniform) uniform because they've had poor interactions with EMS” (Participant 11). In support
of how distinct the MIH identity is from their 911 paramedic counterparts Participant 11 said:
When I walk in my wearing my cargo pants and golf shirt, I look like a regular person.
I'm not coming in with a uniform shirt on, a belt with pouches and radios, bright colours,
and reflective stripes. I'm not that practitioner (emphasis added). [The 911 uniform]
speaks volumes for a reason, it speaks authority, it speaks ‘we are militant’, and it speaks
roughness for a lot of people. We are now more approachable with our casual clothing,
which has been fabulous.
Changing this participant’s uniform, their clinical mandate, and whom they interfaced regularly
with, were significant contributors to how their professional identity changed. The MIH
program pre-dated the transition of municipal EMS services into the provincial model, but it
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does represent a structural change away from traditional paramedic functions. Accordingly, this
participant’s responses help to answer my core question of how the structural changes to EMS
service delivery have impacted paramedic identity.
Tactical EMS. The Tactical EMS (TEMS) team members represent the largest departure
from standard paramedic education because they are trained to the same tactical procedures and
standards as their police counterparts. Additionally, most of a TEMS paramedic’s at-work time
is spent with the police where they participate in ongoing training, attend briefings, and deploy
on high-risk tactical events. Two of my participants were TEMS paramedics, and they chose to
be interviewed together because of the strong teamwork and vulnerability ethic that has been
instilled into them from the police environment. The first TEMS participant wanted to join this
study but they did not think that their photography skills were strong enough. When I asked
them why they wanted to be interviewed together this participant said “from my side of things,
[name redacted] was my mentor with TEMS, and [they are] my go-to person with all my
questions… I like photography but I am just not as good as [name redacted] is at it” (Participant
4). This comment resonated with the next TEMS paramedic who picked up on the personal
vulnerability aspect of their partner’s answer and how they were not afraid to admit they did not
know something. The second partner credited the police culture because “that’s one of the things
that took me by surprise when I went from an EMS culture of ‘we've got this, we did the call
well’, to police where it’s ‘let's dive in as deep as we can on this event and learn as much as we
can” (Participant 2). This participant went on to explain that practicing humility “is a very
unique culture shift when you make that transition from regular EMS work where we very rarely
debrief calls, and then we go to the police where every call is debriefed, and everyone is
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vulnerable” (Participant 2). Occasionally, the first TEMS participant works on a traditional
emergency ambulance and they will ask their partners if they could have done something better
on the last call despite their vast experience in the profession because “I’m a vulnerability nerd!”
(Participant 4). When that type of humility is displayed “I think it throws people off because
either they don't want to hurt my feelings, but it’s a totally different point of view that they are
not used to” (Participant 4). These comments, while subtle in their distinction, represent a clear
line of separation between 911 paramedics and TEMS paramedics for these two participants.
When I asked specifically about the identity focus of my research, the first TEMS
paramedic said of becoming a TEMS member that “I do think it changes your identity because
now a lot of people look up to you at that point because we are exposed to so much trauma, you
have to be a bit of a leader” (Participant 4). When I asked the second TEMS participant if the
same was true for them, they once again approached their answer from a team-identity
perspective because being a TEMS paramedic “reminds you that you are part of a group of eight
people in a city of over a million” and that “it really drives you and gets you to pull out the best
aspects of yourself, if for no other reason than the fear of letting down the other seven folks on
that team” (Participant 2). Teamwork, especially a team of two, is a feature of the EMS
environment, but for these two participants the meaning of teamwork is accentuated due to their
immersion into a distinct police culture where being vulnerable and making mistakes is not
viewed as a disadvantage or something to avoid. Additionally, the humility aspect shown in the
police tactical team is not what a paramedic normally experiences because “coming out of ‘ACP’
(Advanced Care Paramedic) school and hitting the street, most of us are, to a certain degree,
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under the impression that we have to hold all the answers, that we have to be able to do
everything” (Participant 2).
Paramedic Response Units. The paramedic participants who are assigned regularly to
these single-practitioner resources described the Paramedic Response Unit (PRU) work as a
function that impacts their sense of professional identity. The PRU is a Sport Utility Vehicle
(SUV) that is equipped with advanced life support medication and equipment. These units are
deployed into areas where ambulance coverage is sparse, and the paramedics who work on PRUs
are often the first practitioners on the scene. As a result, only advanced-life-support trained
paramedics are assigned to PRUs. On the surface, how a PRU is distinct from an ambulance is
easy to see, but this surface-level distinction has consequences for how the paramedics
experience their work day, which leads to a form of identity distinction.
Working alone appeared to impact a paramedic’s identity where resourcefulness and selfconfidence emerged as distinct working concepts for them because as one PRU paramedic stated
“I was the first person on the scene, and [the picture] was about the self-reliance and enjoying the
high-stakes nature of our work” (Participant 3). A similar concept was shared by another where
being competent and resourceful is important because “working alone you need a bunch of stuff
done and it's just you” (Participant 4). The importance of being a sole provider arose in yet
another who spoke about how the PRU cannot be used as a space to retreat to because “on the
PRU I’m a single-paramedic unit” and “I have bystanders constantly standing over my shoulders
critiquing what I do” (Participant 6).
Some other single-practitioner impacts came in the form of self-improvement because
“[PRU] paramedics must constantly grow [develop skills] while working alone because we
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worry about the patient without a partner to watch the surroundings” (Participant 4). This
expansion of clinical competence and resourcefulness is recognized as a distinguishing feature of
PRU paramedics because one of the single practitioner paramedics said “we are switched-on
medics. PRU trained medics are quite engaged and sharp” (Participant 3)”. The feeling of
enhanced clinical competence and confidence in their treatment plans also creates some tension
for the PRU paramedics because once the transport ambulance arrives “it is very difficult to
disengage from a patient and allow someone else to take over” (Participant 3). This sentiment
was also echoed by another PRU paramedic when they said “let's not forget that one of the
hiccups of working alone is being able to transition instantly back into a team environment again.
That takes a bit of a mental hurdle to jump back and forth between the two” (Participant 2).
Overall, the PRU represents a very different working environment than that of a
traditional ambulance. Working alone is something that all four PRU paramedics in my study
described as a salient feature of their professional identity. Within the paramedic population,
those who are assigned to PRUs see themselves as being at the top of their profession in terms of
clinical competence due to being the sole decision maker on a scene. Despite their high
confidence, one stated how the role can be “lonely and isolating at times” (Participant 3).
Similarly, another described how working on a team can be beneficial when they said “I’ve been
in a situation on a PRU where I'm like ‘Where is my help?’ ‘Where is my partner?’ ‘What do I
do first?” (Participant 4). There exists a push and pull dynamic of paramedic identity where
those assigned to PRUs may seek out the role because of the confidence it instills, but some can
also experience the isolating aspects of not having an at-work partner.
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Public Safety Personnel and the Healthcare Identity Distinction. The literature review
is clear on the distinction between paramedic identity and those professional identities within a
healthcare environment (Eaton-Williams et al., 2020; Granter et al., 2019; Horberg et al., 2018;
Jensen et al., 2013; Vidar, 2005). These distinction lines were also articulated by some of my
participants. When describing what attracted them to the paramedic profession, one said “I was
attracted to the independence of decision making, I didn't have to take orders like nurses do”
(Participant 11). Another participant saw the same decision-making aspects of paramedicine as a
distinction line between EMS and healthcare when they said “I don't use the word often and it’s
going to pain me to say it, we’re unique” because “we're actually making an assessment and
figuring out a treatment plan on our own” (Participant 13). Establishing a treatment plan based
on one’s assessment is a feature of many healthcare practitioner roles; however this type of
independent activity does appear to be a distinguishing feature of EMS practice for some
paramedics. During another interview, I inquired about who the participant most aligned with
when they considered similar work, and they responded by saying that “I identify more with fire
and police. Public safety, first response, versus nurses and doctors” (Participant 4).
The EMS/healthcare distinction line also became a faultline, according to the academic
definition of the term, because two of my paramedic participants experienced differential
treatment within the hospital environment. When describing how they perceived being
disrespected by nurses, one said “I would say, it's the little things like when you're giving report,
and the phone will ring or someone will come up, and you'll be mid-sentence and their head
snaps away” (Participant 5). Further, when characterizing the unwritten hierarchy of paramedics
in a healthcare organization, this same participant said “We are, on the majority of situations, are
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kind of the lowest on the pecking order” (Participant 5). Experiencing differential treatment was
also a feature of another paramedic’s experience because “we feel like outcasts when we are in
the hospitals” (Participant 4). This same participant went on to describe how some clinical
interventions don’t get completed due to the short transport times of some events, but that nurses
do not understand why something wasn’t done. The participant asked rhetorically “how many
times have we come into a hospital where we don't have X,Y, or Z done and the nurses are kind
of irritated with us?” (Participant 4). Lazarsfeld et al. (2014) described these viewpoints as
“cultural chasms” (p. 735) between EMS and healthcare, but these sentiments were not shared
by all participants because some chose to include the emergency department (ED) nurses within
their in-group professional identity. When describing some of the chaotic situations that
paramedics encounter, one participant said “I include the [emergency department] nurses in this
mix, where other nurses throughout the hospital don't understand it. ED nurses get it. Perhaps
not on the same level we do, but very close” (Participant 2). In a similar vein, one of my
participants was among the first paramedics to experience the transition to a healthcare system,
and they saw EMS as being almost fully integrated into healthcare. During their photoelicitation interview they provided a picture of an old Health Sciences Association of Alberta (the
paramedic’s labour union) poster from a region of the province that amalgamated EMS into the
healthcare, as a proof of concept, three years before the 2009 transition on a provincial scale.
The poster depicted a paramedic working with a lab technician and a respiratory technician in a
hospital environment, and for this participant the proof-of-concept design “was the start of the
move to healthcare” because “we were always with other healthcare workers” (Participant 13).
This response prompted me to probe how their identity is impacted by who they worked with.
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They replied that their union affiliation afforded them to be “really exposed to the other
disciplines”, which helped them feel more like a member of healthcare than just a pre-hospital
professional (Participant 11).
A Paramedic’s Working Environment
The literature review determined that much of the EMS working environment is unique
to the pre-hospital profession because the bulk of emergency work is performed in the
community in a variety of circumstances (Corman, 2017b; Lazarsfeld-Jensen, 2014; Lloyd,
2008; Palmer, 1983). I found that environmental subculture considerations existed within my
participants’ responses where three main differentiating factors emerged. The first subculture
boundary existed between those paramedics who work in a large metropolis and those who work
in a rural setting. The second differentiator related to how controlled and predictable the
working environment is. The third identity distinction was related to the concept of scene
control, but it was expressed in terms of whether one works in a community setting or a brickand-mortar configuration such as a clinic or a hospital.
Metropolitan Versus a Rural Environment. The first example of this identity
delineation was articulated by a paramedic who has worked their entire career in a rural setting.
They were cognizant of how different the large-city experience is for paramedics and they stated
specifically that “I’ve just never worked in that environment”, which demonstrates a clear
boundary between cities and rural/small-town life (Participant 9). This same participant
described a picture that depicted a mountain rescue in progress and they tied that image to their
professional identity by saying “my identity is based first and foremost on rural EMS, and then
on mountain EMS” (Participant 9). By saying “mountain EMS”, the participant referred to how
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that environment requires paramedics to be trained in helicopter sling rescues and other
advanced access/extraction techniques. The next participant who worked in a rural setting also
established the same type of boundary distinction by mentioning specifically how they never
worked in a metropolitan environment. An oft-described feature of rural EMS is that long
transports are the norm, and this came up when the participant said “I’ve always had long
transport times because I’ve never worked in a city” (Participant 13). The differentiation
component to their answer came when they described how long transports give paramedics the
chance to initiate more treatments and to watch how the patient responds to those interventions.
They said “I don’t know how many metro paramedics would have had that experience”
(Participant 13). The time spent with a patient was also reflected in the previous participant’s
answer because during a rural event “there was a good chance you'd be with that patient for 14
hours. You really build a relationship with these patients on the worst day of their life”
(Participant 9). It was not just the rural paramedics in my study who share this identity
differentiating perspective. A participant who works in one of Alberta’s largest cities included
the rural/metro component when they listed how paramedic identity is impacted by multiple
environmental factors. When describing this, they remarked that “there are different feelings to
each platoon, to metro versus rural, for direct delivery versus contract services, or northern
versus southern. Even the nomenclature is even different.” (Participant 2).
The next major component to the distinction between a city paramedic and a rural
paramedic related to anonymity. One of my participants works in a small community and they
spoke about how “working in rural there is a much higher chance of treating someone you know”
(Participant 7). As evidence of how important this dynamic is to them, the participant provided a
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picture of their father in a hospital bed after they had responded to him experiencing a heart
attack. When reflecting on working in a small community they said “it has its downfalls if it is
someone you know. It can be harder to let the call go” versus working in a city where the
paramedics are “in robotic mode” because it is rare that they have a personal connection to their
patients (Participant 7). Another rural paramedic participant also spoke about anonymity, but
they did so from the perspective of their own status in the community. Having lived and worked
in a rural community for their entire life, seeing patients that they knew personally “has
happened a lot in my career” (Participant 9). They went on to explain how this is both a blessing
and curse because “at times it is more rewarding than when you don't have that connection to the
community. But other times it becomes...I don't want to say a burden…” (Participant 9). As the
participant was searching for a word to reflect their feelings, I offered the term “lack of
anonymity”, and they said “yes, that would be perfect” (Participant 9) as a way to describe how
they felt. This extended to a perception that they were the sole EMS ambassador for the
community “but it wasn’t all lollipops and cotton candy” because they “stopped attending
funerals. It is the right thing to do when someone well-known in the community dies, and often
times I was the last person with the deceased, and at the funeral people would ask me questions”
(Participant 9). They followed this up by saying “That was a negative outcome of doing what I
do in the community in which I grew up. In my head, I like to show respect to members of the
community, and I wore [was negatively affected] that a little bit” (Participant 9).
It appears that the consequence of practicing in a rural setting is that those practitioners
feel a dual sense of identity both as paramedics and close-knit members of the community that
they serve. This is due to the long transport times where a connection can be made with their
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patients, and the dynamic of often treating someone that they know. All paramedics, regardless
of their worksite, may feel a connection to their community, but this connection is amplified in
the rural setting to the point that it becomes a notable component of their identity expressions.
Chaos Versus Controlled Environments. Once again, the literature review
documented how previous researchers have described the EMS working environment as a milieu
of uncontrolled factors including weather, bystanders, hazardous materials, and danger from a
number of sources (Corman, 2017b; Lazarsfeld-Jensen, 2014; Palmer, 1983; Wankhade, 2016).
When describing their environment as a factor of their identity, seven of my participants offered
the specific term “chaotic” as a juxtaposition to the environment of other healthcare allied
professions (Participants 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11). Overall, eight of my 13 participants chose to
differentiate themselves in terms of how their environment shapes their professional identity.
When describing what type of person is successful in the paramedic career, one participant noted
how “you have to be able to work in an environment that is traumatic, dramatic, unstable, highly
emotional, and an environment that is such a high above norm” (Participant 8). In a consistent
form of expression, another described the same environmental factors when they were asked who
in the helping professions they most identify with because “[they] always personally found it a
little easier to relate to folks [who] basically make their living walking into the unknown”
(Participant 2). This same participant tied the environment directly to their identity because “I
think the environment helps drive our identity if we work with police or fire, or those agencies
that join us in uncontrolled environments” (Participant 2). In keeping with the theme of the
unknown, another stated simply that “our environment is chaos and unfamiliarity” (Participant
3).
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The next way the EMS environment arose as a theme was in how the participants
contrasted their working environment with that of other allied health professions. As it relates to
nurses in a hospital, one participant suggested that nurses have “never had to walk into a house at
4AM with 17 people in the living room around a loved one who's not breathing. They've not
experienced that chaos, it's really difficult for them to relate to that experience” (Participant 4).
Similarly, comparing their environment to that of a hospital was a feature of two participants
who said that “it can be hectic and crazy in a hospital but that is a controlled setting. We work in
anything but a controlled setting” (Participant 11), and “it’s not unusual for me to intubate [insert
a breathing tube] someone who’s upside down in the car, where the doctor has the correct
positioning, bright lights and lots of hands” (Participant 10). The concept of a physician’s
environment was also referenced by another participant who said of hospital staff that “even the
doctors, they are not there when the patient is wrapped around the toilet” (Participant 6).
Temporal and Generation Related Factors
My participants’ identity boundaries arose in the data in three different time related ways.
The first related to one’s seniority in the EMS profession, the second is represented by the
general characteristics of societal generations by age, and the third is characterized by specific
moments in history. The term temporal in this section refers to how my participants identified in
terms of a specific timeframe. Those who started many years ago continue to work in the present
day, but they tie their identity to when they started in the profession. In other cases, the temporal
identity relates to the bifurcation of the profession into pre-AHS and post-amalgamation. The
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last temporal identity factor relates to how significant and rapid the EMS profession changed in
response to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Seniority. The rapid evolution of EMS means that the professional practices and
equipment in use 30 years ago were very different than what exists currently. Three decades is
within the span of a paramedic’s career, and those participants who are considered veterans of the
profession have an identity all their own. One of the most senior participants articulated how
their identity is tied to the start of their career in the late 1980s and how they continue to assess
patients in a manner commensurate with their original training. Of patient assessment practices,
the participant said “I would see how the younger group would make fun of how the older group
would get things done. They’d say: ‘why are you doing that?’… ‘you don't need to do that’, and
the old guys were embarrassed” (Participant 12). Modern diagnostic equipment such as pulse
oximetry and automatic blood pressure machines have diminished a paramedic’s reliance on a
stethoscope as a diagnostic tool, and this same participant remarked that “back in my day,
everybody, you couldn't drive around the city and not see a stethoscope around their neck; not
anymore” (Participant 12). Another 17-year veteran of the profession aligned similarly with the
more senior paramedic group when they said “I was part of the generation where I packed them
up and put them in the back of the ambulance to get going” (Participant 6). This was a reference
to how the medical equipment technology has advanced so far that paramedics will eschew rapid
transport and short scene times for what is colloquially called “stay and play”. This same
participant again referenced their seniority identity later in their interview when they commented
on their desire to be seen as a member of the pre-AHS paramedic workforce. This participant
felt that their employment beginning at a time before AHS meant that they had higher skills than
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a paramedic who was hired into the AHS system because “[AHS] has ‘dumbed’ the protocols
down to the lowest common denominator” (Participant 10). One of their pictures they provided
was of a reflective vest that is no longer part of the paramedic uniform allotment. When they
wear it at work it would signal that “I’m from the old school, I’m from the old club, it almost
gave you more clout with the old guys” (Participant 6).
One of the more significant findings in my research is how the most senior frontline
paramedic in my study aligns perfectly with the extant literature pertaining to EMS. This
participant worked as a paramedic in Alberta at the same time Palmer (1983) conducted his
paramedic research in the United States. As you may recall, Palmer (1983) described a core
function of paramedics as “information specialists” because paramedics must collect, condense,
and convey by phone the patient’s pertinent clinical findings in order to get the orders the
paramedic wants for the patient. Of the patient complaint notepad, Participant 12 said:
That notepad became the canvass to paint the picture of the patient's malady to present to
the physician on the phone to get what you wanted for that patient. This was another
form of the art and the craft of paramedicine that has been lost.
This passage demonstrates how the EMS systems in North America emerged at the same pace
and how paramedics who worked in the 1980s have experienced some of the most significant
shifts to not only the structure of EMS in Alberta, but of the profession itself.
Generational Characteristics. Identifying by one’s age group is a feature of every
generation to the point where the year one is born creates a tie to a pre-defined characteristic
such as “baby boomers II born between 1956 and 1965”, “generation-X born between 1966 and
1976”, and “millennials born between 1977 and 1992” (Berkowitz & Schewe, 2011, pp. 197-
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199). Similar generational identity boundaries emerged in my analysis of those paramedics who
described some facet of how EMS culture has changed due to generational factors. For example,
one of my participants who could be described as a baby-boomer II reflected on the mental
health practices among the generations when they said “the new generation have their personal
life a lot more in the front seat than we did” (Participant 8). By this, they referred to how the
baby-boomer generation sacrificed family and personal interests in the pursuit of their career
success. This observation was shared by another 30-year paramedic who sees “the young people
getting involved again (in extracurricular leisure activities), it's not just work, work, work”
(Participant 9). Attention to good mental health appears to be tied to generational practices
because another participant described how younger paramedics practice mentorship. They spoke
about students and how “we (millennial-aged paramedics) raise new practitioners in a
benevolent, inclusive environment, and [the picture] shows how our culture has changed to be
one of inclusivity rather than ‘eat our young” (Participant 3). The last participant to reference
generational characteristics summed up these age-related boundaries by saying that “there are
definitely ways that different generations of practitioners [present themselves]. It seems every
few years that a different wave or generation comes onto the street” (Participant 2).
Temporal Moments. As I described above, this category references how my
participants’ chose to describe their identity as being tied to a specific moment in time. For two
of my participants, the COVID-19 pandemic was discussed in relation to their identity because
this research was conducted during the height of the first wave in Canada. One participant
showed a picture of standard personal protective equipment (PPE) laid out on a table (gloves,
mask, and gown). Of this collection of PPE, the participant remarked “This is what’s happening
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now. What's missing in this is my safety glasses because I was wearing them when I took the
photo. This is going to be the quintessential photo for the pandemic” (Participant 2). While they
did not speak directly about their professional identity in their response, it was uttered in the
context of being instructed to bring pictures that were emblematic of their professional identity.
Another pandemic-related impact to identity was described by the two paramedics who
interviewed together and who spoke about the significant changes to EMS treatment protocols.
They referred to how constant and effective cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) is drilled into
paramedics, and that stopping CPR is forbidden during a resuscitation attempt unless a decision
to discontinue efforts is warranted. However “when it comes to this whole virus thing, we don’t
[ventilate] or do CPR into the hospital” and “for us that’s mentally terrifying” (Participant 4).
This was echoed by their partner who said “It's almost unthinkable for us. We've spent so many
years having it pounded into our heads to continue CPR uninterrupted, it's unthinkable to stop
while we're moving a patient for two or three minutes through a hospital hallway (Participant 2).
The pandemic protocols designed to mitigate the spread of aerosolized droplets (a byproduct of
bag-valve mask ventilation) represented an affront to some of the core values of paramedics, and
thus their professional identity as strong practitioners in managing critical events.
The next moment-in-time delineation of paramedic identity was described in terms of the
transition to AHS from the municipal-based system prior to 2009. This major event was
interpreted differently among my participants, and if the transition to AHS was discussed during
the interview, I found that the responses could fit into two distinct categories being perceived as
negative or positive.
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Difficulties During the Transition. As I described in my introduction, the municipal
service that a paramedic worked for represented a source of pride and professional identity, but
that source of pride diminished with the formation of a homogenous EMS system. I found that
this exact sentiment was articulated by a paramedic who experienced the transition to AHS when
they said “you want to work in this service because they have the best protocols, the best
equipment, the best medications, and all of the sudden AHS rolls along and it’s like no matter
where you work in the province, it’s the exact same” (Participant 10). Another paramedic who
perceived the transition negatively felt that EMS was utilized as additional system capacity for
an already strained healthcare system because “one of the negative things that is making it worse
is that EMS is now being utilized for surge capacity in the emergency room” (Participant 5).
What is interesting about these two comments is that they were uttered from paramedics who
worked in Calgary and Edmonton, and the next section illuminates why these individuals may
have perceived a decline in service with the provincial model.
The Transition to AHS was Perceived as Positive. The participants who offered positive
comments about the transition were both from a rural environment. They both experienced a
perceived improvement in their employment. The first welcomed the transition and how their
professional identity was tied to a funding model that provided equity throughout Alberta. They
used the example of a new medivac airplane where “I think that is the opportunity with AHS, all
the planes are the same. It's the consistency. It strengthens our consistent identity”. They
related this to their previous experience as a rural EMS employee where “we would get second
hand stuff”, but now with AHS “it has made things the same across the province” (Participant
13). The next participant to welcome employment with AHS came from a private for-profit
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EMS service. Their “first nine years were with an independent company, and when [they] left
that and came into AHS it was night and day” (Participant 11). In the private service, they felt
that their professional identity meant they had to sacrifice themselves for the company because
there was “so much guilt laid on you” for being sick. Conversely, in AHS “because we have a
higher worker pool to draw from, I take sick time when I’m ill, and holidays because I have the
ability to do so in AHS” (Participant 11). Thus, their identity as a stoic and self-sacrificing
paramedic became one of self-care and personal wellness due to the AHS environment because
their previous private-industry leadership “would threaten you with your job. That does not
happen in AHS” (Participant 11). Another participant to mention the transition during their
interview approached the transition as a neutral observation. When discussing their identity, they
suggested that “every tweak of the system drives a little bit of an identity change within EMS…
the best example was the transition into AHS where we went from public safety to a little more
integration into healthcare” (Participant 2).
Paramedic Cultural and Identity Themes
This second main section presents the data that came from the participants who described
some component of EMS culture as an uncontested truth. In essence, if the participant was
declarative about some aspect of EMS culture, I included that in my thematic analysis. What
emerged were three main culture themes, and each theme has multiple sub-sections. The first
theme is cultural “truths”, which means concepts that are accepted as normative or unchallenged
perceptions, and that were uttered as if everyone in EMS believes it. The second major culture
theme came in the form of this study’s purpose, and it describes how paramedics expressed their
identity. This second theme represents one of the most novel aspects of my research because the
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identity expressions were derived from the paramedics themselves versus through a researcher’s
direct observations. The third main cultural theme that emerged is how paramedics are largely
misunderstood, and that the enigmatic world of EMS remains largely inaccessible to outsiders,
which includes other healthcare professionals.
Cultural Truths
This theme has six sub-categories. The first two sub-sections are related to suicide and
personal sacrifice. I arranged the sub-theme sections in a deliberate order due to how the first
two subjects establish the basis for why paramedics engage in the specific coping strategies that
they do. The third sub-theme pertains to how rookies are acculturated into the EMS profession,
and the fourth describes how prevalent coffee is in the culture of paramedics. The last two
themes discuss storytelling and colloquialisms, and finally how levity in the workplace is a tactic
for paramedic resilience.
Mental Health and Suicide in the Paramedic Population. In keeping with the
structure of this “cultural truths” section, I extracted passages from my interviews that were
uttered as uncontested norms in the EMS culture. The last section of the EMS literature review
discussed mental health in the EMS population, and I included that section because of how
prevalent the topic is within the EMS literature. Similarly, I found that eight of my 13
participants chose to discuss suicide and paramedic mental health during their interview. Two of
the participants described suicide as a common feature of the EMS culture. One of the
participants believes that “we all have an expiry date, all of us” (Participant 11). This was not to
say that suicide is an eventuality for all paramedics because “some of us get to choose when [we
leave the career], you retire or go into another career, or different facet of the career. Others
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don't get to choose; they take their life” (Participant 11). Another participant had similar
observations of the ways paramedics are affected by a career in EMS because they noted how
“this job takes a lot away from you if you let it. A lot of the guys are divorced, or they kill
themselves” (Participant 6). Additionally, this participant was as equally declarative about a
paramedic’s eventual mental health challenges because “[they] think that everybody gets to a low
point” at some time during their career (Participant 6). Within the literature review, one of the
academic articles discussed how the cumulative effect of paramedic work can result in declining
mental health among paramedics (Halpern et al., 2012a). Of time in the profession, Participant
11 said:
Nobody walks through the door on their first EMS training day and says 'oh yeah, at 15
years I'm going to steal a bunch of drugs and shoot them in my arm and die in my
ambulance’. Nobody thinks that, but it happens.
At the time of my research in 2020, the paramedics in the AHS EMS system were continuing to
experience a range of emotions as a result of a colleague who had died recently by suicide. This
tragedy became a component within two of my participants’ interviews. One of my participants
included a picture of themselves at their colleague’s funeral because they wanted to show how
“We are not invincible. We do the job to the best of our ability, but we can be affected by it”
(Participant 7). This particular tragedy also showed up on another participant’s set of pictures in
the form of three ribbons pinned to a wall. One of the ribbons represented the most recent
passing of their colleague, and overall “those ribbons represent the three men that I’ve lost [to
suicide] in the last two years” (Participant 11). Notably, this participant was deliberate in stating
that they lost three “men” which is consistent with the EMS literature that discusses the impact
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of typical male coping strategies. I also note how this specific phrasing demonstrates that the
participant experienced a personal loss by the death of their colleagues, which is indicative of
how close-knit the EMS community is. Further, paramedic suicide emerged in another
participant’s interview because they were hired to fill a vacancy left by the passing of a
paramedic to suicide. They spoke of how “they had big shoes to fill”, and that they felt the
specter of working in that specific line would come with many people watching and critiquing
their work as compared to the recently deceased (Participant redacted).
A Cultural Shift Toward Better Mental Health. Despite the instances of mental health
injury and illness in the paramedic population, a shift is occurring in the various first responder
cultures where mental health and wellness is receiving increased attention. The leaders in AHS
EMS have invested in mental health supports for paramedics, and one of the programs in place is
called Reintegration. Reintegration coordinators are a team of specially-trained paramedics who
work with a wide variety of other mental health professionals to both identify at-risk staff
members for inclusion into treatment programs and to help their peers return from an injuryrelated leave to experience a supportive environment. One of my participants shared a picture of
their mentor who died by suicide in the early 1990s, and this participant shared that they “feel
strongly that if we had then what we have now in terms of Reintegration, I believe he'd still be
here” (Participant 12). The evolution of how mental health is addressed in the paramedic
profession was also articulated by three other participants who all described some form of
improvement in recent years. One participant described their perception of how “our entire
culture has undergone this shift in the last ten years, we support [paramedics] properly now”
(Participant 2). By this, the participant referred to the variety of mental health programs
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available to paramedics both internal and external to AHS such as educational programs that
teach resilience as well as the federal funding that is in place to support a first responder’s mental
health (CIPSRT, 2021). Beyond the federal government strategies to support paramedics,
another participant provided a picture that represents how the entire first-responder industry is
working to remove the stigma related to depression and suicide. This participant included a
picture of a bumper sticker that read “#IveGotYourBack911”, which is an online national
initiative that strives to create solidarity and awareness of mental health among all first
responders (https://www.IveGotYourBack911.com). The organization provides an opportunity
for uniformed staff to post a picture of themselves on social media holding an
#IveGotYourBack911 placard to show solidarity and acceptance of mental health as an important
topic. The participant included that picture as a reminder of how “we rely on a police officer’s
support, I know they would rely on me to support them” (Participant 10). The two TEMS
paramedics also included a picture that depicts how mental health is an important topic among
first responders. The image they provided was of a TEMS paramedic dressed in full tactical gear
moving through a dark culvert tunnel with daylight at the end. Participant 4 described the
picture in terms of a metaphor:
So, you're in a dark place, and there is light at the end of the tunnel, and you have to help
yourself get there, especially with a lot of individuals who are afraid to talk to somebody.
[The picture] shows how talking to somebody takes courage because you have to move
yourself through the darkness.
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Another participant spoke about how they reframe the events that do not go well, and how they
reject the perceptions of older paramedics. Participant 11 shared:
I remember getting into EMS and working with these salty paramedics where these old
dogs said 'you're only as good as your last call', and then I was like 'Oh, I shit the bed on
my last call, so I must be a shitty paramedic’. So you're always striving for that
perfection, you're always trying to do it right and do it perfect. That is a recipe for
disaster and self-harm, because you are not the only factor in that equation [when a
patient dies]. How badly has the patient been managing their health for 10 years prior to
you arriving? There are so many extenuating circumstances in the environment that are
out of your control, that the adage of ‘you're only as good as your last call’ and crap like
that it sets you up for failure. I think that has been bred into our culture; so much undue
pressure on paramedics.
This paramedic refused to accept responsibility for what is beyond their control, and that stands
as a refutation with what is described in the literature by Ploeg and Kleber (2003) who found that
after an unsuccessful resuscitation attempt paramedics can experience a range of emotions that
include self-critical assessments of their ability. (p. 40).
What is encouraging about these comments, and what is not reflected in extant literature,
is that there is a shift away from historical stoic coping patterns toward a culture that is more
open to discuss and acknowledge depression and suicide. Additionally, there was some evidence
that paramedics can accept the outcome of their resuscitation attempts when that outcome is
beyond their control. The entire first-responder population is taking it upon themselves to
change their respective cultures, and according to my participants those changes are palpable, but
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the paramedic culture still has some way to go because of the most recent deaths by suicide
among EMS staff.
Personal Sacrifices Within the EMS Career. This topic relates to how my participants
believe that choosing a career in EMS means that some element of personal sacrifice is required.
The sacrifices articulated by my participants included reduced time with family, the loss of
friendships, a change in one’s personal values, and an acceptance that their own physical health
will be impacted negatively. All of the comments below lend insight into why one of my
participants said that “this job takes a lot away from you if you let it” (Participant 6).
Sacrificing Friends and Family. The effects a career in EMS can have on friend and
family relationships arose as a topic in four participant interviews. One of my participants chose
to include a picture of their divorce certificate as a component of their paramedic identity. The
identity connection was made when they explained that their divorce was “a result of my career
in EMS” (Participant 10). I asked what components of EMS work impacted their marriage and
they shared with me how “[they] didn’t want to put the atrocities that [they] saw at work on
[their spouse]” (Participant 10). This participant was candid about their reflections on the
divorce, and they attributed their failed marriage to the fact that “[they] started to rely more
heavily on [their] EMS family, and without realizing it [they] started to spend more time with
[other paramedics]”. Similarly, another participant described how paramedics “stick with other
paramedics because you can't really go home and talk to your friends about a terrible call that
you did because you'll end up traumatizing them” (Participant 4). In a similar vein, another
participant described how their “friends were very, very different before [they] came into EMS”
(Participant 11). This same participant went on to explain that “I've lost a lot of friends because
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of the shift-work, or you, because you change. You change as a person, and some people can't
manage that change” (Participant 11). How the profession changed them is presented in the next
section that discusses how paramedics can sacrifice their personal values in the service of their
career. Through a different mechanism of family sacrifice, another participant chose to discuss a
loss of connection with family as a result of their commitment to the profession. Participant 8
expressed some regret for their commitment to EMS through the following passage:
I was so focused on my career to the point where I lost portions of my daughter's life. I
had a cell phone on me where people could get a hold of me (while at work) anywhere,
anytime, to help with a serious issue [with their daughter], and I have some regrets about
that. I wasn’t my own person at that time because you give up components of your life,
and your family and children’s life because you become so absorbed into the EMS life, it
can consume you.
Two of my participants expressed friends and family sacrifices as a feature of scheduling, where
“sometimes your family has to get creative with dovetailing your work schedule with the stuff
that happens in life” (Participant 5). This participant provided a picture that depicted a car
decorated with balloons, ribbons, and a large “happy birthday” sign affixed to the windshield.
The participant was at work on their birthday, and their decorated car in the firehall parking lot
was meant to show how families get creative when celebrating life events. Another participant
spoke sarcastically about how “you can’t make a date for anything because you know if you do,
you won’t make it” (Participant 7). This comment resonated with me because my wife and I
would avoid scheduling important meetings or social gatherings for a time after my scheduled
shifts. On the one and only occasion that we did schedule a dinner party with friends at our
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home after my day shift, I was assigned to a late-in-the-shift medivac flight. The dinner party
proceeded without me, and I did not arrive home until late in the evening as our guests were
leaving. I also have some direct experience with my family being creative. One year I was
scheduled to work on December 24th and 25th, and my extended family moved their Christmas
dinner to the 23rd of December just to ensure I was included in the annual holiday gathering.
Sacrificing Personal Values. The block quote above that included the passage “I wasn’t
my own person” (Participant 8) provides a segue into the next sub-theme where some of my
participants expressed how being a paramedic can affect one’s values. The perception that “this
career changes you” was presented in the context of how one participant became a much more
cynical and a less tolerant person due to the calls that they regularly attend (Participant 11). The
reality of being exposed constantly to the social challenges in society led the participant to be
“desensitized to that world, where it’s just another [redacted], and you begin to think that they all
drink, and they all beat their [spouses] and children, and they are all [a draw on social
programs]” (Participant 11). However, this same participant balanced their cynical outlook with
a realization that they simultaneously became more compassionate as a result of the calls that
they attended. Of compassion, this participant said that “You look at situations differently, you
look at the homeless differently, you look at the kid who is misbehaving differently because you
have a snapshot into what they may be dealing with” (Participant 11). This level of awareness
also impacted this same participant in ways outside of work where “[EMS work] changes
everything, it changes how you think, how you look at situations, how you value yourself, how
you look at your friends and your family” (Participant 11). These changes were characterized by
how “self-care, and the care of others comes into play in ways that were never considered before
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this career” (Participant 11). The idea that paramedicine “changes you” was reflected by another
participant who described the high levels of cynicism among paramedics, and that “if you are
unable to get a handle on it early enough, it changes your opinions, your thoughts, and how you
view the world” (Participant 10). Further, one of my participants spoke about how paramedics
develop a lack of empathy, but they did so by describing it as a protective mechanism. They
spoke about being emotionally detached from their patients and that “if [paramedics] gave
empathy to every patient and every person we encounter on this job, our burnout rate would be
significant” (Participant 4). This same protective mechanism was also described by the
participant who stopped attending funerals in their small home town. They did not want to show
disrespect for their neighbours, especially as an EMS ambassador in the community, but when
describing paramedic coping mechanisms they said that “you change how you act, and what you
do because of how [the career] impacts you negatively” (Participant 9). All four of these
participants experienced a change to their personal values in that they became detached from
those values after being in the profession for some time. The irony of this is that the values
which attract many people to EMS are the very values that become diminished by the work
itself.
Sacrificing Personal Health. The literature review discussed how paramedics, as a
distinct occupational group, experience higher instances of physical ailments than is seen in the
general population (Hegg-Deloye et al., 2014). My participants spoke about the impacts to their
physical health as if it was a generally accepted risk. Four of my participants spoke about shift
work and sleep, and how “we know that those of us who work night shifts, we will have shorter
life spans” (Participant 5). When I explored the concept of health sacrifices that paramedics
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make with another participant, they said vehemently “Absolutely we do! This includes our [lack
of] sleep!” (Participant 4). A lack of sleep was intimated in another’s interview where they
provided a picture of a training skeleton dressed in an EMS uniform. This participant is a
manager, and they provided the picture as a metaphor where “I had a conversation with my
leadership peers, and we dressed up this skeleton. It turned into a conversation about core flex”
(Participant 9). Core flex is a scheduling regime that is used in areas of Alberta where the call
volume is low, and the frequency of events does not justify the scheduling of full time staff.
Paramedics assigned to core-flex schedules are on-call for blocks of four days in a row, and they
are responsible for attending all local EMS events. The paramedics try to recuperate between
events regardless of the time of day. However, in areas where the call volume is increasing but
not yet busy enough to justify full-time paramedics, the staff assigned to a core-flex schedule
may not have the opportunity to achieve restorative sleep. The physical demands associated with
disrupted sleep patterns over a 96 hour period, and the constant heightened vigilance experienced
while waiting for the next call can all take their toll. Hence, the skeleton is a metaphor within
metaphor because it suggests that core-flex paramedics are worked to the bone. Sleep also arose
in another participant interview where one of their photographs depicted their partner sleeping on
a sofa, and a paramedic student sleeping at a table with their head down on open textbooks. The
participant said that the picture “is such a quintessential image within an EMS station. No matter
the time of day, someone is always taking the chance to nap” (Participant 3). They explained
further that “It shows the fatigue and the sacrifice that people make for the job” (Participant 3).
Sacrificing one’s personal time was also a factor in another participant’s interview. Paramedics
work schedules are typically two days, two nights, followed by four days off. However, what
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may appear to be an extended long weekend to an outside observer is not the reality for
paramedics because “EMS work does tend to be all-consuming. Sometimes it takes three and a
half or all four days to recover from a particularly nasty set of work days” (Participant 2).
Acculturating Rookies. I introduced this concept briefly in a previous section when I
discussed the generational differences between paramedics, and how they approach their
mentorship work. For instance, two paramedics stated that “we eat our young” (Participant 3)
and “it is dog-eat-dog world out there” (Participant 2). These are references to how rookie
paramedics are treated harshly if they don’t perform to the expectations of their more senior
partner. For example, one participant said of a new employee “Who are you? ‘What do you
mean you don’t know how to get to the [hospital name redacted], it’s the biggest hospital in the
city!’ ‘You should know that basic stuff’. ‘So you’re not any good to me” (Participant 10).
Similarly, another senior paramedic explained that “When you’re a rookie, you have no idea
what you’re doing. You have no intuition or ability to predict. That’s what frustrates a lot of
senior paramedics; [rookies] are not as intuitive as they need to be” (Participant 6). This
frustration stemmed from a sense of personal safety and partner accountability where the
participant has “responded to [senior paramedics] who have been beaten up” because while the
senior paramedic focused on patient care, their rookie partners failed to recognize the signs that
bystanders were becoming agitated (Participant 6). However, this same participant balanced
their frustrations with a sense of duty to new paramedics. They admitted that “we’re not very
good at passing down those little messages like ‘hey guys, we’ve got to put our gloves on’.
They’re not going to learn it if you don’t tell them” (Participant 6). The same sentiment of
accountability to new paramedics came from the most senior paramedic in my study who
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respects the learning process. They discussed the differences between the book knowledge
gained in school and the street knowledge gained from experience where “you need someone to
put the two together” (Participant 12). They explained that “if you don’t have that blend, you get
people who are frustrated and anxious” (Participant 12). As it related to their view of the most
recent batch of new recruits, the participant said that “the new people are not taught to blend
their academic knowledge, and there is a lot of anxiety out there right now, so mentorship is
crucial” (Participant 12). Despite the frustrations of having to perform both paramedic duties
and to mentor a new recruit at the same time, these two paramedics felt that their identity
included being a mentor to support the new staff to develop the necessary skills to become an
effective partner.
The next recruit-related cultural “truth” was the way more experienced paramedics could
differentiate a new paramedic in the workforce by what is contained on the rookie’s belt. In a
sarcastic tone, one of the participants said “the new folks coming up, the heavier your belt is the
newer you are, and the nicer the stethoscope around your neck the cooler you are” (Participant
1). Participant 1 has been in the EMS profession for about seven years, and I find it interesting
how their perception of the stethoscope is consistent with the observations of Participant 12 who
lamented about how stethoscopes are no longer part of a newer paramedic’s diagnostic tool
inventory. These two participants provided a form of data triangulation because they both had
similar observations about the stethoscope, but from different perspectives. The rookie’s belt
also arose in two other participant interviews where one noted a similar way to identify new staff
because “there is a signal of seniority distinction by what you do and don’t have on your belt”
(Participant 8). Another participant echoed this by saying that “when you’re a rookie, you’ve got
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a lot of stuff on your belt” (Participant 6). By “stuff” on a rookie’s belt, all referred to the
amount of superfluous equipment attached to the duty belt. According to this same participant, a
paramedic’s belt gets less heavy with experience because “after a while you're like 'I've been
carrying this stuff for a long time, and I haven't used it, I'm ditching it” (Participant 6). From a
cultural “truth” perspective, the participant went on to say “the joke is that the more experience
you get, the less stuff is on your belt” (Participant 6). The relevant aspect of this rookie subtheme to my research is that paramedics wish to shed the rookie designation by conforming
quickly to the symbolic tropes of seniority. In doing so, a paramedic can become a more
ensconced member of the culture and their legitimacy among their peers is established.
Despite the desire to be seen as an experienced and legitimate paramedic among one’s
peers, there is a sense that being a rookie is a necessary rite of passage into the EMS culture.
One of the participants included a picture of themself being drenched in water from a rigged
bucket over a doorway on the last day of their ambulance practicum (an on-the-job training
interval). This practical joke could have been interpreted as an act of hazing where the intent
was to humiliate, but the participant noted that “in another moment, in another decade, this
wouldn’t have been as nice an incident. This was nothing other than a signal of inclusion”
(Participant 6).
The Importance of Coffee in the EMS Culture. During the first few interviews, I
began to see coffee as a recurring image. In some instances, the image of coffee was a deliberate
inclusion, and in other instances an image of coffee was just a background feature of a picture.
In all cases where it was included, coffee emerged as a significant component of the EMS culture
because of how the beverage is used for more than simple consumption. Coffee is so pervasive
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in the paramedic stations throughout Alberta that “when you’re the first one up, even if nobody
drinks it, you still make it anyway!” (Participant 6). Another participant’s comments provide
insight into why coffee is present in every EMS station that they have encountered. They
commented that “coffee is liquid gold in EMS, if you don’t have your coffee you can’t start your
day, your breaks aren’t complete without coffee” (Participant 1). This participant also explained
how coffee is a “meeting and greeting point. Everyone will gather in the morning around a cup
of coffee. It is the ritual of the morning” (Participant 1). Another participant’s answer further
explained the social dynamic of coffee in the EMS culture because “coffee is beyond just the
drink itself, it is such a part of our culture. Coffee is a social lubricant. It allows you to come
together over something shared” (Participant 3). In a similar vein of expression, another
participant explained to me that “in the EMS culture, coffee is almost a currency, if you will”
(Participant 2). When I asked what they meant by “currency”, Participant 2 remarked:
One of the things I've observed is 'hey, I've made a mistake that put you in a bad spot, so I
owe you a coffee’, or ‘I'm really grateful that you did X, Y, or Z, hey can I buy you a
coffee?
Consuming coffee with a peer is also a way of coping due to the social connections it
fosters among paramedics. Another participant saw coffee in the “same sense as we use black
humor to reinforce the relationships we have with one another” because “you and your partner
will go get a coffee after a rough call; you decompress in private ” (Participant 3). This same
sentiment was described specifically by the two TEMS paramedics who provided a picture of
themselves drinking coffee during a break. For one of them, drinking coffee is “being able to
take a mental health break” by “taking a ‘fiver’ and checking up on your partner” (Participant 4).
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While drinking coffee, it is “important to have a debrief, or to have a vent session, or just being
able to breathe after a bit” (Participant 4).
Coffee can also be used beyond the cultural boundaries of EMS staff because it is used to
foster relationships with other first responders, and even to demonstrate acts of benevolence
toward people in vulnerable situations. For example, one of my participants collects loyalty
stickers from a popular fast food chain where the stickers can be exchanged for a free coffee.
This participant does not use the stickers themself, but they do “give them to homeless people
downtown” and “every now and then I give one to a cop, and they will be like ‘oh, thanks!
(Participant 6). This participant recognizes how coffee is “like a universal gift, you can give it to
anyone. I love doing that!” (Participant 6). The act of sharing coffee stickers is a way for this
participant to “pay it forward” because when they were a student with limited funds “so many
people would buy [them] a coffee, and [they were] touched by that gesture” to the point where
when they see a paramedic student they say “put your money away, I’ll buy you a coffee”
(Participant 6).
Cultural Colloquialisms and Story Telling. I was attentive to colloquialisms and
storytelling because of what was contained in the literature review where paramedics are known
to use terms that are idiosyncratic to the EMS culture. Additionally, some of the colloquialisms I
discovered were contained in the act of storytelling, which is another prominent feature of the
EMS literature. In some cases the colloquialisms are used as a code to prevent others from
understanding what is being said, and these codified terms can be specific to a geographical
region of Alberta. One of the best examples I have of codified language was illuminated during
a brief investigation that I conducted with some members of my Research Advisory Panel
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(RAP). Due to my role in the EMS department, I have been afforded the opportunity to travel to
all regions of the province, and to meet paramedics from every zone. One of my first
experiences with the distinct vocabulary used in only one area of the province came by observing
how paramedics describe patients who are experiencing a mental health emergency. As a result
of my work as a Calgary-area paramedic early in my career, I know that the term “bravo-92”
means “psych patient”, which is a colloquial reference to a person presenting with psychiatric
complaints. The term “Bravo 92” came from the pre-established patient diagnostic codes that
paramedics were once required to checkmark on the back of their hand-written patient care
reports. When I asked a RAP member from Edmonton what this meant, they could not provide
an answer, but the Calgary-area RAP member knew what it meant immediately. Conversely, the
Edmonton-area term for a patient experiencing a psychiatric complaint is “tag”, which refers to
the wristband worn by patients at a local mental health hospital. When I asked a Calgary-area
RAP member what “tag” meant, they could not provide the correct answer, but the Edmontonarea member recognized the term immediately. Despite each local term being ubiquitous to the
area staff, the terms do not expand past the boundaries of each city. In this way, I have additional
evidence that geography plays a role in how a paramedic experiences their work culture, as one
of my participants said “there are different feelings to each platoon, to metro versus rural, for
direct delivery versus contract services, or northern versus southern. Even the nomenclature is
different.” (Participant 2).
I interviewed paramedics from all five EMS zones in Alberta. By being attentive to the
terms that my participants used, I encountered both familiar colloquialisms and some that I had
not heard before. Some examples of the paramedic colloquialisms that I encountered are:
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“Ambulance vomit” – a term that refers to the myriad of medical equipment wrappers,
used latex gloves, and medication packaging that is left strewn about a scene where a
high-acuity patient was treated. (Participant 3). Example: “We asked a supervisor to
head to the scene because we left ambulance vomit all over the sidewalk, but we didn’t
have time to pick it all up.”

•

“Leather love gloves” – this term is specific to the Edmonton region, and it refers to the
issued leather gloves that are donned in situations where patients may have sharp
objects in their pockets; typically among people who are homeless and who experience
addiction issues. (Participant 6). Example: “Be careful when picking up this patient,
you better put your leather love gloves on in case they have needles in their pocket.”

•

“Black cloud” – this term is more ubiquitous across the EMS profession, and it refers to
a paramedic who is known for getting all the most serious and unusual calls (Participant
10). Example “That paramedic over there is a black cloud, I’ll bet they have been to a
call where someone was hit by lightning.”

•

“White cloud” – the opposite of black cloud, where it refers to a paramedic who is
frustrated by being assigned routinely to low acuity or mundane events (Participant 8).
Example: “My skills are deteriorating because I’m a white cloud; I never get to do
anything!”

•

“Bolus of diesel” – a term that refers to the fuel that ambulances use. Bolus means to
administer a medication rapidly, and a “bolus of diesel” means to drive quickly to the
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hospital as a form of treatment. (Participant 5). Example: “My trauma patient needed a
surgeon quickly, so I gave the patient a bolus of saline and a bolus of diesel”.
•

“Urban Outdoorsman” – a term that relates to a person who is homeless (RAP member
4). Example: “I work downtown, and we get a lot of urban outdoorsman calls”.

•

“Cocoon” or “Burrito” – according to Participant 3, these terms are regional, being
localized to the North and South areas of Alberta respectively. The terms refer to how
paramedics will encapsulate (below the neck) heavily soiled patients (feces, insects,
etc.) in a blanket to prevent cross contamination into the ambulance (Participant 3).
Example: “We had better burrito this patient, they’re heavily soiled.”

•

“Synca-poo” – a play on the medical term “syncope” (sin-KOH-pee), which means to
faint. This hybrid term refers to how patients can evacuate their bowls involuntarily.
(Participant 5). Example: “When the patient passed out, they had a synca-poo”.

During my interviews, I noted that one of my participants displayed clever storytelling skills, and
I found that I was quite engaged during their interview. Many of the pictures that the participant
brought were accompanied by a colourful story that related to how the image came to be. For
example, this participant described how a person who was intoxicated drove off a sharp
embankment into a river. However, they chose a more interesting way to describe this by saying
that the patient “got to experience the acceleration of gravity as his X axis turned into a Y axis
and he ended up rolling his vehicle” (Participant 5). I asked this participant why they use such
storytelling techniques and colloquial language when they talk about the calls that they attend.
Their answer related to how new paramedics learn the EMS culture. Participant 5 stated:
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There is a tremendous amount of distilled wisdom that is gleaned from the stories we tell,
and new staff get a value from storytelling. The names aren't important but the stories
are; we are able to impart not only our experiences, but some distilled wisdom.
I next present a full-answer transcript from this participant’s interview because it exemplifies
their storytelling style. By paraphrasing their comments, I would diminish significantly the
manner in which they convey the wisdom gained from years of experience. The following story
provides insight for new paramedics and how rookies should be mindful of where they are
positioned in relation to a patient. Participant 5 shared the following:
Sometimes we'll use language tongue in cheek. I have a way of teaching new paramedics
about protecting themselves from becoming soiled. I say ‘there is only one thing worse
than a syncope, and that is a ‘synca-poo’. We have all these different ways of putting a
funny spin on things. I'm getting my head around why we do it, and I think we put a
creative spin on things to make them stick. I don't know if anyone else would take humor
in that. I remember cleaning an elderly lady who had fallen at home, and she was
soaking in her own ‘colonic yogurt’ (colloquial reference to feces) for a few days. She
was so weak, and I needed to clean her. We got her as clean as possible, and just as I'm
pulling up her new underwear she sneezes and lets her bowels go, and I take it right to the
face. Of course, I make no bones about it, and I joked that it was the only time I've been
‘shit-faced at work’ (participant laughing), but what was not so funny was sure enough 36
hours later I had Norwalk (a gastro-intestinal virus).
This story accomplishes several things. First, it demonstrates an element of self-deprecation to
help rookies feel more at ease with making mistakes, and second it is a story that won’t be
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forgotten easily due to how repugnant a fecal exposure is. The third way this story is powerful
within the paramedic population is due to how the participant skillfully blended a term from
medicine (syncope) to make the hybrid term “synca-poo” more memorable, just like how the
paramedic in the Seim (2017) study used the hybrid term “incarceritis” (p. 464). Finally, this
story has a powerful message about protecting oneself from the pathogens encountered in the
workplace, and how quickly a poor decision about one’s position in relation to a patient’s blood
and bodily fluid trajectory can lead to illness. This story translates easily into patients who vomit
or spit blood for example. Far from being just entertaining anecdotes, the stories told by
paramedics can have a very real and practical purpose related to safety practices. Indeed, during
my rookie year as a paramedic, I recall a story about how a paramedic cut into a feather down
jacket to access a traumatized part of a patient’s body. The result was that feathers scattered all
throughout the ambulance and into the patient’s open wound. Based on hearing that story early
in my career, I thankfully never cut into feather down jackets; though I likely would have if not
for hearing that piece of wisdom through storytelling.
Levity in the Workplace. Four of my participants included pictures of having fun at
work. Playing practical jokes on one another, regardless of seniority, ifrs a common practice
among paramedics, much “like putting ‘muco’ on the steering wheel” (Participant 6). “Muco” is
slang for the water-based lubricant that paramedics use to facilitate the insertion of a breathing
tube into a patient’s airway. Some of the participants included pictures of themselves “doing the
silly little things we do” such as filling a co-worker’s helmet with water (Participant 7). Another
participant included an image of their partner playing the Duck Hunter video game while at
work. This participant was deliberate in their image choices that depicted fun at work because
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“it’s the work hard, play hard philosophy” that many paramedics ascribe to (Participant 5). The
other reason for fun at work in the EMS environment is to foster a strong sense of teamwork and
belonging. This was put forward by a paramedic who used to manage a small ambulance
service, and they attracted new employees by showing applicants that “they were stepping into
something much bigger; they weren’t necessarily coming for the pay” (Participant 9). The
picture that this participant included was of an off-duty social event where the service’s
employees worked on a submission for a popular dummy-over-a-ski-jump competition. When
describing this event, the participant said “when you feel good you want to be a part of that”
(Participant 9). They explained that on the day of the event “I was amazed at how many of the
staff showed up” and that the picture resonated with their identity because it represented how
they “used to do all kinds of goofy things like this” (Participant 9). Participant 5 brought the
most pictures related to at-work fun, and they summed up their pictures by saying that “[having
fun] makes you feel good about coming into work. It gives you a sense of belonging”
(Participant 5).
Self-Ascribed Paramedic Identity Expressions
This paramedic cultural-truth section outlines how my participants described their
identity often in the first-person perspective. Throughout the literature review, I found only one
reference of self-ascribed identity. Palmer (1983) quoted a paramedic who said “You know, we
really are trauma junkies” (p. 171). The EMS literature review does contain additional
quotations from paramedics, but those quotations are then used by the author(s) to attach some
inference of identity based on what they observe. I also make observational inferences
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throughout this study, but this section is dedicated to the identity assertions that my participants
expressed themselves.
Direct Quotes Regarding Identity. The identity quotations in this section are not
grouped by a particular identity theme. Rather I present a myriad of concepts below that are
unified by the fact that each idea was elicited from a first-person description. Once again, if the
participant was declarative about their perceptions, I include their comment as an assertion about
the cultural truths in EMS. Some of my participants described their personal feelings of
paramedic identity, while others expressed their beliefs as a more general observation of
paramedic identity. In both cases, the comments were uttered as uncontested truths.
The paramedics who spoke in a general sense described how paramedics “are all
perfectionists” (Participant 5). By perfectionist, the participant explained that “[paramedics] all
look at things in a retrospective sense, [they] say ‘if I could do [the previous event] over, would I
do it different, or should I have done it different?” (Participant 5). Two other participants had
comparable sentiments about paramedics because they both felt that “we all have the same Type
A personality, that is our common ground” (Participant 7). The other participant to describe
paramedics as Type A outlined what this personality trait meant when they said that paramedics
“are generally fit and engaged individuals who enjoy high-stakes sports or work. We get things
on the same level” (Participant 2). While this participant described some general characteristics
of the Type A personality, the academic literature on the concept summarizes three specific
components of the Type A personality trait. First, people with Type A personalities “display
highly competitive attitudes toward achievement” (Watson et al., 2006, p. 1110). Second, there
is a “strong sense of time urgency” among people with Type A personalities, and third that
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“individuals with Type A personalities are more likely to use aggression and hostility to cope
with a frustrating situation” (Watson, et al., 2006, p. 1110). Interestingly, these three definitions
concur with some of the comments that my participants made about paramedic identity. For
example, as it relates to high stress, time sensitive situations, one of my participants asserted that
“the identity of a paramedic is that we can thrive in that environment” (Participant 8). Another
spoke about paramedics taking charge of a situation and how aggression can be displayed by
some paramedics because they said “we are the controller, we are the authority, and that’s what
people misunderstand. That’s where altercations come from. You’re wearing the uniform, you are
in a position of power. Some practitioners will push where they shouldn’t” (Participant 6).
Finally, competitiveness, as a trait of Type A personalities, will be described in a subsequent
section titled Pride, Accomplishment, and Differentiation.
Another self-ascribed identity that my participants articulated came in the form of being a
person who “interacts and cares for people” (Participant 5). To specify this further, another
declared “we are healthcare workers” (Participant 13). The progression toward being healthcare
providers was also felt by the most senior paramedic in my study who described the evolution of
paramedicine from a practitioner who applied rote memory of the protocols, to a true
“practitioner of medicine” (Participant 12). They explained how paramedics have “moved from
that blanket of security under a physician’s orders, to really making your own bed when you
practice. [Paramedics] are responsible for the decision-making process and we now have the
skills for that” (Participant 12). I asked specifically what this meant to them when it comes to
their patients, and they replied that “they can help people better now in their time of need”
(Participant 12). The ability to practice medical skills based on independent assessments led
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another participant to see paramedics as “thinkers, they are an academic bunch, they are quirky
and a little bit harder to read than some of our brothers and sisters in police and fire” (Participant
1). Commensurately, the concept of how paramedics are connected to other first responders as
their brothers and sisters is discussed next.
A Collective First Responder Identity. This topic relates to how paramedic identity
was expressed in terms of who my participants felt they aligned with. Four of my participants
felt an alignment with any service that is connected to the 911 system. When an Albertan calls
911, the first script that they will hear is “911 emergency, for what city or town please”. Once
the location is determined, the next question is “do you need police, fire, or EMS?” as the only
three options. The emergency service triad is well established in Alberta, and my participants
expressed their identity concordant with that structure. One participant described how “[A
paramedic] can be sitting around the fire with police officers and firefighters, and we can all
share stories that we appreciate, chuckle at, and learn from. The common thread among us is
911” (Participant 5). As a side note, this participant was the second person to describe how
paramedics engage with their peers around a campfire; the first reference to a campfire was
uttered by RAP Member 3, and is contained in the Leadership Roles section on page 116 of this
dissertation. Similarly, another participant described their collective identity as any group that is
not considered the general public because they said that “there is a camaraderie that you just
don't get with civilians. I think that is very prevalent in any first response community like police,
fire, and EMS. We stick together because we get each other” (Participant 8). A different
participant also spoke about police and fire, but they went a step further and described
themselves among any profession that works outside such as “fish and wildlife officers, and
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transit police” because “[paramedics] can relate with them more than with people who work in
facilities” (Participant 4).
The remaining participants also described their identity in similar terms, but this group
did not see paramedics as strictly first responders because they spoke about how EMS exists on a
continuum between public safety and healthcare. One participant referenced the same firstresponder triad as their collective identity, but they acknowledged how the EMS leadership is
working to change the narrative when they added “to be honest, you know our Chief would talk
about us being at the crossroads of health and first responders” (Participant 13). Very similar
phrasing was uttered by a different participant who described that EMS is “on the crossroads of
public safety and healthcare”, but they were deliberate in describing where EMS is on that
continuum when they explained that “we are closer to public safety than we are to health. Most
‘medics’ will agree we need to build that culture, but we don't want to get too far away from
public safety” (Participant 9). In contrast to the participants that I have quoted thus far, one of
my participants described how “[paramedics] have a very tight relationship with nursing staff in
the emergency room because it’s very much in the same sphere of emergency services”
(Participant 3). The commonality between all of these expressions of identity is that paramedics
see themselves as emergency workers. Several of the participants felt a connection to those
emergency workers who they see most often in the field, and one expressed their identity
collectiveness in terms of alignment with anyone who performs emergency work, regardless of
location.
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The EMS Uniform Impacts Paramedic Identity. Every emergency service listed as
being connected to a paramedic’s identity has uniforms that distinguish them; this includes
nurses. The same distinguishing characteristic of the EMS uniform emerged as a piece of culture
that impacted my participants’ identity. These impacts came in the form of how a uniform
demonstrates professional values, how it changes one’s personality when worn, how important it
is that the EMS uniform conforms to a specific colour and style, and how the EMS dress uniform
creates an organizational faultline.
Professional Portrayal. One of my participants described how they value the practices
of other uniformed services such as the military and police. Participant 13 explained:
We espouse to be military-like. For example, the police have graduation ceremonies
where they do inspection with polished boots and ironed shirts, but [paramedics] don’t do
that anymore. They want to reap the benefits of wearing a uniform but not live up to the
standards and the expectation of what it is to wear a uniform.
To explain further, this participant commented on how the EMS uniform is anything but a
uniform standard. They noted how paramedics “all want to add their own little tweak to [the
uniform]. This pin for that, or a different belt buckle, or a ball cap, oh God, don't get me started
on balls caps!” (Participant 13). The core identity that Participant 13 described is that
paramedics should be professional and have their uniform align with that core value. However,
this participant believes that “we don't really have any of the other elements that treat a uniform
the way it should be treated”, so there is no incentive for paramedics to attend to a high-standard
of uniform presentation (Participant 13). Another participant noted a similar trend in EMS where
they observed how their own practices were not the norm. They described an image of an EMS
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patch/crest collection, and this was included in their interview because “[they] wore those
uniforms proudly, where [their] boots were always polished and [their] shirt was always tucked
in” (Participant 10). This same participant compared themselves to others who “have their shirts
untucked, or their pants hanging out on top of the boots with the [boot] zippers undone.
[They’ve] always taken pride in [their] appearance, and [they] always felt that a lot of people
didn’t care” (Participant 10). Another participant described how they are cognizant of their
appearance when in the public and that they “do like that clean, professional uniform, and [they]
always try to represent the organization professionally when [they] have that patch on [their]
shoulder” (Participant 1).
Donning a Uniform Changes a Paramedic’s Personality. Another important impact of
the EMS uniform on a paramedic is how their personality changes when they are wearing one.
One participant talked about the difference between wearing plain clothes and a how they believe
that a uniform changes a paramedic’s demeanor because if “you walk down the street (in civilian
clothes) and you see a police officer, you’ll be like “good morning”, but if you’re in a uniform
it’s like ‘hey man, how ya doing?’ because you instantly have that connection” (Participant 10).
The personality-changing dynamic of donning a uniform was also described by four other
participants. One participant remarked how they “are a social butterfly at work”, but that this is
not their normal state because “sometimes [they] leave work a little exhausted because [they]
converse more than [they] would on [their] personal time” (Participant 4). They continued to
explain how this is a common phenomenon among paramedics because “[they] have friends who
are in EMS that say the exact same: once you put on your cape, you are a whole new person"
(Participant 4). Becoming a more outgoing individual was echoed by another participant who
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recognized that “[they] are definitely introverted in [their] personal life, but extroverted in [their]
professional life” (Participant 10). The cape metaphor was elucidated during another’s
interview when they indicated how they “just loved putting on a uniform because it was almost
like [I] became a different person, [I] became a superhero, or I now have a superpower with my
uniform on in the community” (Participant 8). This participant felt like a superhero in their
uniform because “people look at you, people talk to you, people thank you, people notice you”
(Participant 8). A similar sentiment was described by another participant who sees the uniform
as a type of protection because “for [them], the uniform has always been [their] armour”
(Participant 11). They described how “[they] are a different person at home than they are at
work, and when [they] put that uniform on [they] become a genie and [their] identity changes”
(Participant 11).
A Paramedic’s Expectation of the EMS Uniform. This section is about how my
participants had a very specific idea of what an EMS uniform should look like, and how the
related equipment must align with the duties of a paramedic. While my participants did not
necessarily speak at length about what the uniform should be, some articulated their perceptions
of what a uniform should not be. For example, one participant worked as a flight paramedic, and
their service’s uniform consisted of a tan coloured flight suit. When they were issued a tan
coloured uniform, they said in an incredulous tone “this is what I have to wear?” (Participant 1).
Their concern about the tan flight suit was confirmed quickly because “those uniforms used to
attract a lot of attention; everyone would call us ghostbusters” (Participant 1). The colour of a
flight suit also arose as an issue in another participant interview where the purple/burgundy
shade of their uniform resulted in many people chiding their look and telling “jokes about how
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[they] were the Barney-suit crew” (Participant 13). “Barney” is a reference to a popular
children’s program that features a purple dinosaur character. The colour of their flight suit was
so distinct that when they were in an elevator at a hospital visited rarely, “one of the nurses said
to ‘make sure you say hi to (name) for me’. She instantly knew from the unusual uniform where
we were from” (Participant 13). In keeping with the theme of colour, I asked this participant
about the first post-amalgamation uniform that AHS introduced, and without mentioning
anything further they knew I was going to ask about the green reflective stripe. The participant
spoke as if one of the more vociferous opponents to the green stripe could eavesdrop on our
conversation when they said “I live in [redacted] next to [redacted] and he probably just cringed
when we said ‘green stripe’. I know it was a fight to get rid of the green stripe; a lot of battles
there” (Participant 13). I asked why there was such opposition to the green stripe, and the
participant explained how the “green stripe just set the identity more toward health, it is the
green of AHS versus the standard EMS blue” (Participant 13). The paramedics who worked in
the previous municipal first-response system were not ready to accept the provincial healthcare
identity. In a similar way, when the protective equipment that paramedics wear does not conform
to the cultural expectation, it too is criticized. One of my participants included a picture of an
EMS-issued helmet that is modeled after a typical firefighter helmet. The participant exclaimed
“we introduced the fireman’s helmet years ago, and just look at this ridiculous thing; it was not
money well spent!” (Participant 7). The participant described further how the EMS ‘firefighter’
helmet has changed to a rescue helmet that resembles a climbing helmet, which is more
consistent with the duties of a paramedic such as “search and rescue down embankments; it isn’t
heavy and it has a flashlight on it. It’s much better” (Participant 7).
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The expectations of who a uniform is issued to also arose in my data. EMS employs nonparamedics in leadership roles within various support divisions such a logistics, and in some
instances those non-paramedic leaders wear the EMS office uniform to work. The office uniform
is similar to the paramedic uniform, but the reflective stripes are removed, it has dress pants
versus cargo pants, and dress shoes versus safety boots. I am personally aware of the
consternation experienced by some paramedics and paramedic managers when they see a nonparamedic wearing an EMS uniform. To substantiate my observations, I spoke with a member of
the EMS leadership team about the practice of non-paramedic trained leaders donning an EMS
uniform, and their answer was very insightful as to why the uniform is so important to a
paramedic. This person allowed me to record their answer to ensure that I present an accurate
accounting of their opinions (Personal communication, Anonymous, September 13, 2021). This
leader said:
To put it bluntly, it makes me angry. You haven’t earned the right to wear it. I’m
frustrated because to me it’s about earning the right to wear it, it’s about becoming part of
a club. You go through a period of intense work to achieve results, and the results are the
uniform. If a civilian was meant to wear a uniform, everybody would be wearing a
uniform. You have to go through education just to get to wear one, and you need to
continue your education to maintain the right to wear the uniform. It stirs emotion in me,
and when I see civilians wear the uniform without going through all the work, then to me
the uniform means nothing. Non-paramedic managers in support divisions have a skill
that I don’t have and we need them in the organization, but they don’t need to wear the
uniform to be a member of our team.
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This same leader spoke about the reputational risk to AHS of a non-paramedic wearing a
uniform. The public has an expectation of the skills that a uniformed clad person should have. If
a non-paramedic wears a uniform and should encounter an emergency in the public, there is an
expectation that the individual would render assistance commensurate with paramedic training.
If such aid is not rendered, a difficult public relations incident could ensue.
My final observation about the EMS uniform came when three participants described the
EMS dress uniform. This uniform is formal attire with a white shirt and tie accompanied by a
gold-buttoned tunic and peak cap. The dress uniform establishes an organizational faultline
because of the perception that differential treatment between frontline and management occurs;
only managers receive this piece of kit. The participant who included a picture of themselves at
a colleague’s funeral spoke about their frustration of attending the ceremony in their regular duty
uniform by commenting that “[they] are sad to say that as a frontline worker, we don’t get a dress
uniform” (Participant 7). Their frustration was further articulated when they said “if you see a
paramedic in a dress uniform, you know it is a supervisor because only managers are that
privileged and get to look that way; all we get is a tie” (Participant 7). In a subsequent interview
with one of my leadership participants, I ask why they thought frontline staff had such
frustrations. This participant noted that “99 percent of the time, [frontline staff] don’t have a
reason to wear [a dress uniform], but it does matter when they go to a staff funeral; that’s when it
will surface for them” (Participant 13). While the EMS dress uniform is worn at somber
ceremonies, it is also donned for official meetings and gatherings such as award presentations.
One of my leadership participants included a picture of themselves wearing their dress uniform
at a medal presentation ceremony because “it is not often that we get to wear our EMS ‘garb”
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(Participant 9). This participant included a picture of themselves in that particular uniform
because “it reminded [them] that [EMS] still has some of the structure that reflects the traditional
roles in EMS” (Participant 9). When it came to their paramedic identity, the participant felt that
“[the dress uniform] makes you feel part of a team that is just a little bit different than the health
world that we live in” (Participant 9).
Paramedics Feel Misunderstood. The last concept in this EMS-cultural-truths section
pertains to how my participants felt that both the general public and other healthcare providers
do not understand what it is to be a paramedic. My participants saw this lack of awareness in
many forms that range from a frustration that the skills of a paramedic are not acknowledged by
other healthcare providers to a gross misunderstanding in the public consciousness about what
paramedics do.
Two participants spoke about how they believe other healthcare providers see EMS. One
stated that “I've had hands-on experience with the nurses. They don't understand what we're able
to do. They don't know our scope” (Participant 3). Similarly, another felt a level of frustration at
what they perceive to be ignorance when they encounter health officials who contemplate using
EMS to address more social issues in the community. Participant 11 said:
It’s a lack of understanding by the hospitals. They are like 'well EMS can just go do that',
and we say 'no, EMS cannot just go do that', we are not the janitors of healthcare, we
don't just clean up everybody else's mess, and you don't look at us and give us credit,
respect, or acknowledgement. I think that is compounded by people not understanding
what we are trained for and what we have the potential of doing. I think people just think
that we're 'ambulance drivers' and that we just scoop and go.
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The EMS literature review section outlined how, as far back as 1983, paramedics have
disparaged the term “ambulance driver”. This same label continues to be present in the public
narrative despite the advances made within the EMS profession over the last 50 years. One of
my participants enjoys attending public engagement events because they like to take the
“opportunity to educate the public instead of just being called an ambulance driver; we are
paramedics. I know that stabs people in the heart when we hear people say 'the ambulance
drivers are here” (Participant 4). As a paramedic myself, I can attest to the somewhat visceral
reaction I have when I am called an “ambulance driver”. As I outlined in the literature review,
this term belies the significant education and scope of practice of paramedics. I recall an event
years ago where my partner and I were called to the airport to meet a commercial flight with a
sick passenger onboard. We were asked to hold at the gate with other first responders (police,
firefighters) while the passengers de-planed. I overheard the gate agent call the pilots to advise
them that “the ambulance drivers are here, let me know when you want them to board”. My
partner and I frowned at each other and I quipped back to the gate agent in a sardonic tone
“Please let us know when the ‘airplane drivers’ are ready for us, and we’ll have the ‘police car
drivers’ and ‘firetruck drivers’ come with us”. Another participant did not speak specifically
about being called an ambulance driver, but they did describe how “[they]could walk out of a
patient’s residence having just performed some amazing set of treatments for the patient, but
someone on the street could see me as just the telephone guy” (Participant 12).
Despite how some of my participants expressed a level of frustration at what they
perceive to be a general ignorance of the EMS profession, I found that other participants see this
lack of knowledge as a product of how paramedics function. One of my participants
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acknowledged that “there is some secrecy to what we do. Paramedics are people who like
helping people, but it's really secretive and it’s a really individualized profession” (Participant 1).
When I inquired with this participant about whether or not paramedics prefer to maintain an air
of mystery and exclusivity they said “I think so, we're not usually in the forefront of the media
and even in healthcare, we're always behind the scenes” (Participant 1). I asked the same secrecy
and exclusivity question of another participant and they felt like the paramedic profession
continues to be “an enigma wrapped in a question” and that paramedics just want to “help people
in the background” (Participant 5). The same word “enigma” was mentioned by another
participant who described that “we are happy being an enigma, we’re in the background, and that
is important for us” (Participant 10). I probed this answer further by asking why it is important
for paramedics to be in the background, and the response I received was remarkably similar to
the EMS literature that describes how paramedics do not identify with a “hero” label. The
participant said that being a paramedic is “not about glory, [paramedics] didn’t get into this to be
on the front page, or to be heroes. Most [paramedics] are in it due to a desire to help people;
that’s what [paramedics] do” (Participant 10).
The Public Perception of Paramedics. For this section, I did not ask members of the
public what their perceptions of EMS are, but rather I asked the participants what they believed
the public’s perception is of paramedicine when I asked: “If a member of the general public
provided a picture for this paramedic identity study, what do you think the picture would be?”.
The responses were quite consistent because my participants realize that the public sees only a
small portion of the paramedic’s role. Six participants responded by saying the picture would be
a paramedic in front of, or driving, an ambulance (Participants 1, 2, 3, 6, 12, 13). Of these
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participants, one answer stands out as being representative of the others’ perceptions. Participant
13 said:
[Members of the public] see a paramedic load a patient into the ambulance and drive to
the hospital. That's where we get the term ambulance driver. [Members of the public]
don't know what a paramedic does for their care unless they have called the ambulance or
have been cared for by a paramedic themselves. They watch T.V., and they see someone
get loaded up and there is a tap on the back door of the ambulance and off they go. They
don't realize [that patients] are getting care all the way to the hospital. I honestly don't
think people understand that.
A portion of this participant’s answer resonated with me directly because early during my
research development. I considered asking a question on a survey as to if a paramedic has ever
started driving to the hospital due to the common Hollywood trope of a person pounding twice
on the back door of the ambulance. I contemplated such a question because I know how
inaccurate the popular media portrayal of back-door tapping is, and I would have used the
resulting data to evaluate if there was a discontinuity between popular media and the lived
experiences of my participants.
Beyond what the public sees a paramedic do in non-private settings, some of my
participants felt that the general lack of awareness about EMS is the result of poor public
relations initiatives. As compared to other first responder agencies, one of my participants felt
that EMS falls short because “police and fire do a great job of helping [raise] the public’s
awareness, from walking the beat to putting commercials on television, they educate in many
ways. EMS doesn’t do that” (Participant 5). Similarly, another participant described the public
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relations power of the fire department, and how pervasive their role is in the public
consciousness. This participant believed that the picture a member of the public would bring
would be “an image of a fire truck, as sad as that sounds” (Participant 4). The power of the fire
department imagery starts early in one’s life because Participant 4 shared:
A lot of people have the perception of firefighters being the life savers, and we're just the
drivers. That’s how it goes. I've even educated my nieces, and even as young as they
were they said an ambulance was a fire truck and that firemen save lives. I was like
‘Whoa! Back up there!’ When we show up, we hear 'oh the ambulance drivers are here’
but when fire shows up it’s 'oh thank goodness’. It is just the perception (the public has)
and the great PR they (fire departments) have done.
A contrary sentiment about the perceived lack of EMS public relations was described by another
participant who felt that other services simply take the spotlight away from the basic work of a
paramedic. They used Shock Trauma Air Rescue Society (STARS) medivac helicopter in their
example. This participant explained that “it’s not that EMS has not done a good job of public
relations, I think the public is so connected with the marketing power and the sexiness of what
STARS brings; a helicopter is cool” (Participant 9).
The paramedics in my study expressed a form of dissonance when it comes to their desire
to be understood. On one hand, most paramedics rebuke the term ambulance driver because the
term does not represent their advanced skill set. On the other hand, there is an acknowledgement
that the work of a paramedic is difficult to articulate in an easy-to-consume way because of the
wide set of clinical accountabilities that a paramedic is responsible for. This was described by
my participant who said “I don't even know how we'd convey to an outsider the complexity of
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what we do” (Participant 5). Much of what a paramedic does is not accessible to the public
because even though treatment may start in a public space, the bulk of a paramedic’s care is
conducted in the privacy of the ambulance. Further, another participant explained that “we’re
already gone when the media shows up, so the firefighters who are still on scene get all the
media” (Participant 10). My participants expressed a desire to raise awareness of what they do
among healthcare professionals and the public alike, but that is not so easy because as one
participant put it “Carving out a niche for ourselves is an uphill battle” (Participant 4).
Paramedic Cultural Values
This third and final major theme section is about the values that my paramedic
participants expressed as important to them. The themes that I found arose from the personal and
individual reflections among my participants. Therefore, the themes related to my participants’
own lived experiences and not necessarily as declarative cultural truths. I found three
overarching value sentiments within the data where the first related to what professionalism
means to my participants in terms of duty and obligation to the paramedic role. The second main
theme is family values and how paramedics have two families; one personal family and one coworker family. The third main value theme came in the form of pride and how important it was
for my participants to be both accomplished and differentiated from their peers.
Duty and Obligation as a Form of Professionalism. The participants in my study
described how they continue to perform the work of paramedicine despite the work sometimes
conflicting with their personal beliefs or how they may be feeling at a particular moment. In this
way, they described that paramedics may experience a measure of dissonance between the
performance of their work and their value systems. A good example of this came from one of
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my participants who described their feelings about attending a call where a police officer was
murdered and how they were required to treat the suspect. My participant had to “convince
[themselves] that [they] would do surgery if [they] had to, to keep [their] patient alive”
(Participant 10). Paramedics do not perform surgery, but this passage meant that despite their
feelings about what had just occurred they would put those feelings aside to treat the patient to
the best of their ability. Unsurprisingly, paramedics on the TEMS team are exposed to many
active-shooter events as a main component of their role, and one of my TEMS participants
expressed similar duty-bound sentiments for suspects who have been injured during the arrest
process. The participant described that “it is about doing your job, setting all emotions aside to
do what you're trained to do” (Participant 4). A similar form of performing through feelings of
dissonance was presented by another participant who brought a picture of multiple firetrucks,
police cars, and EMS response vehicles on a residential street at dawn. This picture was taken
“at the end of a night shift” and it was meant to show how my participant will continue working
“when [they] are emotionally, physically, and mentally spent, and [they] truly do not want to be
doing an event like this at the end of [their] shift, but [they] do it anyway” (Participant 3).
Further, and with a more declarative statement, another participant explained how paramedics
adapt to changes in their environment whether it is a new protocol, a new policy, or a new set of
working conditions such as that were implemented during the pandemic. This participant noted
how “paramedics do not like change so much, yet we always manage to adapt to it” (Participant
2). In keeping with the concept of dissonance, the literature review contained a reference to a
behaviour called surface acting, “which entails disregarding what you are truly feeling” and then
portraying the valued emotion despite not wanting to feel that way (Barsade & O’Neill, 2016, p.
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65). On occasion, paramedics will be called to a scene that impacts them in a significant way.
When they mentor new recruits, one of my participants described how they teach rookies that
“you can be sensitive, but to say that it bothers you, f--king save it for later. Right now, we've
got to be strong, we've got to be steel, [the patients] are having the worst day of their lives, not
us” (Participant 6).
Another form of duty-bound values was shown in how my participants resist what they
see as an inevitable slide toward complacency. One of my participants described how, after a
few years of experience, a paramedic can become very comfortable with the calls that they
attend. However, “there is a dual edge to [being comfortable] because success does tend to build
complacency, and you can become, I don't want to say less observant, but you can start to
develop shortcuts and you can get burned by those” (Participant 2). Complacency is also
demonstrated by the colloquial designations that paramedics assign to certain patient
populations. For example, the term “urban outdoorsman” may instill a sense that a patient who
is homeless and intoxicated wants an ambulance for nothing more than transport to a warm place
to sleep. This type of misinterpretation was referenced by another participant who spoke about
attending what appears to be a routine event, and said that paramedics should not “be so quick to
spell that off and say well 'it’s in your head' because there will be that one patient where you
lower your guard down who experiences a negative outcome. I don't want to be that guy”
(Participant 5).
Another example of how duty and obligation arose in my data was how paramedics may
be required to attend all patients regardless of the common practice of partners swapping driving
and attending duties each day. When an Advanced Care Paramedic (ACP) works with a Primary
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Care Paramedic (PCP) partner, a dynamic emerges where the ACP partner may be required to
attend to a patient despite it being the ACP’s day to drive. Attending to patients is considered the
more work-intensive function of a paramedic, and driving the ambulance is viewed as a way to
recover the mental rigours of attending to a patients over a 12 hour shift. Interestingly, contrary
to the negative connotations of being called an ambulance driver, many paramedics will see their
day to drive as a welcome respite from the intensity of patient care. I outline this dynamic to
provide context for the participant who said “when it’s the ACP’s day to drive but they end up
attending on all the events that require ALS (Advanced Life Support) despite that it's their day
for a break; that's selflessness” (Participant 4). This same participant went on to describe how
they “think that a lot of times [paramedics] go above and beyond what [their] job is” (Participant
4). The participant offered the example of how “[they] made soup one day for this old woman
because she wasn't really thriving. [They] made soup and cleaned up the dishes. That's not in
[their] job title, but it had to do with caring” (Participant 4). Performing care tasks that are
perceived to be outside of one’s job duties was expressed as a value by another participant who
explained that “I think we all strive to go above and beyond. I don't think anybody walks into a
call and says ‘I'm just going to do the bare bones on this and nothing more” (Participant 8).
A Paramedic’s Family. This value is about connection, and how being connected to
someone, or a group, is a core value of paramedics. My participants described how important
those connections are, and the family-value sentiments were described in terms of my
participants’ personal family and their at-work family. Both family types play an important role
in my participants’ lives.
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A Paramedic’s Personal Family. Three of my participants described some component of
their personal family as being connected to their paramedic identity. The first example was
already discussed in the sacrifice section of this dissertation, and how one of my participants
expressed appreciation for their family members celebrating their birthday at their workplace.
The next two participants were more explicit about how important their spouses are to them.
One spoke about how the support of their family is what allows them to continue practicing
paramedicine. This participant provided a picture of their family members’ initials in wet
cement. In a type of metaphorical expression, the participant explained how the initials in the
cement “[are] my rock. It's my family. My family has been a strong anchor in my career. Family
is what holds a lot of that glue together for us to practice paramedicine” (Participant 12). They
went on to describe how “grateful [they] were for the support of [their] family throughout [their]
career” (Participant 12). I did not explore further how their family supported this participant, but
some insight into what personal family members do for paramedics did come from another
participant who described what their spouse does for their resilience. Participant 11 told me that:
I could not do this job without my [spouse], My [spouse] is just a touchstone, when the
calls are crazy, and life is crazy, I just come home to [pronoun] and [pronoun] is just a
sanctuary for me. I couldn't do this job without [pronoun].
Another participant spoke about family in the context of their spouse being a personal connection
and also how they were connected by the fact that they are both first responders. The picture that
they provided depicted themselves and their first-responder spouse hugging under a large
Canadian flag at a ceremony. The participant shared with me how “there was a bunch of coworkers that came with my [spouse] and I, and they all said ‘you should go take a picture under
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the flags, it would be so cute’. So we did.” (Participant 1). This participant explained how novel
this was because it was “a chance to show how we’re connected as first responders because
we’ve never worked together” (Participant 1). For a range of reasons that include nepotism and
conflict of interest, Emergency Medical Services has policies in place that prohibit close family
members from working together. What is notable, however, is that this participant described a
distinctly different connection with their spouse, and that demonstrates how important a
paramedic’s at-work family is to them.
A Paramedic’s Work Family. The importance of being connected to a work family arose
in nine of my 13 participant interviews. Significantly, these expressions did not emerge in
conceptual terms, but rather eight of the nine participants who described an at-work connection
value used the term “family” specifically (Participants 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12). The family
sentiment was summed up well by the participant who shared with me that they felt like “I was
part of a team, and it was much bigger than just the same people [who] wore the same crest as
me; they were like a family” (Participant 10). I did explore what aspects of the EMS work
environment contributes to paramedics having such a deep connection with their colleagues, and
those insights are elucidated through two participant quotes. The first came from the participant
who explained that “we spend more time at work than at home for one thing, we go through bad
calls together, we cry and laugh together” (Participant 7). Indeed, shared adversity emerged as a
strong influence in why my participants felt so connected to their peers. Accordingly, another
participant spoke about the prevalence of black humour in the first responder culture, and how it
“reinforces the concept of being connected by 'something terrible that has just happened’, but it's
OK because we're all in this together; we all understand this on the same level” (Participant 3).
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Pride, Accomplishment, and Differentiation. This final section relates to how my
participants described the value that they place on their accomplishments, and also how their
achievements serve to differentiate them from their peer group. The overarching sentiment of
accomplishment and differentiation is that my participants felt a strong sense of pride in being a
paramedic. Four of my participants chose to use a symbol to represent their accomplishments,
which shows how important the physical artifacts within the EMS culture can be to paramedics.
One participant stated simply how “in the next picture you’ll see how pride is huge for me, in
fact pride is represented in most of my pictures” (Participant 3). This participant shared a picture
of their parents visiting them at their first EMS job because it was not enough to share that they
had become a paramedic; they wanted their parents to “see me on shift so I could show them all
the equipment and me in my uniform” (Participant 3). Another participant chose to show a
picture of various EMS crests in a picture frame located on a wall above their paramedic
diploma. The participant expressed an accomplishment value because those items showed how
“[they’ve] devoted a lot of time to this (becoming a paramedic), a lot of money, and a lot of
effort to get to where I am” (Participant 10). The symbols of accomplishment were also present
in another’s interview when they provided a picture of their first EMS badge. Participant 12
shared the following:
That badge was given to me by the general manager. He shook my hand, and said
congratulations. It was in a leather billfold. That meant I was successful in achieving
what I set out for myself professionally, and it filled my boots to have that badge on my
shirt.
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What is notable about receiving that badge was that it was issued by a specific municipal service.
Prior to AHS, paramedics would seek out employment in a service that they felt represented their
accomplishment values. For example, early in my career I worked for several reputable services,
but it wasn’t until I was hired by Calgary EMS that I felt I had achieved by ultimate career goal.
A similar sentiment about being hired into a specific service came from another’s interview when
they said “I'll never forget when I first started with [city name], at the time they only hired
paramedics [who] had five years of experience. If you got on with the [service name] that was
an accomplishment all by itself” (Participant 5).
Pride is also reflected in how some of my participants see a value in being differentiated
from their peers. During one of my later interviews, my interviewee and I spoke about how I
noted that differentiation from one’s peer was becoming a theme, and they agreed that is
important because it “helps you to feel that you matter and that you can stand out from the
flowers or trees around you” (Participant 8). This same participant offered the example of their
career journey, and how they lost some feelings of being differentiated each time they achieved
employment in a larger area. This participant started out as a leader in a small service, and even
when they joined AHS they felt they were on a small enough team to be acknowledged.
Participant 8 said:
When I joined AHS, it was in a medium sized area and I could find I had some of the
same characteristics (of leadership differentiation), but then I came to [a large city] and
I’ve gone from one of two leaders to one of several; I’ve lost more identity again. I felt
like I mattered in the [smaller service] and now that I’m in [a city] there’s lots of [my
rank] around here.
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I sensed from this participant that their values were not to be boastful, but rather that they valued
the significant contribution they could make when they were the sole leader in a given area. A
differentiation value also emerged from my frontline participants. One participant relayed a
story about working on a PRU and co-responding with an ambulance to an event where the
patient was presenting with atypical symptoms, and was deteriorating quickly. This participant
drew on their vast clinical experience and suggested that the patient was experiencing an atypical
allergic reaction. The appropriate intervention for an anaphylactic allergic reaction was
administered and the patient began to recover. The other two paramedics on scene “were like
‘wow, that wasn't even on my radar’. It is nice to deviate from the herd to make sound clinical
decisions. That is one of the measures for us” (Participant 5). I explored why differentiation is
important with other participants and the answers that I received were quite insightful. I learned
that working for a large homogenous system where the uniforms are the same, the ambulances
are the same, the equipment is the same, and the pay is the same, there is no ability to choose a
specific service in which to demonstrate accomplishment. For example, this is why the pre-AHS
traffic vest was so valued by one of my participants because it is “a vest that says [City name]
EMS on it. It’s a pretty coveted item because it was something that was issued pre-AHS”
(Participant 10). Getting hired in a big city meant something to this participant due to the
requirement of multiple years of practice before being considered a candidate. By donning that
municipal-branded traffic vest, the participant could signal that they were always a [city name]
paramedic, which was an accomplishment value for them. Another participant provided a
detailed answer about the value of differentiation and they offered a similar observation about
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the homogeneity of not only AHS, but of the paramedic profession itself and that “there has to be
some way to differentiate yourself from your peers” (Participant 3). Participant 3 continued:
Seniority doesn't matter as much anymore, but accomplishment does. If I'm a paramedic,
and you're a paramedic, there is no distinction between us. Add to that how seniority
doesn't matter anymore and you find that what does matter more now is the ability to
practice. Clinical accomplishments are probably the most direct measurement of that
because the ability to practice well has become one of the only metrics to see how you
stack up against your peers.
The comment that seniority does not matter anymore goes back to how the large cities used to
hire based on overall years of service, and how working for a specific service was a significant
differentiator by itself. However, with AHS being a single employer, paramedics can migrate
into large cities more quickly because they have already established the minimum qualifications
for employment through their work in smaller municipalities.
Interview Theme Conclusion
The preceding sections were a deep exploration of paramedic identity and culture. My
observations and findings were derived from over 15 hours of interviews with 13 participants.
The interviews were semi-structured where I provided the general framework for what I wanted
to discuss, but beyond the general question that asked about their identity my participant
responses were all self-driven. Therefore, I explored EMS culture from the perspectives of my
participants versus my bringing only a deductive lens to the research. However, I did apply an
element of pre-existing knowledge about the EMS culture because I recognized certain features
of my participants’ pictures that may have gone unnoticed by a researcher coming from an etic
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perspective. For example, I asked my participants about how they felt when they worked alone
on a PRU. The answers that I received from this question confirmed that solo practice is a way
for paramedics to feel differentiated from their peers who work on an ambulance.
My analysis of the qualitative data revealed 33 different categories during the first-wave
of data coding. When I condensed these data further, I found that the resulting seven themes
could be placed into one of three overarching categories. The first main category was
“organizational faultlines and subcultures”. Paramedics can experience in-group perspectives
where all others are seen as existing in an out-group. These groups form the respective
subcultures in the EMS system. My participants connected their group association identity to
their role, their environment, and to time-related factors.
The second main category was “cultural truths”. If my participants’ observations were
uttered as uncontested norms, I included those comments in the cultural truths section. The first
subsection related to EMS culture, and it was the largest and most variable dataset in my
findings. I identified six themes within my participants’ responses, and those themes ranged
from how mental health is a salient concern of paramedics, to how rookies are acculturated, to
how paramedics tell stories and like to have fun at work. The second cultural-truth subsection
related to how my participants described their identity from a first-person perspective. Their
self-ascribed identity perspectives demonstrated an alignment with other first responders and any
profession that responds to, or works within, emergency situations. The EMS uniform also
emerged as an important factor in my participants’ identity because many of them described how
donning a uniform changes their personality from one of being reserved to one who is outgoing
and sociable. The last form of self-ascribed identity truths arose when my participants spoke
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about how they feel paramedics, and the EMS profession in general, are misunderstood. My
participants believe that both the general public and other healthcare professionals have a poor
understanding of what it is to be a paramedic.
The third and final main category theme was “paramedic values”. What emerged from
the data was that paramedics have a strong sense of duty to their patients and the EMS profession
itself. I noted how my participants’ sense of duty permits them to push through feelings of
dissonance when they are exposed to situations that are deeply contrary to their morals or even
how they continue to care with compassion while they are profoundly fatigued. The second
values subcategory was family values. My participants described how their support network
includes both personal family and their at-work family. For many of my participants, being
connected to their work family was just as important as the connections they had with their
personal family. The final subcategory was how my participants expressed the value of being
differentiated from their peers. This differentiation came in the form of their accomplishments
and how their clinical practice skills compare with those of others. The desire for differentiation
was tied to self-esteem where one’s clinical skill arose as one of only a few ways to be
differentiated in an otherwise homogenous system.
The themes that I developed from the data came from the perspectives of 13 paramedics
who all work in different areas of EMS. Therefore, I do not present this data as a broad
generalization of EMS culture, but I do offer the preceding thick description as a window into the
lived experiences of my paramedic participants. Within ethnographic research, a thick
description is characterized by “a semiotic approach, emphasizing how people construct and
convey meaning through signs and symbols, both for themselves and others” (Leeds-Hurwitz,
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2019, Introduction section, para. 1). I illuminated my participants’ semiotic expressions by
describing their colloquialisms, their story telling, and how the physical artifacts of the EMS
culture are used to express accomplishment, pride, deeply held values, and even how to identify
a rookie paramedic. Further, an ethnographic thick description provides “sufficient insight that
will allow even strangers to at least begin to understand what locals say and do” (Leeds-Hurwitz,
2019, Introduction section, para. 1). Accordingly, I outlined many quotations from my
participants’ interviews that provide clarity for such an understanding. Beyond my participants,
and as a member of the culture that I am studying, I offered examples from my own career
experiences that aligned with my participants’ comments. As a result of the rigor that I deployed
during data collection, and the structured way in which I developed themes, I have confidence
that despite my accessing only a small sample from the EMS population I now have empirical
evidence that describes paramedic identity and EMS culture. I have this confidence because I
reached a measure of data saturation within my participants’ responses. According to Given
(2008), data saturation is noted “when collecting new data will result in diminishing returns, with
new details adding little to the emerging theory” (Para. 2). While “some consider a sample size
of 15 to 20 participants as appropriate for saturation” that is not the only factor because
“saturation will be achieved more quickly if the sample is cohesive (e.g., if all participants are
members of a particular demographic group)” (Given, 2008, para. 2). Given (2008) also
describes how an emic perspective can help with data saturation because “researchers who have
been in the field for some time will better understand the nuances of the research setting, so it is
more likely that they will develop a thorough understanding of the themes and their
interrelationships” (Para. 3). Accordingly, my 13 participants were all AHS EMS employees,
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and my interpretations of the data were supported by my emic and nuanced understanding of the
paramedic culture. Additionally, the last interview that I conducted was completed
approximately two months after the previous 12 participant interviews were finished. As a
result, I had a good sense of what themes had emerged previously, and the last participant’s
contributions aligned with many of the themes I had identified. My final participant shared
images of coffee, uniforms, family, EMS equipment, EMS vehicles, off duty social events, and
fun at work. Every picture that this participant provided could be aligned with a concept or a
similar image from any of the other 12 participants. Thus I am confident that I achieved data
saturation for the purposes of this study.
Phase Two: Quantitative Data Analysis
The second phase of my research is a quantitative analysis of the picture data that I
received. Accordingly, much of the data presented below take the form of figures that depict
frequency data. Beyond the numerical expression of data, I also present some findings from the
picture survey that I deployed to demonstrate inter-rater reliability. Within the picture evaluation
instrument that I developed, I made note of any time that my Research Advisory Panelists chose
contrary options when they listed what the picture contained. Consequently, I found that
important insights could be drawn from how my RAP panelists answered the codebook survey
questions. Additionally, the frequency of how often certain artifacts were depicted in the pictures
provided additional ways for me to interpret what is important to paramedics.
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Analyzing Visual Text Data
I described previously how social scientists are attentive to patterns in qualitative data,
and the same is true in visual narrative analysis where recognizing patterns becomes an essential
aspect of how the data is interpreted (van den Scott, 2018, p. 724). Such patterns can be
recognized through the use of “quantitative content analysis which has typically been used to
look at a text and count the frequency of certain visual elements in a clearly defined sample of
images, and then analyzing those frequencies” (Rose, 2012, p. 88). An empirical example of a
frequency analysis was conducted by Trigoni (2016) who reviewed the visual texts within homedécor magazines. The quantitative techniques allowed the researcher “to systematically record,
count, and compare particular elements within a huge number of photographs” (Trigoni, 2016, p.
343). What emerged from that analysis was an understanding of how visual media can be
matched with the intended target audience. Trigoni (2016) found that magazine editors who
target “down-market” readers tended to promote nostalgia, family values, memories, and
relationships with other people through “the careful selection of props and products that stand for
these qualities”, but that those types of emotive texts were not present in magazines that targeted
a wealthier audience (p. 363). Similarly, I evaluated my participants’ picture data to describe the
frequency of repeating elements and symbolic artifacts. However, I also noted an unexpected
pattern within the picture dataset by how my participants’ chose to order their pictures for the
interview.
Ordering the Pictures as a Source of Data. Once the ice-breaker question was
completed, I then asked if the participant would like to go through the pictures randomly or if
they had a particular order in mind. The responses to this question became a source of
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unexpected data for me because six of the participants chose to order the pictures in such a way
that a chronological story could unfold (Participants 2, 4, 5, 8, 12, 13). This is consistent with
Palmer (1983) and Furness (2020) who described paramedics as story tellers. The participants
who ordered their pictures began by conveying their origins in the profession or by
demonstrating some historical reference to the overall profession. One participant chose to
depict a picture of a Canadian penny as their first picture. Before they sought training as a
paramedic, their child choked on a penny and started to turn blue. The participant did not know
what to do, but “I turned [pronoun] upside-down and panicked. Thankfully, out came the penny.
From that day forward I promised my family that I would get trained to help them” (Participant
8). Another participant chose to start their picture set with an EMS badge followed by a picture
of the school that they attended. These images symbolized the start of their career. They
remarked “the reason I chose [the badge] is because it symbolizes the badge of honour of gaining
the employment I so desired so long ago.” The next image of their school was important to them
because they felt “that building is significant because it launched my capabilities to perform
advanced procedures on patients to help them in their time of need” (Participant 12). The next
participant started with a picture of themselves in their modern EMS uniform while standing next
to a restored 1960-era ambulance and a retired paramedic who was wearing a white smock
consistent with early ambulance uniforms. The participant wanted to convey “the juxtaposition
of the current EMS with our roots and our early beginnings” (Participant 5). The starting picture
that Participant 13 provided depicted an image of an air ambulance (a King Air 200 turboprop
airplane). The flight paramedic program existed in only a few services in Alberta and the
participant shared “for me when I got into EMS, I was working in [redacted], and the reason I
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started my career there is because they had an air program” (Participant 13). The reason for their
interest was that the air ambulance environment exposed them to the most critical patients and it
also represented a source of work variety. Finally, the fifth and sixth ordered-picture participants
chose to be interviewed together because they felt a strong connection to each other due to being
at-work partners. I felt it was acceptable to have them interview together because of how
prominent the literature is on the importance of paramedics having a partner (Furness et al.,
2020; Palmer, 1983). Regardless of them participating together, I did differentiate each of the
participant’s responses as a distinct participant in the data. They are also the only participants
who staged every photograph for this study, and they were deliberate in naming their images
with a specific title that conveyed a particular sentiment. Their interest in following an order was
to demonstrate their most important value first; the starting picture was labeled “accountability”.
As depicted in Figure 1, the image shows how the COVID-19 pandemic has altered even the
most banal aspects of a paramedic’s day, and in an abstract way the two participants referred to
the past because this picture was meant to prompt thoughts of how coffee breaks used to be.
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Figure 2.
The new reality of a coffee break during a pandemic

Note: Photograph taken on or about April 20th, 2020 at the start of the global pandemic

Participant 4 spoke for both of them (including Participant 2) when they remarked:
I think we both ‘leaned’ [meaning to embrace] into the COVID-19 situation right now
because sharing a cup of coffee historically it would be the two of us sitting on a park
bench, both of us without a care in the world.
As described in the methods section, social scientists are attentive to patterns in
qualitative and quantitative data. I did not anticipate the pattern of ordered versus un-ordered
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picture arrangements to be a finding when I began my research, and by seeing this distinction I
discovered an inductive finding because a common thread emerged: a desire to include the
specific origins of their career or a presentation of the EMS profession’s roots. With that theme
in mind, I reviewed the other seven participant transcripts and found that origin stories were
represented in five (Participants 1, 3, 6, 9, 10) of the seven unordered-picture participant
interviews. Overall, 11 out of 13 participants shared some component of their start in the
profession or some aspect of how things used to be. The origin-value perspectives of the six
participants who ordered their pictures are described above, and the remaining five participants
who described an origin value at some point during their un-ordered picture interview is
presented in Table 2.
The origin value demonstrates how my participants have a deep appreciation for the
history of the profession and their personal history as a paramedic. I suggest this historical tie is
a way to help maintain their identity in an ever-changing work environment, just like Participant
12 felt when they said “We continually talk about our future, and I think we're losing a little bit
about where we came from”. By returning to the touchstone of my research questions, I see that
my participants’ interest in maintaining a historical perspective provides insight into how the
significant changes to the EMS structure in Alberta is only a component of their expressed
identity. These historical identity perspectives are more than simple nostalgia for my participants
because their origin values continue to have a bearing on how they identify today. The majority
of the participants felt that including their start, or a juxtaposition of present-day versus historical
roots, was an important and ongoing feature of their paramedic identity
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Table 2.
Participant responses that demonstrate a value in a historical or origin perspective
Description of picture

Participant Quotation

P1 - Empty classroom

This picture is the final day I was at the paramedic college. We
always clean on our final day, and I took a picture so I could
remember where my start was.

P3 - In uniform standing next to
ambulance

It's from the very first [service] where I volunteered for
[redacted]. This was taken within the first year of me becoming
an EMT.

P6 - Participant in a uniform from
their first paramedic job with their
toddler standing beside them

When I took the picture for the study, it shows you where some
of my values are, and it illustrates where I came from.

P9 - Picture of a back-country
mountain rescue in progress

I got my start in rescue, and then in EMS, and I got to help
develop a back-country rescue program. It reminded me
where I'm from and what EMS is to me.

P10 - Framed shadowbox of all
crests worn throughout career

I’ve worn every one of these crests on my shoulder. These are
all jobs that I’ve had, all roles that I’ve taken, and all positions
I’ve filled.

Note: This table is read in five rows where each row represents a different participant.

Picture Analysis Codebook. As I described in my methods section, I developed a
codebook for my EMS Research Advisory Panel (RAP) members to use. I did so to demonstrate
inter-rater reliability in how the images were interpreted because the quantitative frequency
analysis and crosstab calculations described below were predicated on my evaluation of the
picture data. The instrument that I developed for my RAP members was in the form of a
Microsoft Forms survey. Using the same criteria that I deployed in categorizing the picture data
in the Statistical Program for the Social Sciences (SPSS) software, I asked my participants to list
what they saw in an image. I asked four main questions: Does the picture contain a person, a
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place, a thing or an activity? The survey instrument permitted the user to select all that applied.
Further, if the answer was yes to any of the main categories, a set of supplementary questions
would be presented automatically to further describe the image. For instance, if the answer was
yes to a person or people being present, the sub-list included the participant themselves, another
EMS staff member, another first responder, a family member, and so on. Four RAP members
completed the four separate surveys, and each survey took an average of 20 minutes to complete.
Two paramedics and two civilians completed the surveys; of note is that one of the civilians is an
EMS employee but not a paramedic. The participants were anonymized in the system, and while
I know who participated I could not determine who recorded specific answers. I evaluated each
answer by looking for discrepancies in the responses, or where a picture elicited a response that
is notable. Otherwise, the remaining answers were recorded consistently. Additionally, because
this instrument asked the respondents to interpret the image versus the original participant
describing what it meant, I had an opportunity to incorporate symbolic designations into the
analysis. Put differently, because the RAP participants had no idea what the image was used for
originally, I could determine if the image was categorized as an icon, an index, or a symbol
(Peirce, 1914/1931, pp. 153, 155, 229). As a reminder, an icon is a sign that looks like its
referent, and an index is a sign that has some type of connection to its referent but does not look
like it; smoke means fire is one example. Lastly, a symbol according to Peirce (1914/1931) is a
sign where the meaning must be taught because it does not necessarily have inherent meaning.
The first important discrepancy I found was in how my RAP participants listed the
category of people who were depicted in an image of Mobile Health Integration paramedics.
Three respondents listed these staff as “EMS employees” and one respondent used the “other”
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free-text field to write “MIH.” What is significant about this is that despite an option to choose
“EMS personnel”, the respondent felt that the MIH program was so distinct from EMS that they
used the free-text field to list “MIH”. The MIH paramedics do not respond to emergencies, their
vehicles and uniforms are distinct from that of 911 paramedics, and their role is long term care
versus emergent and episodic care. For one of my RAP participants, this was enough to list them
as a distinct group. From a semiotic perspective the image of MIH paramedics standing in their
uniforms represents an “icon” due to how the uniform is specific to that work group. Indeed, the
function of a uniform is to represent a specific role.
The next discrepancy that I noted was found in a picture that showed clinical staff in full
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) such as respirators, eye protection, gloves, and gowns, and
thus all identifying uniforms were hidden. The label that I provided for this picture indicates
specifically that one of the people in the picture was an EMS paramedic. This picture was taken
from a region where the hospital was trialing the inclusion of paramedics in the emergency room.
Despite my specific label, one person chose “other healthcare personnel” only. I don’t know if
this respondent missed reading the label, but regardless this response demonstrates how the
hospital environment is not a place associated normally with paramedics. Semiotically, this
picture is an “index”, because the image of people working in a hospital intimates that they must
be healthcare staff versus paramedics. The indexical relationship of the environment to who
works that environment is established.
A picture of the ambulance bay at a local hospital represents the next picture where
multiple answers were recorded. Two respondents saw this as a place that only paramedics can
access, and two saw the bay as a hospital. This is consistent with one of the approaches that I
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describe below where I listed a hospital as its own category due to the duality of that type of
facility. The public can access it, but there are areas within a hospital that only paramedics can
go, so both answers are representative of a hospital’s category. Once again, this is an indexical
relationship because two respondents said it was a place only paramedics can go, which
establishes the connection to an EMS space despite the space being part of a hospital.
I encountered a notable finding with one of the images where the four respondents had
perfect consistency among their answers. The picture was of a medication cart with the drawers
open to show the various medication vials within. All respondents recorded medication, but
what is notable is that all respondents also reported this as a “hospital” place from the predefined choices. The presentation of a medication cart is not consistent with the ambulance
environment because all of the medications that paramedics use are contained in soft-sided jump
kits. The symbology of a medication cart is synonymous with the hospital environment, and
therefore a medication cart is an index that refers to a hospital.
Significant variability was recorded for a picture of a participant sitting with their arms
stretched out before them with their palms facing up. The symbology that was expressed by the
original participant was that their hands have saved many lives despite the last call not going
well, and to remember that sentiment any time a difficult patient death is encountered. Within
the survey, all of the responses were different for this picture. One listed the picture of the
participant’s hands as “medical equipment”, one used the “other” feature to list “oriental rug” (a
component of the picture), one said it was a private place, and lastly one used the free text field
to list “a paramedic’s hands”. This picture was intimately symbolic to the participant, and thus
that symbology was not apparent to the respondents in the survey. This is a good example of
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how Peirce (1914/1931) designated symbols as semiotic texts where the meaning must be taught,
because without the foreknowledge of how the participant interpreted the image, the respondents
had nothing to tie meaning to. As a result, the varied responses ranged from an icon (“oriental
rug” and “a paramedic’s hands”), to an entirely new symbolic meaning where the hands were
listed as “medical equipment”.
Another example of semiotic variability was noted in the responses to a picture of a
bumper sticker that read “#IveGotYourBack911”. Once again, the RAP participants used the
“other” free-text field versus the pre-established choices. Their answers were “a bumper sticker”
and “vehicle decal” which are icons, to “interagency support” and “mental health support”,
which are symbols. This again shows how the images provided by each participant were
symbolic to them, but when taken out of context that symbology is difficult for others to
determine. However, I did notice the split where two saw this as being symbolic of mental
health, and two saw this objectively as a bumper sticker. It is possible that the paramedic RAP
respondents knew what this meant, and the civilians did not. Similarly, the picture of a Canadian
penny could not be interpreted symbolically by my survey respondents because it was so
intimately tied to the participant’s own meaning. I did include a caption that read “Participant’s
child choked on a penny”, and this resulted in both icon and index related symbols to emerge in
the survey responses. As an icon, two participants wrote “Canadian penny” and “penny”, and
from an index perspective one respondent listed it as an “EMS event” in the activity category
having likely read the caption. The last respondent indicated that it was a “historical item”, due
to the label describing how the participant saved their child from choking, and which started the
original participant’s career. By listing it as a historical item, the respondent captured the correct
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symbolic aspect of the image. However, they did so only because the picture caption I provided
gave them the context of the picture, which demonstrates that symbolic meaning must be taught.
As evidence of just how important it is for the equipment and uniforms that paramedics
wear to be consistent with their expectations, I found that indexical relationships were described
for the picture of a paramedic standing wearing their old EMS “fire” helmet. The responses were
consistent and indexical because two respondents wrote “fire helmet”, one wrote “non-EMS
equipment”, and the fourth indicted “EMS uniform” from the list of choices. The shape of this
particular helmet, with an extended rim at the rear, is indexical to firefighting despite the helmet
being coloured blue for EMS. In this way, the power of symbology is shown because the
semiotics of the helmet shape caused the meaning to be synonymous with firefighting for three
of the four respondents.
The last picture of note was an image of paramedics in a station playing a board game.
Symbolically, the participant used this picture to talk about the relationships that can be fostered
with one’s peers in a rural environment because there is so much downtime. However, without
that meaning being shared with my survey respondents, all four participants used the “other”
free-text field and wrote either “board game”, “game”, or “strategy game”. Once again, the
interpreted meaning that my respondents had access to was an icon because they described
exactly what they saw. I asked the respondents to consider the pre-defined answers in their
responses, and there was consistency with them choosing “downtime at work”. However, it is
notable that all chose to access the free-text field and describe the icon of “board game” directly
due to not having access to what the participant felt about the picture.
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In conclusion, the benefit of deploying a survey to my RAP members is not limited to just
the value of inter-rater reliability. Due to how the pictures were interpreted by the noncontributors, I had a way to bring semiotic meaning-making theories into my analysis.
Therefore, I have contributed to an additional layer of interdisciplinarity in my analyses. I do
note however that the vast majority of the images were evaluated consistently, and that my RAP
panelists did follow my instructions to list objectively what they saw. Despite that objective
stance, there continued to be an element of personal interpretation through the free-text fields
even though each picture was accompanied by pre-defined answers. Thus, I demonstrated how
powerful semiotic meaning making is in the formation of meaning and how one interprets their
environment.
Artifact Frequency Analysis
As I outlined in the methods section, I evaluated the picture data using a blend of both
deductive and inductive techniques. I used a deductive approach through my review of the
extant literature to determine what I should be looking for in the picture data. For example, the
literature that pertains to EMS described how paramedicine is performed in the field with
unpredictable and dirty environments, so I sought out instances of when an environment or
environmental factor was shown in the picture. Conversely, to demonstrate induction, I scanned
each picture with my one non-EMS Research Advisory Panel (RAP) member to determine what
the pictures depicted. Based on these two approaches, I established four main categories with
each category containing several sub-elements. Table 3 below presents which features of the
pictures I watched for during my analysis.
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Using the four overarching categories, I evaluated the picture dataset for how often a
particular artifact was depicted. The survey universe for this analysis included all 105 pictures
that my participants provided. All participants were Alberta Health Services (AHS) Emergency
Medical Services (EMS) employees. As I described in the methods section, I created a datainput matrix in the software platform Statistical Program for the Social Sciences (SPSS), and I
then evaluated each picture based on a set of pre-defined criteria. As outlined in Table 3, I
established four main categories, and then included several sub-categories.
Table 3.
The four overarching categories and their sub-categories within the picture data
Person or Persons

Places

Activity

Things (objects)

The participant
themselves

An emergency scene

EMS event or
patient care is/was
delivered

Emergency vehicles
including aircraft

Other paramedics

A public place

Downtime at work

EMS/Medical
equipment

Other first responders

Privileged access

Ceremony (incl.
funeral, or medal
presentations)

Medication

Non-EMS healthcare
(e.g., Dr., RN, etc.)

Private place (e.g.,
participant’s home)

Off-duty EMS
social gathering

EMS uniform

Civilian (incl. family)

A hospital (inside or
outside)

Off-duty not work
related

Coffee
EMS historical item
EMS paraphernalia
(e.g., patch
collections)
A pet (animal)

Note: this table is read in columns with the sub-categories listed under each main heading
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For example, if the variable was “People present”, I established the nominal variables of “self”,
“other paramedics”, “other first responders”, and so on. These four main variables are presented
below.
Variable One: PPL_Present. People are present in photograph. This is a dichotomous
variable that used “yes” and “no” as the attributes. The question I asked myself to elicit a
response to this variable was: “Is a person depicted in the image?” There were no missing
attributes. The most frequent attribute (the mode) was “Yes” with 53 instances. I was interested
in determining how often my participants included a person in their pictures, and if a person was
depicted, I was interested in how that person could be categorized. This analysis was driven by
my findings of how important family, peers, and other first responders were to my participants’
identity expressions. Figure 3 below demonstrates the frequency of “No people are present” and
“Yes people are present” within the dataset.
Figure 3.
The number and percentage of pictures that depicted people
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Variable Two: PPLCategory. The categories of people depicted in the image. This is a
nominal variable containing five attributes. This variable represents only those images where a
person was depicted. There were no missing values because every picture depicted a person to
be categorized. The most frequent attribute was “Self-Image” with 38 instances. The question I
asked myself to elicit a response for this variable was “Of the person or persons depicted, how
can each be categorized?” I was interested in determining the frequency with which my
participants demonstrated their identity through their connections with people. Additionally, I
was interested in determining how often a participant shared a picture of themselves because this
research asked about their personal identity. Within Figure 4, the label “other first responder”
refers to any time a law enforcement officer or a firefighter was depicted. Additionally, “A nonEMS healthcare provider” in the data was represented by either a nurse or another technical
healthcare professions such as a respiratory technician.
Figure 4.
The number of people depicted in each category

Category of Persons Depicted in Photo-Elicitation Image

3
(3%)
A civilian
including family

8
(8%)

9
(9%)

A non-EMS
healthcare
provider

Another First
Responder

25
(24%)

Another EMS
member

38
(36%)

Self Image of
participant
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Variable Three: “InOrOutPlace”. An inside or outside place is depicted. This is a
dichotomous variable that used “Inside” and “Outside” as the attributes. There were five missing
values that represented a “Valid Skip” because the image did not depict a place. The most
frequent attribute was “Inside space” with 61 instances. The question I asked myself to elicit a
response to this variable was: “If a place is depicted, does it represent an indoor space or an
outdoor space?” Based on the EMS literature that references a paramedic’s environment, I was
interested in determining how often my participants included a picture of their environment in a
photograph. Further, I was interested in the frequency of an outside environment being depicted
due to how often paramedics work in outdoor settings. Figure 4 demonstrates the frequency of
“Indoor” and “Outdoor” environments within the pictures that depicted a particular space.
Figure 5.
The frequency and percentage of pictures that depict an inside or outside environment
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Variable Four: “PlaceCategory”. Category of place depicted. This is a nominal
variable with six attributes that reflect the type of place depicted in the photographs. There were
four missing values. The missing values were “Valid Skip”, which meant that the picture did not
depict a place. The most frequent attribute was “Medic access only” with 38 instances. The
question I asked myself to elicit a response to this variable was “What type of place is depicted
in the image?” I was interested in determining how my participants expressed their identity in
terms of the environmental spaces that they access. “Medic access only” refers to any place that
a paramedic is privileged to access and that is otherwise restricted from the public. These spaces
include the inside of an ambulance, the inside of a response station, or an airport tarmac as
examples. Conversely, public access areas include the outside environment, a public arena, or a
coffee shop as examples. I created a separate hospital category because that space is accessible
by both the public and paramedics; although paramedics have privileged access to certain parts
of a hospital. A “Private Place” refers to any time the inside of a home was presented, and in all
cases the private places were the participants’ own home. Importantly, I reminded my
participants to not take pictures that would interfere with their duties, or that would potentially
contravene patient privacy legislation. However, some participants did share pictures of an
“Emergency scene”, which were taken either after the event was completed or during an event
stand-by where patient care was not required. Two instances of “Other place” were found, and
they were both pictures of the participants’ paramedic school. My participants may have been
afforded more opportunity to take a picture while at work and not assigned to an event
(downtime). Hence, many of the “medic access only” spaces were represented by the inside of a
response station or the front of an ambulance. This demonstrates how much of the work world
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of a paramedic is not accessible to the public. As shown in Figure 6, the frequency of place
categories is presented.
Figure 6.
The frequency and percentage of place types depicted in the picture dataset

Variable Five: “PhysicalArtifact”. The type of artifact that is depicted. This is a
nominal variable with six attributes that describes what the category an artifact is. There were no
missing or skipped values because each picture depicted some type of artifact. The most
frequent attribute was “EMS Uniform” with 51 instances. The question I asked myself to elicit a
response to this variable was “What type of artifact is depicted in the image?” Importantly, an
image could contain multiple types of artifacts, so my data input matrix was designed to capture
several different co-occurring elements in each picture. I was interested in seeing how often, and
what type of symbolic artifacts were tied to my participants’ identity. A “Personal artifact” refers
to a personal vehicle, an image of something non-EMS related in a participant’s home like a
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wristwatch or artwork as examples. A “Pandemic Artifact” refers to any time a participant
included enhanced Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) such as a gown and respirator mask and
then tied that image specifically to the COVID-19 pandemic. An “EMS Historical Artifact”
refers to items such as old uniforms, old ambulances, or old EMS badges that are no longer given
out as examples. The “EMS Paraphernalia” category represented artifacts such as pens and
coffee mugs with an EMS logo printed on them, EMS crests from other countries, and books or
magazine collections that related to first response as examples. The “Specific Building”
category reflects the depiction of one hospital, two paramedic schools, and three EMS
stations/Firehalls. Figure 6 presents the frequency and percentage of the artifact types in the
picture dataset. This data demonstrates how important the physical EMS-related artifacts were to
my participants’ identity because, as shown in Figure 7, the top three most frequent objects were
(in ascending order) EMS vehicles (ambulances and PRUs), EMS specific equipment (trauma
kits, stretchers, traction splints, etc.), and the EMS uniform.
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Figure 7.
The frequency and percentage of the physical artifact categories

Types and Frequency of Artifacts Depicted in Photo-Elicitation
Images
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Variable Six: “ActivityType”. The type of activity depicted if an activity is shown. This
is a nominal variable with six attributes. There were 11 missing values represented by “Valid
Skip” because the image did not show an activity. The most frequent attribute was “Downtime at
work” with 39 instances. The question I asked myself to elicit a response to this variable was “If
an activity is depicted, what type of activity is shown?” I was interested in determining the type
of activities that my participants depicted in their identity expression. The “Off Work – EMS
Social” category was recorded any time a picture showed paramedics gathering together on their
own personal time. The ceremony category represents both funerals and medal presentations.
The “On a call” category means the picture was taken during an EMS event. This category is
distinct from the “Emergency Scene” category described in Figure 4 because these pictures do
not depict where the event occurred (e.g., a field, a road, or a mall, etc.), but rather any time a
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participant showed themselves assigned to an event. These pictures included the inside of an
ambulance after the call is finished, paramedics restocking an ambulance, and I also included the
staged pictures that the TEMS participants provided me as representing themselves on a call.
The “Not at work” category includes how my participants engaged in leisure activities, showed
themselves at home with their family and pets, and how they engaged in resilience strategies
such as mindfulness meditation or post-shift wind-down practices. The “Downtime at work”
category includes any picture of a participant at work but not actively engaged in their assigned
duties. These pictures included paramedics sleeping, paramedics playing video and board
games, paramedics visiting at a coffee shop, paramedics playing practical jokes on one another,
and paramedics welcoming family members into their station for a tour. As shown in Figure 8,
“downtime at work” and “not at work” were the two most frequent activities depicted. This may
be the result of downtime or personal time allowing for pictures to be taken.
Figure 8.
The frequency and percentage of the types of activities depicted
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Personal Versus EMS Artifacts. As shown in Figure 6, the fourth most frequent type of
artifact depicted in the picture data was a “personal artifact”. I was interested in determining
how many times a personal artifact was used to convey one’s paramedic identity. Personal
artifacts were represented by a wide range of items that included art in one’s home, family
initials in driveway cement, a personal vehicle, an indoor water fountain used for meditation, and
a pet as examples. These artifacts were used to show connection to family and their personal
values, and they were tied to my participants’ identity in ways that exist outside of the EMS
environment. When I compared how often a personal or EMS related item was used for identity,
I found that a personal artifact was used only three times (5%) versus 48 times (94%) for an
EMS related artifact. The personal artifacts that were used to convey paramedic identity were so
few that I can describe them independently. The first personal picture is of the participant down
on one knee proposing marriage to their significant other. A marriage proposal is arguably a very
personal moment, but what ties this image to the identity of being a paramedic is that the
proposal occurred at an EMS station; the person being proposed to also worked for EMS as a
dispatcher. This demonstrates how important the EMS identity is to this participant because they
chose an at-work EMS environment to propose in. The second personal item was a drawing of a
heart with a stethoscope around it. This image is personal to the participant, and it was used to
convey how much they value the EMS profession and how paramedics are experts at cardiac
emergencies. The third image was of art in the participant’s home. The artwork depicts pencil
drawings of human anatomical structures (heart, kidney, lung structure, etc.), which the
participant felt was both decorative and representative of their paramedic identity.
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Cross Tabulation Analysis
Cross tabulation, sometimes referred to as “crosstabs” is a method of analysis that
compares categorical variables to see how they relate to one another. Crosstab analysis tables are
also called “contingency tables because the distribution that is displayed is contingent on group
membership” (Noack, 2018, pp. 47, 48). As such, a crosstab analysis measures the relationship
between two or more variables. An example to illuminate this concept is to consider the
relationship between one’s level of education (independent variable) and one’s use of student
loans (dependent variable). As outlined in Noack (2018), data from Statistics Canada in 2015
demonstrated that university students required student loans nearly ten percent more often than
college level students (p. 49). This can be attributed to how university degrees are more
expensive than college-level diplomas (Noack, 2018, p. 49). I used a crosstab analysis technique
to evaluate the relationships between the dependent variable “Pride in the EMS Profession” with
how often certain physical artifacts were used to convey that pride. I used the concept of “pride”
because of how often self-esteem and pride was associated with my participants’ identity
expression.
Artifacts and Pride Crosstab Analysis. I was interested in determining what artifacts
my participants used to express the specific sentiment of pride at being a paramedic. As it relates
to each specific picture, I determined that pride was a sentiment when my participants’
comments directly referenced pride. In some instances, the term pride was used by the
participant, like when one person said “most of my pictures represent pride” (Participant 3), or
how another said “for me, the picture represents pride because…” (Participant 11). Additionally,
I determined that pride was intimated when participants said something like “we are experts at
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cardiac calls, and that’s what we’re known for” (Participant 8), or when Participant 1 described
how they sent a picture of themselves in their uniform at work to their parents because they
wanted to show how they had achieved employment at their dream job.
Important Limitation of Crosstab Analysis. I will not be presenting a p-value, which is a
measure of “statistical significance…[that] estimates the likelihood of randomly selecting a
sample with the observed relationship” (Noack, 2018, p. 203). Put differently, a p-value is a
measure of statistical significance that suggests if a finding within a sample group would or
would not be likely to be found in the general population. I did not select my participants
randomly because I used a convenience sampling strategy where my participants responded to an
advertisement. Therefore, there is no statistical way for me to associate my findings as being
representative of the general EMS population. I discussed this approach with a subject matter
expert in quantitative analysis, and who is an academic professor. The p-value calculations that
are calculated by the SPSS software platform would not be a valid finding in my data because
the participants were not generated from a random sample (R. Das, personal communication,
August 31, 2021). As a result, I will also not document my hypothesis and null-hypothesis as is
normally required in a crosstab calculation because of how my participants were accessed. I
evaluated all of the artifact types that are represented on Figure 6. However, I found that only
three of the artifact types demonstrated a moderate strength relationship with the rest
demonstrating negligible associations to my participants’ identity pride. Accordingly, the
following sections present the three EMS artifacts (uniform, equipment, and vehicles) that
showed a moderate association to paramedic identity pride.
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The EMS Uniform. The qualitative interview portion of my research demonstrated how
donning an EMS uniform established the paramedic identity of my participants. Accordingly, I
evaluated how often an EMS uniform was present in a picture any time that a sentiment of pride
was conveyed. The crosstab results were (X2=10.3, df=1, p.=N/A) all of which represent a
moderate association between the sentiment of pride and the presence of a uniform within my
participant group. Additionally, of all the pictures that were used to convey a sentiment of pride
(n=51), over two thirds (n=33) included a uniform somewhere in the image. Importantly, all
participants presented a picture of an EMS uniform somewhere within their picture collection, so
the data comparison represents my entire participant pool. See Appendix A to view the crosstab
data table for the EMS uniform as the independent variable.
EMS Related Equipment. The equipment that paramedics use can be both unique to the
EMS profession or consistent across the healthcare environment. For example, the stretchers
that paramedics use are found only on ambulances, while the monitor/defibrillators that they use
can be found in a hospital emergency room or urgent care clinics. Regardless of equipment
being unique to EMS or not, my participants chose to include what two of my participants called
the “tools of the trade” in their identity expressions (Participants 5, 12). When I compared the
presence of EMS equipment with the sentiment of pride, the results of the crosstab analysis were
(X2=16.1, df=1, p.=N/A) which shows a moderate association between identity pride the
portrayal of EMS equipment. Out of the 51 images where a sentiment of pride was expressed,
25 of the images contained a piece of EMS equipment. Further, EMS equipment was present in
11 of my 13 participant picture sets, so this analysis represents 85% of my participant pool. See
Appendix B to view the data table for EMS equipment as the independent variable.
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EMS Vehicles. Throughout the qualitative results section, the idea of paramedic identity
arose in various ways that related to the type of vehicle that my participants were assigned to. As
a result, I found that EMS vehicles had an impact on my participants’ identity expressions. The
EMS vehicle fleet consists of traditional ambulances with two practitioners, and sport utility
vehicles called Paramedic Response Units (PRUs) for single practitioners. Beyond that, some of
the images contained specialized vehicles such as air ambulances (King Air 200 turboprop
aircraft) and the only ambulance in Alberta that is equipped with a Computed Tomography (CT)
scanner. The vehicles also included historical examples such as a 1960s era station-wagon
ambulance, and a horse-drawn ambulance carriage from the late 19th Century. The wide variety
of vehicles portrayed in my data, along with the frequency showing that vehicles were the third
most common artifact in the picture data (n=31), led me to perform a crosstab analysis of identity
pride as the dependent variable and vehicles as the independent variable. The results of this
analysis were (X2=8.8, df=1, p.=N/A) which shows a notable association between identity pride
and EMS vehicles. Of all the pictures where a sentiment of pride was conveyed (n=51), an EMS
vehicle was depicted 43% of the time. Further, an EMS vehicle was present in 12 (92%) of my
13 participants’ picture sets, so a high proportion of my participants used a vehicle artifact to
express their identity. Interestingly, the one participant who did not include a picture of an EMS
vehicle did include a picture of their private vehicle twice to show a first-responder themed
bumper sticker and an AHS EMS parking pass. Notably, this same participant submitted all of
their pictures from their private home, so not taking a picture of an ambulance or other EMS
vehicle may have been influenced by this participant’s chosen picture-taking environment. This
participant did express pride throughout their interview, but they used home-based EMS artifacts
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to convey that sentiment. See Appendix C to view the data table for EMS vehicles as the
independent variable.
Quantitative Analysis Conclusion
The preceding analysis was presented to demonstrate a measure of interdisciplinarity
into my study. By analyzing the picture data for common patterns though a frequency analysis
and by showing associations through crosstab data, I have supplemented my qualitative findings
in a numerical way. The quantitative presentation of my participants’ pictures demonstrates an
alignment with the values that they discussed during their interviews. For example, the EMS
uniform arose as an important and impactful artifact that influenced my participants’ identities.
When expressed numerically, the EMS uniform was the most frequent type of EMS artifact
within the picture data. Additionally, my entire study was designed to elicit how my participants
expressed their personal reflections when it came to their paramedic identity. The numerical
answer to this overarching question emerged in how pictures of the participants themselves
represented the most frequent category of people in the picture data. An unexpected finding
arose when I performed a crosstab analysis of the top three pride related artifacts. I found that
the most significant association was to EMS equipment with 78% of the images relating to
identity pride. My participants did talk about specific equipment such as stethoscopes, trauma
kits, equipment on belts, information patch forms (notepads to capture pertinent findings), and
Mobile Data Terminals (a computer mounted in the cab of an ambulance or PRU) as examples.
However, the importance of EMS equipment did not arise qualitatively as the most prominent
aspect of my participants’ identity pride, yet the EMS crosstab analysis showed a notable
numerical association to those artifacts. The picture data also showed how my participants value
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their origins in the profession. For example, 12 of the 13 participants spoke about pictures that
represented their beginnings in EMS. Overall, by evaluating the picture data quantitatively, I
have provided additional insight into the values that my participants held, and how EMS culture
was portrayed by the very people who work in the profession.
Research Advisory Panel Member Checking
Now that I have presented the qualitative and quantitative data, I will discuss the ways in
which I confirmed the validity and trustworthiness of my findings. Throughout my methods
section, I described how I engaged members of the EMS workforce to assist me in data
interpretation and the coding of picture data. I met with members of the EMS workforce outside
of a formal interview format, and these six individuals agreed to participant as members of my
Research Advisory Panel (RAP). I established a RAP due to the examples I saw in existing
literature. Leonard and McKnight (2015) conducted a photo-elicitation study in Belfast, Ireland,
and their participant universe represented the teen-aged youth in the community. The research
team positioned themselves as members of the Belfast community, but they recognized their own
limitations as adults who were researching youths. Accordingly, “throughout [their] research,
[they] relied on an Advisory Group of young people” to assist them in the “implementation of
[their] research strategies, and, thus, to [their] analysis” (Leonard & McKnight, 2015, p. 633).
Similarly, I position myself as a member of the EMS community, but my role as a leader over the
last 15 years means that I do not have a current emic perspective as a frontline paramedic.
Therefore, my RAP members came from several demographics that include a frontline
paramedic, a Mobile Integrated Health (MIH) paramedic, two managers, and two civilians. I met
this group on two occasions. I first presented my thematic findings, and second I asked them to
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participate in my picture coding exercise. I gained several significant insights from my first
engagement. First, I confirmed that EMS leaders expect to see quantitative data in the form of
statistics because as one RAP member remarked “13 participants does not a system make” (RAP
Participant 2). This comment related to how my research was not generalizable to the whole
EMS population, and thus I have been careful about the claims that I can make through my
research. For example, I claim that I reached thematic saturation through my 13 interviews, and
that my research is a thick description of EMS culture through the eyes of my participants; all of
whom represent distinct demographic profiles in the EMS profession. The next insight I drew
was that the validity of my data was questioned because they had no way of determining how I
extracted quotes from the research. One RAP participant commented that the quotes I drew
could be the result of my own personal bias (RAP Participant 4). I agreed that this was a
relevant point I needed to defend. I replied by confirming that every participant response was
included in the thematic analysis, and no responses were left unaccounted for. Every passage
was categorized during my original coding wave, and thus I had no opportunity to leave out a
passage due to my own unconscious bias. The RAP panelists saw this as a reasonable way for
me to assert that my findings are trustworthy. The next important insight that I gained was by
noting how participants all agreed that my findings could map on to some element of their lived
experience. This was a vital step in the confirmation process that I deployed because my RAP
panelists confirmed that all of my thematic assertions were reasonable and in line with some
aspect of their employment as AHS EMS paramedics. As it relates to how my research is salient
and relevant, each of my RAP participants agreed during the group meeting that my research was
intriguing and they all agreed that my research was an important undertaking to advance the
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academic description of paramedics. The civilian members of my RAP panel also provided
important insights into how the data was interpreted, and they said that I needed to make more
explicit the meaning of some themes. For example, the civilians did not understand the
importance of colloquialisms such as “bolus of diesel”, and they suggested that I use each of the
colloquial terms in a sentence to better explain how the term is used. Accordingly, I provided
examples of how the various terms are used in practice. The next way I engaged my RAP
panelists was through my request to have them code the picture dataset. Prior to me developing
a codebook for the pictures, I sat with one of the civilian panelists to assess each picture for what
artifacts were present so that I could develop the main four themes for the survey. Having a
civilian participate in the picture review process showed me how my own immersion into the
EMS culture had desensitized me to certain features of a photograph. For example, my civilian
panelist noted a conspicuous absence of police and firefighters in the pictures, and that I
dismissed those absent features as not being important. This was notable to the civilian panelist
because of how homogenous they saw the first-response triad as being. Thus, I designed my
survey to be specific in describing other first responders such as police or firefighters because
those professions had their own choice categories. Once I had the codebook survey developed,
two civilians (including the one who assisted me in evaluating the pictures) and two paramedic
managers agreed to participate. Due to the picture codebook representing an objective
assessment of the pictures, I felt that not having the participation of the frontline paramedics was
an acceptable omission. It is important to emphasize, however, that the paramedic managers
were both frontline paramedics for over a decade each, and their perspectives were informed
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partially by their time on an ambulance. The insights that the codebook data yielded were an
important feature of my data analysis.
Overall, by engaging with a Research Advisory panel at various stages I confirmed that
my data analysis showed congruence with other members of the EMS workforce. Additionally,
as it relates to data translation, the inputs from my civilian panelists proved to be invaluable
because they helped me to further explain aspects of the EMS culture that are understood
implicitly by paramedics. The RAP panelist participation serves to establish my research as not
only a trustworthy account of EMS culture, but also that my research is of interest and relevant to
the population that I hope to serve through my findings.
Discussion
Organizational culture is a complex phenomenon that incorporates many interwoven
factors, which include the broader societal hegemony in which the organization is placed, the
previous experiences of individuals in the workforce, and the roles that people perform, their
geographical location, and whom people most often interface with (Callan et al., 2007; ChrobotMason et al., 2009; Denison & Mishra, 1995; Dubey et al., 2017; Gover & Duxbury, 2012; Lucas
& Klein, 2008; Lau & Murnighan, 1998; Mioara & Christina, 2019; Moon et al., 2012; Pietersen,
2017; Schein, 1990; Scott, 2005; Tajfel & Turner, 1979; Vaughn, 1995). Organizational culture
is also impacted by its structure such as whether it is a hierarchy steeped in multiple management
layers versus a flat organization with few strata, a private versus a public organization, or a profit
versus non-profit organization (Bhatnagar & Bhandari, 1998; Nica, 2013; Harrison & Baird,
2014). Prior to 2009, the Emergency Medical Services (EMS) profession in Alberta was
represented by each of the aforementioned structures because the EMS system was a patchwork
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of large and small municipal public services as well as private for-profit companies. Within this
environment of various inputs, I sought to describe the organizational culture of Emergency
Medical Services (EMS) as a department within Alberta Health Services (AHS) due to the
significant changes that the paramedic profession has experienced within the last 11 years. In
particular, I was interested in exploring how the paramedics who work for AHS describe their
professional identity. My curiosities arose out of my anecdotal observations of how paramedics
experienced the changes to the structure of EMS and by how the profession itself is constantly
evolving. To support my research, I have an emic perspective on these changes because I have
been a paramedic in Alberta since 1993. The time that I spent in EMS provides me with an
opportunity to develop a nuanced understanding of my participants’ responses, but it also means
that I have biases that are both conscious and unconscious. Accordingly, my research was
designed to mitigate (not eliminate) bias through an inductive form of data gathering where my
participants were free to express their perceptions based on a broad question, versus me
deploying a pre-defined set of questions to explore a paramedic’s identity. Additionally, I sought
input from other members of the AHS EMS paramedic workforce to provide their observations
of my data analysis, and to participate in completing my picture codebook survey. Overall, I
captured two types of related data with the first being my participants’ verbal responses during
their interview and the second being the pictures they provided. From within this entire dataset, I
sought to provide answers to four key questions:
•

How do paramedics who work for AHS describe their professional identity?

•

How have the significant changes to EMS structure in Alberta impacted a paramedic’s
expressed identity?
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How do the organizational artifacts within AHS EMS provide insight into the culture?

•

How is paramedic culture transmitted and perpetuated within AHS EMS?
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To answer these questions, I will discuss how my participants’ comments either align with or
refute the academic literature that pertains to EMS, and also how my data can be used to draw
new insights into the culture of paramedicine. Additionally, I will discuss how my participants’
responses can be further explicated by what I found in the organizational literature and the
theories of meaning-making.
My Data As Compared With Extant Literature
I found many examples of how my participants’ responses aligned with academic
literature in both the way that paramedics are depicted and also in how my participants’ views
have some consistency with the dynamics of organizational culture. However, I also found that
some of my participants’ responses differ from the literature; especially in the area of paramedic
mental health. Throughout the sections below, I describe my data in terms of how they relate to
extant literature, and I also describe how my collected data are interconnected. I then describe
how those connections have relevance to, and implications for, the EMS system in Alberta.
Organizational Faultlines
Throughout the literature review, I discussed how organizational culture is produced
when employees demonstrate “shared assumptions, values, and beliefs that [are] reflected in
organizational practices” (Dubey et al., 2017, p. 65). However, as entities grow in size “it
follows that large organizations will have many subcultures that eschew homogeneity over
conflict among the groups” (Hallet, 2003, p. 133). According to Schein (1990), subcultures
develop because large organizations “divide the labour and form functional, geographical, and
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other kinds of units, each of which exists in its own specific environment” (p. 117). Alberta
Health Services is a provincial entity, and the impacts of geography on subculture development
are inevitable due to the vast array of different environments in the system that range from large
metropolises, to rural prairie hamlets, to rugged mountainous territory. Geographical impacts are
on the surface and are easy to detect, and my participants did share some views that support
different subcultures based on where they live and work. The data that I collected also shows
that my participants express their identity along a continuum of constructs that range from a
homogenous attachment to the EMS profession in general to a more nuanced sense of identity
that is predicated by their role, their seniority, and whom they are most likely to interface with.
However, these boundaries are not mutually exclusive because while my participants may
identify differently based on their role, in many instances they are connected simultaneously by
different identity dimensions.
Subculture Boundaries. I identified several subculture boundaries in my data, and those
include the different perceptions between management and frontline staff, people who work in
rural and urban sites, paramedics who are assigned to specialty-team roles and traditional
ambulance roles, and how my participants described their alignment between first response and
healthcare. In this way, I answered the question “How do paramedics who work for AHS
describe their professional identity?” Importantly, these boundaries are determined by the
attributes of the position that my participants’ hold, and thus the theories of attribute-based
subculture development as described Lau and Murnighan (1998) hold true. Schein (1990)
described the same types of subculture boundaries in his research and this congruence suggests
that the literature on change management could be applied to an EMS culture as it would in any
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other organizational culture. This means that despite the paramedics who believe they are a
misunderstood entity, there is an opportunity for paramedics to see organizational change
literature as being relevant to the EMS population.
Subculture Congruences. My data shows that 11 of the 13 participants shared some
aspect of their beginnings in EMS as a component of their identity. These 11 participants who
value their historical roots range from frontline and middle management to frontline paramedics
that are distinguished by the attributes of role and geography described above. As a result of the
origin sentiments articulated by over four fifths (85%) of my participants, I demonstrated that my
paramedic participants are aligned on a contextual dimension of historical values despite each of
them belonging to different subcultures. Some examples of historical artifacts include an old
light blue EMS uniform shirt, a notepad used by paramedics to record pertinent patient
information, an old 1960s era ambulance, and a metal EMS badge that is no longer given to
graduate recruits, and various pictures that related to where each participant started their career.
These historical values may be the product of something more than simple nostalgia because in
the face of an apparent threat to organizational stability, the artifacts and symbolic practices that
existed prior to any change will provide employees with the mechanisms to maintain the
legitimacy of their culture (Johnson, 1988, p. 85). The implication of this finding relates to the
concept of value congruence between an organization’s espoused values and the “shadow system
of employee beliefs”, which is defined as the tacit assumptions of employees and the narratives
within the workgroups who share those assumptions (Houchin & MacLean, 2005, p. 160). When
the shadow-system narratives and the espoused values of the organization exist in a state of
disequilibrium, employees can experience declining job satisfaction because “disequilibrium can
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be considered synonymous with anxiety” (Houchin & MacLean, 2005, p. 162). Therefore,
leaders in an organization should be attentive to the values of their employees, and they should
attempt to establish value congruence through initiatives that demonstrate a commitment to both
the goals of the organization and the values that are held by its employees (Chrobot-Mason et al.,
2007, p. 1769). The academic literature that addresses organizational change management
suggests that “that subcultural differences might require unique interventions for each interaction
group” because the “shared values, beliefs, and assumptions of each subculture influence the
perception of, and reactions to, the dominant organizational culture” (Bunch, 2007, p. 151).
However, such complexity can be averted by finding a common interest among an organizational
workforce. By referring to my core research questions of how paramedics express their identity,
and how the organizational artifacts provide insight into the culture, I determined that a common
interest among paramedics is in the historical symbols of paramedicine. This can be explained
by the research that demonstrated how individuals do not easily give up their identity or the
mechanisms that reinforce their cultural beliefs because “groups do not easily give up some of
their basic underlying assumptions merely because external events or new members disconfirm
them” (Schein, 1990, p. 116).
One of the current gaps that this finding addresses is that EMS stakeholders and
healthcare officials are focused primarily on the future and what is possible within the scope of
paramedicine. This is supported by the literature that describes how health systems globally are
seeking ways to evolve EMS further into healthcare continuums (Brydges et al., 2015; McCann
et al., 2013; Wankhade & Brinkman, 2014; Wankhade, 2016, Wankhade et al., 2018). Panda and
Gupta (2001) suggested that “leaders who understand the power of symbols have a better chance
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of influencing their organizations than do those who focus only on other frames”, such as the
responses from employee-satisfaction surveys as an example (p. 11). By demonstrating that my
participants value both their own history and the general history of EMS, I provide one important
dimension of paramedic values that should be considered when EMS leaders develop
organizational plans and communication strategies. For example, when senior leaders address
staff, they could start with an acknowledgement of how EMS has a proud history, and how that
history provides the foundation for how far EMS can go in the future as a distinct department
within Alberta Health Services. In this way, the historical values held by staff are not displaced
by the ongoing narratives that describe the future of EMS primarily as a healthcare entity.
Additionally, such a communication strategy would align with the literature that shows how a
“hyperfocus on superordinate identities, at the expense of other identities, is often seen as
threatening [by subordinate groups] and could lead to increased resistance to change” (Callan et
al., 2007, p. 69).
The Liminality of Paramedic Identity
I considered how my data could answer the question “how have the structural changes
impacted my participants’ identity expressions?” To answer this, I asked each participant at
some point during their interview where they felt on the first response/healthcare continuum.
Liminality is defined as the cognitive state of being “in-between, neither here nor
there…occupying yet questioning one’s own position” (Schwandt, 2007b, p. 187). Nine of my
participants felt connected to first response professions specifically, three felt that they are in the
middle with connections to both, and one felt more connected to healthcare along the continuum.
What I find notable about this distribution is how the participant who feels the most aligned with
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healthcare is also the participant who experienced significant additional structural changes
throughout their career. This participant worked in the area of the province that first
amalgamated EMS into the healthcare union, and they said “for me, that was the start of our
move to healthcare” because they routinely met with other healthcare professions during union
meetings (Participant 13). This same participant spoke about the espousals of the chief
paramedic, and how they have heard the chief say that “we are at the crossroads of health and
first responders”, which demonstrates another form of organizational structure influence. The
third structural influence that this participant experiences is through their leadership role in EMS.
They regularly interface with the leaders of other AHS departments, which represents their
“micro-environmental” influences (Bolíbar, 2016, p. 2219). Their perceptions once again
support the organizational literature that states how one’s identity is impacted by the attributes of
their role, which include whom one interfaces with regularly (Gover & Duxbury, 2012; Lau &
Murnighan, 1998).
I discovered an incongruent result as it relates to the structural influences of one’s role in
the participant who works as a Mobile Integrated Health (MIH) paramedic. During their
interview, they spoke about how paramedics are aligned with police and firefighters. This
participant substantiated that claim by stating “we are all part of the same trauma; we all attend
the same calls” (Participant 11). This perspective came from the portion of their career when
they worked as a 911 paramedic, and the move to MIH represented a significant structural
change for this participant. During their interview, they positioned themselves as a paramedic
who provides a unique role and that they are “not that paramedic [911 paramedic]” (Participant
11). Despite the structural changes to their working environment, they still have a strong identity
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that aligns with EMS because they used a picture of a medication cart to express pride in the
EMS profession. In describing that picture, the participant said “for me it's a pride picture to
show that EMS is at the infancy of our profession and that it will explode. People will understand
our potential as professionals” (Participant 11). The data that I captured from the picture
codebook survey showed how the symbol of a medication cart is indexical (synonymous) with a
hospital, and thus a healthcare context. However, this participant did not use the symbol of the
medication cart as a way to express their connection to healthcare; they used it to express how
far paramedics can go as clinical professionals. This is a notable finding because it demonstrates
how, for this participant, being immersed into a healthcare environment did not erode their
paramedic identity. Conversely, the structural change to their work served to embolden their
pride and their alignment with EMS. This finding is important because it demonstrates how the
connection to EMS is an enduring value for some paramedics regardless of the attributes of their
role.
The remaining 11 participants expressed their identity alignment on points that were
either in the middle of continuum (n=3) or at the first response end of the continuum (n=9). The
middle-aligned participants spoke of how EMS is part of a healthcare organization or that
paramedicine has advanced to the point where paramedics are “practitioner[s] of medicine”
(Participant 12). Additionally, another middle-aligned participant spoke about whom they
interface with and said that the bulk of their work day is spent with police and firefighters, but
they also included emergency room nurses in their identity alignment boundaries.
The remaining nine participants who are aligned with first response all referenced their
connection to the police, fire, and EMS triad. This was either an explicit statement such as “we
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are unified by who responds to 911” (Participant 2), or it was intimated by the EMS-only
artifacts that they display in their home as an example. One participant described how they visit
other paramedics while on vacation and how they met with a local paramedic on the Pacific side
of Mexico. Despite the language barrier, “[they] talked for two hours in the back of the pick-up
truck they called an ambulance” (Participant 10). Notably, this participant did not visit a clinic,
or a hospital as a component of their identity.
Overall, these variable identity alignments mean that despite the influences of one’s work
attributes, there continues to be a persistent paramedic identity even among those who are
immersed into non-traditional environments for paramedics. This is an important finding
because when answering the question about how the changes to EMS structure have impacted
my participants’ identity along the first response/healthcare continuum, I see how my
participants’ place themselves on all points. The majority of my participants are first-response
aligned, but there is evidence of how the attributes of a role can impact identity alignment.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the broader workforce will have similar sentiments.
While many of my participants show a bias toward first response, the four participants who show
an inclination toward healthcare demonstrate that AHS EMS continues to be in a liminal state
when it comes to how paramedics express their identity.
The Implications of Liminality. As a result of all the different subculture boundaries that
I found in the data, it may not be possible to find a common theme among the workgroups as was
found with historical values. Due to EMS existing in a liminal state, organizational leaders
should consider the primary functions of EMS and how those different functions impact their
employees’ identity. Regardless of how EMS is immersed into a healthcare organization and the
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espoused ideals that EMS is healthcare, for many paramedics their day to day lived experience is
shared with other first responders. As a result, an identity “disequilibrium” can form (Houchin &
MacLean, 2005, p. 162). Therefore, it may be an incongruent statement to say definitively that
EMS is healthcare. I referenced how the chief paramedic was quoted by one of my participants,
and I do suggest that it is prudent for leaders to situate EMS “at the crossroads between first
response and healthcare” (Participant 13). As my participants show, describing EMS on a
continuum versus an either/or position will represent the vast majority of identity perceptions
within the EMS workforce, and thus a sense of value congruence can be increased. By being
declarative about EMS existing as an entity that supports both first response and healthcare, the
disequilibrium that can be experienced through liminality can be reduced. This is important
because one of my participants acknowledged that “carving out a niche for ourselves is an uphill
battle” (Participant 4).
Dominant EMS Symbolic Artifacts and Cultural Beacons
This section supports my core research question where I sought to understand how the
organizational artifacts within EMS provide insight into the EMS culture. Within the artifacts
that are depicted in the images, some emerged as cultural beacons. Cultural beacons are defined
as objects or practices that appear commonplace and meaningless to the culturally uninitiated,
but that contain meaning with cultural inhabitants that lay beyond what the face value would
suggest (Dura et al. 2012, p. 101). For a text to become a cultural beacon, it must contain a
second layer of meaning to the participant (Dura et al., 2012). My participants were asked to
provide eight to 10 pictures that represent their professional identity as an AHS EMS paramedic,
and every participant provided images of artifacts and symbols that were important to them.
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Accordingly, some participants created fake scenes to photograph, so they could ensure that their
values were accurately reflected versus waiting for the right moment to occur during their
scheduled shifts. Other participants took pictures with their smartphones as they went about
their work day to capture an organic representation of their work life. Further, others provided
pictures from their home environment, which shows how the value of paramedic identity blends
into their personal non-work life. However, developing insights from what is depicted is not the
only way to derive meaning because Singhal and Rattine-Flaherty (2006) found that it is
“perhaps as important to highlight the absence of a particular scene as it is to explicate what is
present” (p. 322). Their child participants did not sketch indoor spaces where family interactions
occur, and that insight showed how children avoided such a scene when compared to “women’s
drawing in the Amazonas [who] seem more directed to exploring these ‘indoor’ interactions,
including male hegemony and abuse” (Singhal & Rattine-Flaherty, 2006, p. 322).
Correspondingly, this section concludes with a description of the features within a paramedic’s
environment that are not often reflected in the artifact data and what the implications of such
findings are.
The EMS Uniform. I wrote about how important the EMS uniform is to my
participants. It is important to them that the uniform aligns with their expectations of colour and
design, and also who is entitled to wear one. Quantitatively, just under half (49%) of all pictures
contained an image of a uniform. However, this ratio is based on the entire set of photos, and a
notable finding was that all participants included an image of a current AHS EMS uniform
somewhere in their pictures. One hundred percent of my participants felt that including an image
of an EMS uniform was important to their identity. This pervasive value can explain why
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paramedic managers wear a uniform in the office despite them no longer providing clinical care.
However, the office uniforms are worn daily by managers in all departments including training,
logistics, and system performance, and significantly by those managers who were never
paramedics. The salience of the EMS uniform in my data, and the explanation of how
paramedics see the uniform as a symbol of accomplishment and as a sign of club membership
demonstrates the importance of this organizational symbol. Thus the uniform is a cultural
beacon that is imbued with several layers of meaning. The uniform represents a sense of
accomplishment for my participants, and accomplishment arose as an important value theme for
my participants. This means that the uniform is much more than a sign that one is a paramedic, it
is a symbol that represents an accomplishment that paramedics are proud of. This was
demonstrated by my participants who articulated their pride at becoming an employee of a
specific EMS municipal service prior to AHS developing a common uniform. When the EMS
system was a network of municipal services, the uniforms became a source of pride because the
uniform showed where one worked (Participants 1, 5, 9, 10, 12, 13). My participants spoke
about the pride of working for a service that aligned with their values. Some sought employment
in a large, well-funded city service, some spoke about their employment in a town that had a
sophisticated flight program, and others spoke about the pride of representing their own
community in small-town EMS service. By valuing employment in these distinct services, my
participants were able to achieve a measure of differentiation in the EMS profession. This was
exemplified by the participant who was proud to be recognized as a flight paramedic due to the
colour of their burgundy jumpsuit, or the paramedic who showed their badge from the city
service that issued them, or the paramedic who spoke of gaining employment in a service that
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only hired paramedics with five or more years of experience. Each municipal uniform
represented a different value for my participants, whether it was for acknowledgment of their
accomplishments, or a signal of their expertise as a flight paramedic. This is an important
finding because the cultural beacon contained in a municipal uniform was removed with the
introduction of the standard AHS EMS uniform. The uniform could no longer communicate
where one works, or what one’ role is, and thus the differentiation value that I identified as
important to paramedics was lost.
With the introduction of the standard AHS EMS uniform, and the resulting loss of
differentiation, I found that an additional cultural beacon was contained in the green stripe on the
original AHS EMS uniform. As my data shows, the green stripe represented a shift away from
first response symbology toward a healthcare symbol, which compounded the sense of loss
among those who valued their service-specific uniform. One of my participants who was a
member of the EMS Uniform Committee spoke about why the green stripe was such a contested
topic when it was introduced. To the uninitiated, the green stripe could represent nothing more
than corporate branding consistency with the green of AHS, but as a cultural beacon the green
stripe represented an affront to the identity values of paramedics where blue represents a first
response culture. I noted similar sentiments within the participants who described their dislike of
the tan-coloured “ghostbuster flight suits” (Participant 1), and the “fireman helmet” (Participant
7), because those artifacts generated a disequilibrium between one’s values and the uniform they
were required to wear. It is the compounding effect of losing one’s regional identity, along with
the loss of a first responder identity that likely led to the significant push back that was seen with
the first iteration of the AHS EMS uniform.
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The Implications of Uniform Values. The uniform values expressed within my data
means that paramedics see a direct connection between what they wear and their self-esteem.
The academic literature describes how one’s identity forms as the result of two processes: selfcategorization and self-enhancement (Tajfel & Turner, 1979, p. 40). Self-categorization, as the
term implies, “refers to an individual assigning themselves to social categories” (Gover &
Duxbury, 2012, p. 55). Self-enhancement is a concept rooted in self-esteem where “individuals
will seek to feel positively about the social categories they belong to, and this may result in
negativity towards out-groups” (Gover & Duxbury, 2012, p. 55). I showed how my participants
felt connected to an exclusive group depending on the uniform they once wore. Importantly,
exclusivity can generate an enhanced sense of belonging and self-esteem (Gover & Duxbury,
2012, p. 55). The EMS uniform represents a cultural beacon because it is much more than a sign
of where a person works. The EMS uniform represents a deep connection to accomplishment
and exclusivity because it represents how paramedics are united by those who experience
adversity and shared hardships. As my results section showed, when non-paramedics are
permitted to wear an EMS uniform, that symbolic value is diminished. Additionally, a sense of
umbrage was expressed by frontline paramedics who are not issued an EMS dress uniform. The
cultural meaning of the dress uniform exists beyond a signal of rank because it is used as a sign
of respect for the recently deceased. Wearing a frontline duty uniform to a funeral does not
adequately represent the respect that one has for their recently passed colleague. As a result, it
may be a prudent decision to allow frontline paramedics an opportunity to order a dress uniform
through their annual equipment points. In this way, a frontline paramedic could access what they
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consider to be an important symbolic artifact of respect, and the organization could maintain
fiscal stewardship because the point system draws from funds that are already allocated.
EMS Equipment. My results section showed how the quantitative frequency of EMS
equipment was a notable finding. I have often said that I am not much more than a first aid
attendant without my paramedic equipment. Even if I know what is happening to a patient
clinically, my interventions are very limited without what two of my participants called “the
tools of the trade” (Participant 5, 12). From an identity expression perspective, my participants
shared images including, but not limited to, trauma kits, airway supply kits, medication kits,
defibrillators, stretchers, trauma scissors, stethoscopes, and ballistic vests. This means that a
paramedic is not actualized without their equipment. Put another way, much of the equipment
that a paramedic uses and the treatment procedures that they are permitted to perform are unique
to Advanced Care Paramedics. Consequently, these types of advanced intervention equipment
and skills are used often as differentiators among the workforce. Once again, differentiation
emerged as an important value among my participants, and the equipment that one uses is a way
to accomplish that distinction. During public engagements, when I was asked what the
difference between a PCP and an ACP is, I would answer by describing the assessment skills and
interventions that only an ACP can do. However, beyond the differentiating aspects of advanced
life support equipment, there existed a deeper sentiment among my participants because the
advanced skills allowed one participant to “help people better in their time of need” (Participant
12). This means that there is a variety of sentiments among my participants that range from selfesteem considerations to a more benevolent patient care focus. For example, self-esteem is
linked to a sense of belonging and the rookie paramedics learn quickly that shedding superfluous
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equipment from their belt is a signal of seniority. How self-esteem factors into one’s identity
values was demonstrated by the participant who worked several years as a Primary Care
Paramedic (PCP), and who felt diminished in that role because “[they had] to let the big boys
take over” (Participant 6). Another important equipment-related differentiator for Advanced
Care Paramedics is seen in the practice of intubation (placing a breathing tube directly into in a
patient’s windpipe). Within the EMS treatment protocols, intubation was removed as a primary
treatment approach for patients who require ventilatory support, and the backlash from many
paramedics was significant to the point where medical directors were challenged at EMS
learning symposiums. Beyond the ability to assist patients, intubation is a long-standing symbol
of an ACP’s skill and it stands as a source of pride because only physicians, respiratory
technicians, and paramedics are routinely permitted to perform that intervention. Therefore, the
equipment that a paramedic uses represents a cultural beacon because of how the values of pride,
differentiation, and accomplishment are imbued onto the equipment that an ACP uses.
The Implications of Equipment Values. Paramedics are proud of their advancing
skillsets, and this was exemplified by the MIH participant who created a nexus between the
medication cart and the pride they feel when they see how far a paramedic’s scope is advancing.
However, when advancing a paramedic’s skills and scope of practice in lockstep with advances
in medical equipment technology (e.g., CT scanners in ambulances), it may be best left to how
paramedics can advance in the pre-hospital setting. This is because, as the literature showed,
moving paramedics into a healthcare setting where many of the same types of equipment are
present, a clash of cultures and values can occur. I spoke with a Human Resource (HR)
professional who used to work for AHS, and who supported the South Health Campus
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emergency room where paramedics where hired as employees of the hospital. Their comments
on the ensuing culture clash between paramedics and other emergency department staff were
remarkably similar to what Clarke (2019) found in the United Kingdom. Clarke (2019) found
that a paramedic’s prior independent experience was not recognized by the emergency
department staff, and thus the value of autonomy to use specialized equipment without a
physician’s order was not supported. Similarly, the HR professional that I spoke with described
some of the conflicts that arose when paramedics chose to initiate bedside interventions without
a physician’s order, which is a practice not supported in an emergency department (Personal
Communication, Anonymous, June 8, 2021). The equipment and skills that a paramedic can
initiate independently in the back of the ambulance became a restricted skill in the emergency
department, and this was a source of frustration for the paramedics in the South Health Campus
emergency room (Personal communication, Anonymous HR professional, June 8, 2021). This
means that the antecedent and implicit values of independent practice, some of which are
produced by the advanced equipment that paramedics use, should be considered whenever an
initiative to place paramedics into a formal healthcare setting is contemplated. Additionally,
when hiring paramedics into a team environment, it would be appropriate to highlight how their
role will significantly change from one of an independent practitioner to one that is a member of
a team where decisions are made by a higher trained authority. By making explicit that which I
have shown as the implicit values of paramedics, hiring managers can potentially avert
downstream conflicts that would be generated through the clashing of unspoken values.
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Cultural Perpetuation
This section addresses my core question about how EMS culture is perpetuated among
paramedics. The previous section related to cultural beacons where I provided many examples
of how EMS artifacts, and the meaning imbued onto them, communicate and perpetuate culture.
However, another form of symbology is represented by the language that paramedics use. The
stories that paramedics tell, and the colloquialisms that paramedics use, can be a powerful force
on individual perceptions (Bellot, 2011, p. 31; Bunch, 2007, p. 146; Nica, 2013, p.180). These
influencing forces are experienced implicitly by new recruits as they strive to achieve
conformity, and “whether they know it or not, [they] encounter powerful symbolic issues from
the moment they enter an organization” (Panda & Gupta, 2001, p. 6). Within my data, I found
that paramedics have their own cultural vocabulary where certain terms are used to convey
information about a patient or a circumstance, and how those meanings are normalized through
an acceptance and continual use of the terms. When language within a culture is normalized, it
becomes a way to perpetuate culture to the un-initiated because the “linguistic formations are
used by organizational members to make meaning (Panda & Gupta, 2001, p. 10).
I observed several cultural perpetuation impacts in my data, and in addition to linguistic
tropes and vocabulary that paramedics use, I also found that working with other first responders
and the recent approaches to mental health have an influence on cultural propagation. Several of
my participants showed an intolerance for what the literature described as the male hegemonic
coping strategies of stoicism (Furness et al, 2020). In keeping with Singhal and Rattine-Flaherty
(2006) and their suggestion to articulate what is missing in the data, I also note how cultural
perpetuation within EMS did not include members of extended healthcare teams.
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EMS Colloquialisms and Vocabulary. The EMS academic literature outlined how a
paramedic’s portrayal of a patient can impact the care that a patient receives by both paramedics
and nurses (Jensen et al., 2013, p. 964; Palmer, 1983, p. 169; Seim, 2017, p. 465). For example,
“urban outdoorsman” may appear to be a euphemism for people who are homeless in a
metropolitan setting, but I am more familiar with the term as a pejorative, togue-in-cheek
expression that relates to those who are homeless and who are also commonly addicted to drugs
and alcohol. One of my participants described how they are frustrated by patient recidivism, and
how seeing these same “urban outdoorsmen” and having to “cocoon or burrito them” on every
call can begin to erode their sense of empathy and their desire to perform a thorough assessment
(Participant 11). As one of my other participants shared, such complacency can catch
paramedics unaware and the result could be that something is missed, which can lead to a poor
clinical outcome for the patient (Participant 5). When it comes to how language in the EMS is
used to create change, I am aware that the MIH paramedics who work in downtown Calgary are
purposeful in referring to people who are homeless and addicted as their “vulnerable clients”
(Personal communication, E, Charge, September 16, 2021). Bellot (2011) wrote that “since
culture is a possession, there is the sense that it can be controlled or, at the very least influenced
and changed by its members” (p. 13). From a social constructionist lens, the term “vulnerable
client” changes the perception dynamic considerably because it communicates that the patient
may be experiencing a life situation not of their own volition, and that by referring to these
patients as clients a sense of service obligation is established. Therefore, I have demonstrated
why language is important in the AHS EMS culture and how it aligns with the literature that
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suggests linguistic practices can impact the care a paramedic provides and how downstream care
is conducted (Jensen et al., 2013, p. 964;. Palmer, 1983, p. 79).
Despite the sometimes negative pall that is cast when certain terms are used, the
colloquial terms and the stories that paramedics tell do have an important function. There is a
sense of belonging, and thus comfort (Gover & Duxbury, 2012, p. 55), that is established when
“gruesome stories are told at the dinner table and no one minds; we all try to one-up each other”
(Participant 11). The literature described how paramedics often engage in “dark, or black
humour, cynicism, skepticism, sarcasm, and irony, particularly relating to events of a more
serious nature” (Charman, 2015, p. 162). Participant 3 spoke specifically about how black
humour reinforces a connection with fellow first responders, and how that connection is
strengthened by a sense of shared adversity. The storytelling feature of the paramedic culture
also serves to instill wisdom into those who do not yet have the benefit of several years of
experience behind them. For example, I described how safety considerations were infused into a
story that paramedics found entertaining, which enhanced both the uptake and memorability of
the message.
The Implications Of Colloquialisms and Storytelling. It is doubtful that a paramedic’s
shadow culture will ever be free of pejorative colloquial expressions because in one way that is a
form of coping with the pressures of pre-hospital work through a shared understanding of
adverse conditions. However, the disparaging colloquial expressions such as “tag”, “bravo 92”
“urban outdoorsman”, or the term “burrito” may instill a sense of complacency in a rookie who
has yet to form the clinical intuition that several years, and several mistakes, can teach. This
form of cultural perpetuation can have an impact on the care that a paramedic provides, and
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ultimately the performance of the EMS system overall. This means that it is important for
paramedics to remain mindful of how their colloquial expressions can further diminish those
who are already in a vulnerable circumstance, which stands in opposition with the expressed
values of AHS through an expectation of compassion (AHS, 2021)
Alignment With Other Professions. Another form of cultural perpetuation was
demonstrated by how my participants showed an alignment with other professions, and how the
first response culture was preserved by both where paramedics work, and whom paramedics
socialize with frequently. Frontline paramedics do not interface regularly with other parts of the
AHS healthcare structure beyond the emergency room. Of note is how my participants did not
include ward nurses in their identity circle, and in one participant interview those upper-floor
nursing roles were referred to specifically as not aligning with paramedics (Participant 2).
However, while the first response triad may appear to be a holistic group to an outsider, there
exists some tension between members who work in different first response professions.
Interprofessional Friction. I have already discussed how the first-response triad model
in Alberta represents a structural influence on a paramedic’s identity, because they feel connected
to police officers and firefighters. However, what my data also showed is that there exits some
tension between paramedics and firefighters, and that tension is demonstrative of how impactful
cultural perpetuation is. Within the first-response triad of police, fire, and EMS, the literature
describes how the early paramedics were members of a local fire department, and the same was
true for paramedic staff in Alberta’s municipalities (Furness et al, 2020; Palmer, 1983).
However, throughout the 1970s, the profession of paramedicine was evolving where paramedics
began providing physician-directed advanced life support interventions. These interventions
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continued in the ambulance until the patient could be transferred to a higher level of care. With
this evolution in practice came a structural shift where many EMS providers divested from their
fire department roots. The circumstances of EMS diverging from the fire department are well
known among some of my participants, and how it occurred has become a historical allegory for
some of the large-city paramedics who recall when EMS became its own department. One of my
participants who lived through the divestiture described the transition as “the paramedic wars”
(Participant 5). Participant 5 went on to describe the bitter departure in the early 1980s because
the firefighters used to say “You guys are just bus drivers, and we could just take over”
(Participant 5). I have described how paramedics deride any reference to “ambulance driver”, or
a similar derivative of the term, and being called “bus drivers” by firefighters was interpreted as
a purposeful insult. Three decades later, there continues to be some reciprocal tension between
paramedics and firefighters, which can be attributed to the different working conditions between
the two professions. For example, Charman (2013) evaluated the cultural bond between
paramedics and police officers, and she found that both services were united in directing
mocking humour at firefighters. Charman (2013) found that “the areas of dissatisfaction that
provide the ammunition for the humor directed against fire officers revolve around two areas;
their perceived work ethic and their poor work practices” (p. 160). Firefighters “will play
volleyball while on duty and can sleep all night while on shift”, and “many of the firefighters
have second jobs” because their at-work demands are minimal when compared to police and
paramedics (Charman, 2013, p. 160). I am aware of similar sentiments among police and
paramedics in Alberta, and a common expression from the firefighters that I have encountered is
that they dismiss these criticisms with the sarcastic quip “don’t cry, apply”. I detected a similar
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disposition in one of my participants who said that “firefighters are shit on [disparaged] all the
time because the medics think they are useless for whatever reason” (Participant 6). This
participant acknowledged that some ongoing friction between paramedics and firefighters exists,
but that they themselves do not ascribe to that perception.
Despite the assertions that intra-professional friction continues, my research clearly
shows how my participants are connected to their firefighting colleagues as a component of their
identity. The police, fire, and EMS triad is a common expression of identity within my
participants because they are united by who responds to 911 calls, and they are also united with
those who work in the community in uncontrolled circumstances. This triad connection was
further supported in my data by how my participants see first responders as a homogenous group
whose members all experience the same mental health effects of emergency work. This was
exemplified by the participant who shared the “#IveGotYourBack911” bumper sticker.
When I considered why this duality of perceptions continues to persist between
paramedics and firefighters, I saw how the literature related to organizational culture can provide
some additional insight. Within large organizations, subculture faultlines will form where each
subculture inhabitant can begin to see all others as an out-group. Consequently, similar to how
people within intraorganizational subcultures can disparage those who belong to an out-group, it
stands to reason that the same can be seen between the boundaries of distinct professions that are
connected by emergency response. This means that any ongoing friction may be a product of
common organizational faultline dynamics versus any animosity that is derived from a deepseated historical context. In this way, those who experience ongoing friction may benefit from
an acknowledgement of how the two professions are aligned in the service of the public versus
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how they are different to the point of seeing each other as outgroups. Additionally, the
importance of me identifying this duality of perceptions within my data is that paramedics in
Alberta share many of the same perspectives of paramedics in other nations. My research
continues to demonstrate how extant literature on paramedics and organizations can be a source
of meaningful knowledge for all paramedics regardless of their location.
Cultural Perpetuation of Mental Health Practices. The subject of paramedic mental
health was pervasive in the literature, and the studies have shown that paramedics have a higher
instance of mental health injury and illness than compared to the general population (Carleton et
al., 2017). The etiology of poor mental health among paramedics is varied, and researchers have
attributed some of the causes to traumatic events, major disasters, threats to personal safety, and
organizational stressors such as shiftwork, overtime, and poor management support (Lawn et al.,
2020; Halpern et al., 2012a; van der Ploeg & Kelber, 2003). The academic literature also
described the maladaptive coping strategies that paramedics deploy, and how some of those
strategies are the result of suppressing emotions during the management of a high-stress event.
The literature describes “surface acting”, which entails disregarding what you are truly feeling”
and then portraying the valued emotion despite not wanting to feel that way (Barsade & O’Neill,
2016, p. 65). Within my data, I found examples of how the stoic and emotional suppressing
coping strategies continue to be perpetuated within the EMS culture, but importantly I also found
how some of my participants are no longer tolerant of such approaches to stress.
In my findings section, I demonstrated how junior paramedics will show some deference
to their more senior paramedics’ perceptions. However, I found that when it comes to wellness
in the workplace, many of my participants demonstrated a measure of defiance to what they
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consider to be old perceptions and practices. One of my participants spoke of how a senior
partner said “you’re only as good as your last call”, which is a reference to how paramedics can
be humbled by a bad event or a call that did not go well where the patient died (Participant 11).
However, this participant refused that perception through a recognition that antecedent clinical
factors are more relevant to patient outcomes than how a paramedic may have performed on a
call (Participant 11). Further, I also showed how my participants embraced wellness in the
workplace through their pictures and interviews that referenced mental health breaks at work,
appropriately processing difficult events through reflection, encouraging individuals to reach out
for help, and personal meditation practices. These participants are proud of their approaches to
maintaining good mental health, and each of these perceptions were reflected by individuals who
work in a wide range of organizational subcultures that include management/frontline, and
urban/rural. This means that from a cultural perpetuation perspective, there are change agents in
all areas of the province. Those champions of wellness in the workplace are creating the
environment in which mental health, resilience, and the destigmatizing of mental illness is
allowed to flourish. This is important because as the literature showed, embracing good mental
health practices despite the historical culture of stoicism is an effective way to mitigate the
development of psychological injuries among first responders (Barsade & O’Neill, 2016, Lawn
et al., 2020; Halpern et al., 2012a; van der Ploeg & Kelber, 2003).
Cultural perpetuation is a complex phenomenon, which is impacted by a range of factors
that include an individual’s perceptions, the value that one places on hierarchy and seniority, the
structure of an organization, and the influence of change agents within the workforce. I found
several examples of how culture is perpetuated in EMS through the use of artifacts like the
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equipment that a paramedic uses and the uniform that a paramedic wears, to the language and
stories that paramedics tell, to the emerging resistance among paramedics to accept old stoic
coping strategies in the pursuit of good mental health. Regardless of this complexity, my
research shows what features of the EMS culture are impacting both the maintenance of the
culture and how the EMS culture is changing. By understanding how culture is maintained,
those who are engaged in promoting change initiatives can focus on those elements as a way to
empower cultural progress. For example, I found how seniority is not necessarily a measure of
accomplishment in the paramedic profession, but that one’s skills are more representative of
what paramedics value (Participant 3). This is suggestive that as a profession, paramedics are
striving toward a higher standard of clinical practice. This desire means that the foundations for
the professionalization of EMS are in place and are congruent with the EMS leaders’ espoused
focus on developing EMS into a professional healthcare sphere.
Additional Intriguing Findings
Throughout the 15 hours of interviews, and through my analysis of the transcript data, I
recorded observations that are important but that may not have emerged as key themes. These
observations are important aspects of my research, yet they are elements that remain outside the
scope of my research, and are not yet fully explored. Colloquially, these findings represent the
rabbit holes of my research findings because some of my conversations proceeded down trains
of thought that were not in line with my research questions. These topics included the use of
gender specific pronouns, leadership values, and how paramedics are now often stationed for
hours in a hospital hallway. These non-thematic findings represent potential research topics for
future EMS related studies.
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Gender Specific Pronouns. Throughout my interviews, I noted how the male pronouns
were used by both of my male and female participants when they described people in other
professions. One such profession was physicians and how my participants used the words “he”
or “him” when they spoke of contacting a doctor. Similarly, the pronouns “she” and “her” were
used when my participants referred to nurses. Despite the fact that these medical professions are
represented significantly by both genders, the unconscious bias toward historical gendered roles
is still present. This finding represents an important aspect of identity, and I did not explore how
my participants see gender in the paramedic profession because the most frequent pronoun that
my participants used when describing their colleagues was “we” or “us”, so I do not have
examples of pronoun bias for the paramedic population. As such, a future inquiry could focus on
the pronoun use when paramedics refer to themselves.
Management Specific Identity. Four of my 13 participants represented management in
the EMS organizational structure. Each of these participants spoke about being a leader in EMS,
but what was not fully explored was what each of them believes to be important management
qualities. For example, one of my management participants spoke of an old colleague depicted
in one of their pictures, and they said “they weren’t mean enough to get into management”
(Participant 13). Another management participant spoke about “servant leadership” as the most
important aspect of being a leader (Participant 8). The other two participants in a management
role spoke generally about their leadership practices such as creating a fun environment, or
seeing their employees as colleagues versus staff. However, I did not explore what these four
participants see as important leadership traits, and whether those trait values are consistent with
what the organizational literature says about successful leadership practices. A potential future
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research project could be to interview AHS EMS management staff to learn how leadership
values are expressed by those who not only lead personnel, but also by those who manage
systems such as performance-metric reporting.
Paramedics Being Used For Healthcare Capacity. One of the most spoken about
grievances among frontline employees and EMS managers alike is how paramedics are required
to sit in hospital hallways for hours with their patients. This worldwide phenomenon is the result
of emergency room staff being unable to move admitted patients to a different ward due to
strained capacity in the hospital. Therefore, the emergency room has no space to accept patients
that paramedics bring to the hospital. In many cases, the patient is not well enough to be left
alone, but not so ill that ongoing interventions are required. The result is that paramedics “have
to babysit emergency room patients for hours, and they [emergency room staff] are more than
happy to use EMS as capacity for their shortfalls” (Participant 5). This same participant spoke
about how paramedics should be used to their full capacity in the hallway environment and that
paramedics should be able to order tests and initiate treatments such as antibiotics. The
important tie to identity in their suggestion is that the roles of a paramedic and a nurse continue
to be segregated despite each profession having the skills to cross over into each other’s
environment. The reality of paramedics sitting with their patients for hours on end is not likely
to end, and thus an exploration of how a paramedic can be better utilized in a setting that is
otherwise a “holding pattern”, could be used to substantiate the expansion of a paramedic’s role
in the hallway environment.
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Research Limitations
As Leeds-Hurwitz (2019) described, I accomplished a thick description of paramedic culture
because I used “a semiotic approach, emphasizing how people construct and convey meaning
through signs and symbols, both for themselves and others” (Introduction section, para. 1).
My research is a thick description and accounting of the AHS EMS profession and the expressed
identity of paramedics who work within that culture. Additionally, I described how my methods
permitted me to achieve a measure of data saturation because interviewing more participants
would yield a diminishing amount of further significant insights. Despite this thick accounting
of EMS culture, my methods did not allow me to generate statistical generalization with the
entire AHS EMS population. That is why my original research design included an all-staff
survey to measure how my thematic findings were aligned with the broader EMS workforce. My
original research design accounted for the lack of statistical generalization that interviews alone
would produce, and it accounted for my awareness of how statistical data is used by EMS leaders
to develop change initiatives. However, at the time of me writing this dissertation, the COVID19 pandemic continued to impact the world in many ways and my research was no exception.
Out of respect for a beleaguered workforce, and one that was already being engaged with on
several levels, I made a collective decision with EMS leaders not to pursue an all-staff survey.
This decision did not change the depth of findings that I gathered through the interviews, but it
did affect my ability to translate my findings into numerical data that represented a much larger
population. Therefore, I position my research as an exploration of how meaning is generated in
the EMS culture, and how that meaning is influenced by the role, location, and seniority of my
participants.
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The Limitations of Subculture Identification. Despite my participants all coming from
a wide variety of organizational strata and roles, there may be additional subculture boundaries
that were not identified by my research. For example, 12 of my 13 research participants were
Advanced Care Paramedics (ACPs), and there were no Primary Care Paramedics (PCPs) among
them. One of my participants is an Emergency Medical Responder (EMR), which is the most
basic level of training for service on an ambulance. EMRs do not work with Advanced Care
Paramedics due to the minimum standards of an Advanced Life Support ambulance. The
participant who worked as a PCP for several years shared how they “felt like they needed to let
the big boys take over”, which means to allow the ACP to assume care when advanced
interventions or treatments are required. By not having the perspectives of current PCPs, my
exploration of subculture boundaries may be missing an important attribute. Further, I focused
on paramedic identity because the vast majority of personnel in AHS EMS are trained as such,
and secondly because I was interested in paramedic identity specifically. However, AHS EMS
employs people who work in many other types of roles that don’t require paramedic training.
Beyond paramedics and paramedic managers, EMS employs 911 dispatchers, people trained in
business practices such as logistics, experts in data analytics, and a wide variety of support staff
such as administration assistants and scheduling clerks. All of these roles provide a necessary
function within EMS, and to fully describe the EMS culture it would be prudent to access people
in all of these non-clinical roles because my research focused only on trained paramedics.
The Limitations of Affordance. Throughout my picture data, my participants shared
images of their environment and the artifacts that were of value to their identity. Some of my
participants also spoke about their connection to other helping professions such as the first
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responder triad, and those who work in a hospital. Interestingly, very few pictures of a
paramedic’s environment in the emergency room (ER) were depicted despite almost all patient
transports ending up in the ER. Within my data, two pictures were taken inside a hospital and
one picture of a hospital exterior was included. I asked one of my participants who included the
inside of the hospital in their pictures why they did not include more hospital pictures as a part of
their identity. Their answer was simply that it is not appropriate to take pictures inside an ER
due to ongoing patient care. Therefore, it is conceivable that the lack of hospital pictures was
impacted by a lack of affordance to capture those images than as a representation of my
participants’ identity and who they align with. However, in exploring my participants’ alignment
along the first response/healthcare continuum, I have examples of when my participants did
express an alignment with healthcare staff such as nurses.
Ethical Considerations for Anonymity. The title of my dissertation makes clear that
this research is visually based, and my methodology articulates that pictures were used to
enhance the interview process, and to provide further insight into the culture through a frequency
analysis. My informed consent document outlined how I will maintain my participants’ identity
in confidence and that I will seek their permission specifically for any picture that I include in
the dissertation. The one picture depicted in Figure 2 represents multiple themes, and that is why
I chose to include it. Figure 2 represents coffee, partner values, both female and male
paramedics, the outside environment, an EMS vehicle, the pandemic via personal protective
equipment, and how important mental health practices are. Despite the interest my readers may
have in seeing the images I received, I elected to not include any because of how many of the
images could be used to reverse-identify my participants. Even the most generic looking image
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contains identifying information. For example, many of my participants took pictures from their
social media accounts, and thus they pictures could be recognized by a wide range of people. In
other situations, the image was of the participant themselves, or the specific place they work in.
In both instances, even with facial blurring and photograph editing, the image could contain
enough information to identify the participant. A core feature of social science research is the
maintenance of anonymity especially if one’s participation is predicated on the assurance of that
anonymity. I continue to advocate for no pictures in my dissertation because I cannot predict
how even the most generic picture could be used to reverse-identify my participants.
My Personal Bias. When I transcribed my interviews, I was struck with how often I used
the pronoun “our” and “we” when I discussed EMS culture with my participants. For example, I
would ask “how do we express identity in our culture?” I did not speak as if I was an external
researcher who would use the pronoun “you” as in the example “how do you express identity in
your culture”? I described how I have an emic perspective as it pertains to the EMS profession
due to my decades-long tenure as a paramedic. By identifying my comments as having a
thematic quality of immersion into the very culture I am studying, I can see how my
interpretations and suggestions could be biased. For example, my own values of how to portray
professionalism include the limitation of when and how expletive language is used. I included
the expletive language that many of my participants uttered during their interview because it is
an accurate reflection of the culture and the language artifacts within. However, my own biases
on professionalism result in me seeing expletive use as a limitation for paramedics to advance as
professionals. Without exploring how expletive language may, or may not, be used in other
professional cultures such as physicians, nurses, lawyers, or academic professors, my own biases
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may be impacting my sense of the limitations within the EMS culture to achieve a
professionalized status.
Another potential source of bias exists due to my emic perspective within the very culture
that I studied. My emic perspective allowed me to detect elements of my participants’ comments
to provide further insight into the meaning of their responses and the pictures they provided.
However, those who would critique my findings may find that I amplified certain elements of the
data because I chose to describe how those elements mapped onto my own career experiences. I
wrote specifically about how I detected Paramedic Response Units (PRUs), and how working on
that type of response vehicle can generate a sense of loneliness for the paramedics who value atwork partnerships. I may have asked this question because of my own feelings having worked
on PRUs throughout my career. In this way, my own reflections within the findings section may
provide a sense that a theme, or observation, is more relevant to the EMS culture than other data
is. Despite these acknowledged forms of bias, I also note how my emic-based questions resulted
in my participants confirming much of what I observed as relevant components of their identity
expressions.
The Importance of My Research
My research adds a novel exploration of paramedic culture to the academic literature
because this type of research has not been performed with this population previously. By me
using pictures to illuminate the EMS culture and paramedic identity, I have revealed some
important insights into how AHS EMS paramedics map onto the findings within extant literature.
Accordingly, my research triangulates well with the existing literature, which means that
literature from different jurisdictions can be seen as holding relevant information for leaders who
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contemplate new initiatives in Alberta. The second important aspect of my research is that my
findings provide insight into the specific values that AHS EMS paramedics and paramedic
managers hold. This exploration is important because “leaders are often denied access to critical
information and may, therefore, not be the best at assessing organizational culture or its effects
on operations” (Stohr et al., 2012, p. 361). By reviewing extant literature from other parts of the
world, and by acknowledging the nuanced findings within my research, organizational leaders
will have the broadest form of knowledge to guide their decision making.
When describing cultural change, Kim and Chang (2018) found that “more than 70
percent of change initiative fail in practice, and no matter what culture an organization strives
for, employees’ organizational identification rarely occurs unless organization identity overlaps
with employees’ personal identities” (Kim & Chang, 2018, p. 79). Additionally, “as many
organizations have discovered, declaring a new organizational mission does not necessarily
imply the support and commitment of organizational members” (Denison & Mishra, 1995, p.
216). By my participants expressing their identity values, and through my analysis, leaders may
be in a better position to align their practices and initiatives with that of what I found in the
literature review and my own study data. First, I have shown how important the organizational
artifacts are to paramedics; in particular the uniforms, equipment, and the stories that they tell.
Second, I have shown how impactful organizational structure is on the formation of identity.
Third, I have shown how paramedics will decide for themselves how to advance the culture
toward one that embraces effective mental health practices through the inputs of change agents in
the workforce who no longer tolerate historical approaches to mental health. Put together, these
findings mean that the very structure of EMS, whom paramedics routinely work with, the
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physical artifacts such as equipment, uniforms, and language that saturate the paramedic
environment all have a very significant impact on the formation of culture. Leaders can promote
certain values, but that may not be enough to cause the change that is envisioned. By being
attentive to the cultural artifacts within EMS and the shadow-system of employee sentiment,
organizational leaders may understand why certain change initiatives have failed, and what
aspects of the culture they may be able to influence. For example, the green stripe is already a
well-known symbol that was resisted, but my research shows that additional differentiating
aspects of historical municipal uniforms have been lost. A simple suggestion I can make is that
the EMS uniform be updated to include a symbol or accoutrement that indicates where a
paramedic works as one small example of how an artifact can generate value congruence.
I am confident that by me sharing my findings in key formats such as the EMS Research
Symposiums, I will have the ability to translate my findings into salient discussions for
paramedics and paramedic leaders. Organizational change is a collaborative process where
existing values and espoused values mix. For example, Schein (1990) describes how leaders
influence the direction of an organization through what he called “primary embedding
mechanisms” (p. 115). These mechanisms involve what leaders pay attention to, what they
measure and control, how leaders recruit new employees, how leaders react to critical incidents,
and how they model behavior (Schein, 1990, p. 115). By paying attention to certain
organizational artifacts such as uniforms and how those uniforms are used in the mission of
professionalism, a leader may increase their attentiveness to the dress and deportment of
paramedic staff as a way to enhance the professionalism of the paramedic workforce. Regardless
of the recommendations that I have made, it is better that I constrain my recommendations within
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this dissertation in lieu of presenting my findings in a forum where change initiatives are being
discussed. In that way, my personal biases can be integrated with the values and perceptions of a
wider audience, and thus any recommendations that stem from my research will be generated
through a collaborative approach.
Conclusion
This research was conducted to answer my core questions regarding how paramedics who
work for Alberta Health Services Emergency Medical Services (AHS EMS) express their
professional identity in the context of significant change. Further, I explored how such identity
is expressed through the cultural artifacts within EMS, and how those artifacts are used to
reinforce and perpetuate the EMS culture. I chose an identity exploration because the shift away
from municipal-based public safety services to a provincialized healthcare entity represented a
substantial adjustment for the EMS profession. As my literature review and my data show, the
differences between a public safety culture and a healthcare culture are fundamental in nature.
Right from the first day of training, paramedics and healthcare workers such as nurses are
immersed into cultures that are philosophically distinct. A common focus is patient care, but the
approaches to patient care are very different between these two groups. Generally speaking,
paramedics in a public safety role are taught to be independent practitioners who initiate shortterm critical interventions in a pre-hospital environment that includes police and firefighters.
Conversely, the academic literature describes healthcare professionals as members of multidisciplinary teams where a wide variety of distinctly-skilled practitioners work together to render
ongoing care in a hospital environment. The paramedics who work for AHS are immersed into a
healthcare system that is their employer, and I saw that an identity-based social science study
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was warranted because of how such an investigation could illuminate the core assumptions of my
participants. Overall, I identified three important elements within my research. First, my data
revealed how my participants expressed their identity differently based on the attributes of their
role, but there exists an enduring connection to EMS identity values regardless of the structural
changes that one has experienced. Second, I added to the scant body of social science literature
that exists for paramedics, which resulted in a confirmation of how my participants’ values and
perceptions aligned with and refuted the literature in important ways. The third major result of
my research is that I offer a nuanced insight into the AHS EMS culture such that the anecdotal
observations of EMS stakeholders who seek to implement change can be supported empirically.
Methodological Effectiveness. I found that my methodological approach to use pictures
as prompts for an interview discussion revealed my participants’ identity in ways that extended
beyond what an interview alone would have produced. One of my participants expressed
appreciation for my photo-elicitation approach because they felt that their values could be better
expressed through the use of photographs. They remarked how “a picture is worth a thousand
words” (Participant 2). By using a photo-elicitation technique, I was able to access some hidden
assumptions that would have gone undetected without the data that a picture provides. For
example, I found that several of my participants showed pictures of themselves working in a
Paramedic Response Unit, which is a single paramedic sport-utility response vehicle. The
participants included these pictures as a representation of their working environment, and in
many instances the PRU was just a backdrop for their intended answer that related to how
dispatchers support paramedics or how a PRU signals accomplishment. However, I also know
how working alone can be a source of stress for paramedics because I have worked on PRUs
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myself. Without the pictures of the PRUs being present, I would not have asked about the
impacts of working alone. Due to my picture-based methodology, I discovered a new identity
theme among my participants that relates to how their identity as sole practitioners establishes a
niche within the paramedic workforce. Additionally, by evaluating the pictures as a single
dataset, I was able to see patterns in the artifacts that provided an additional layer of meaning.
The most notable finding was that all of my participants included a picture of an EMS uniform in
their submitted pictures. Each picture was used to represent a specific idea, but the fact that
every participant included a uniform in at least one of their pictures is significant. Even in the
interviews where the uniform was not discussed as an important component of identity, my
quantitative analysis of the picture data reveals that uniforms are valued if only on an implicit
level. Thus, I demonstrated how effective the photo-elicitation methods can be at illuminating
hidden assumptions.
The understanding I gained through my thick description of paramedic identity and EMS
culture also allowed me to compare AHS EMS paramedics with the extant literature. I was
struck with how close some of my participant answers were to what is described in the studies
that were conducted in different EMS jurisdictions. Of the various forms of alignment, the
literature described paramedics as storytellers, and I found that storytelling is indeed an
important feature of the paramedic culture. This was exemplified by the participant who
conducted their interview as a series of stories, and I showed how those stories have an impact
on the transmission of culture and how stories impart wisdom to junior paramedics. The
literature also described the importance of so-called “black humour” which is defined as dark,
cynical, and sarcastic accounts “particularly relating to events of a more serious nature”, but
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which serve to “strengthen the bonds among first responders” (Charman, 2015, p. 162). This
exact sentiment was articulated by several of my participants as they described the closed society
aspect of that practice and how their relationships are strengthened through shared adversity.
Additionally, I found paramedic-specific colloquialisms in the literature and within my
participants’ responses. These colloquialisms are used by my participants in the same way that
the academic literature described their use. In particular, paramedic-specific vocabulary is
deployed to convey the nature of the call, or how certain patient presentations are categorized.
Throughout my interviews, I found that the picture prompts, combined with my probing
questions, resulted in the interviews moving from a description of paramedic identity to areas
that I did not anticipate. Accordingly, I explored how being a paramedic impacts family and
friends, I learned that being a suburban rural paramedic means that there is a high probability
that one will treat someone they know and perhaps love, and I discovered that the police culture
promotes attributes such as humility and self-reflection in their officers; something my
participants felt is lacking in the EMS culture. I also discovered instances of how emergency
room nurses are considered part of the paramedic identity, which is not described in the literature
but can be explained by the theories of structural identity (e.g., identity is impacted by whom one
works with). Additionally, some of my participants chose to share intimate details of their
personal lives and how being a paramedic was relevant to what they have experienced with their
family members. In this context, I learned how a paramedic can go into a detached mode even
when treating a significantly injured spouse, or how one’s experience as a paramedic reduces
their desire to see a recently deceased family member’s body as a measure of closure.
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The Public Safety / Healthcare Continuum. I wrote extensively about the distinctions
between paramedics and nurses as representatives of the public safety and healthcare professions
respectively. As I outlined at the beginning of this section, the academic literature provides clear
examples of how these professions are distinct. These distinctions are important because they
represent one of the core rationales for me to conduct this research. What I found was that
despite the significant structure changes to a paramedic’s employment structure, there exists an
enduring sense that paramedicine is unique within healthcare. Many of the same procedures and
patient treatment protocols exist in both areas, but the pervasiveness of where those interventions
are deployed, and who they deploy them with continues to impact a paramedic’s sense of self
along the public safety/healthcare continuum.
Cultural Beacons. At the start of my research, I had a sense of how important the
physical artifacts within the EMS culture are to paramedics. My interest in those artifacts was
also supported by my interest in semiotic meaning-making. Human communication, and the
production of meaning occurs on many levels, and I was interested in illuminating some of the
unconscious or unspoken meanings that exist in symbolic artifacts. Hence, one of my core
questions asked about what artifacts emerged as important, and how those artifacts are used in
the perpetuation of culture. Cultural beacons are defined as those objects which hold a
secondary meaning typically only understood by those in a culture (Dura et al. 2012, p. 101).
Being a uniformed culture, and one that is described as para-military (Participant 13), it is not
surprising that an artifact value is amplified in the paramedic culture. The uniforms that a
paramedic wears, the equipment they use, and the vehicles they drive have all been imbued with
secondary meanings that a non-paramedic observer might not detect. I also learned how the
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transition to a common AHS EMS unform represented a removal of an important symbol of
accomplishment and differentiation due to the community pride that was expressed by many of
my participants. Geographical pride was especially present in those who work in small towns
where being a paramedic has ambassador-like qualities.
Cultural Perpetuation. I had a sense that interviewing employees who were hired into
AHS EMS without ever having experienced the previous EMS system themselves would
demonstrate a desire to be aligned with healthcare because working for a healthcare entity is all
they have ever known. However, the power of the EMS culture has impacted their perceptions
because I found that my participants who were hired into the AHS EMS system expressed many
of the same first-responder values as their more senior counterparts. Even the historical accounts
of how EMS divested from the fire department are well-known and told by those who were not
paramedics in the 1980s. Thus, I found that the antecedent perspectives of those who worked as
a paramedic prior to 2009 have an impact on the values expressed by newer employees.
However, I found that a notable feature of paramedic history is being dismissed by a younger
generation of paramedics. The historical value of supressing emotions and portraying a
continual stoic posture is something that many of my participants no longer tolerate. This is an
important finding because it demonstrates that paramedics may be at the vanguard of a time
where paramedic mental illness and suicide is on the decline. Time will tell, but the foundations
of accepting mental health as a vital component of paramedic work are present. In this way, I see
how younger paramedics can have a positive influence on their more senior peers as a form of
reverse cultural impact, and I can demonstrate that culture does not always transmit from senior
to junior personnel.
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Potential Future Research. By answering my core research questions through photoelicitation and semi-structured interviews, I encountered some data that did not repeat and thus
did not emerge as thematic buckets. In particular, my data contains a reference to how
paramedics are often held in hospital hallways with their patients for several hours at a time. I
know how paramedics and paramedic managers feel this practice has a significant negative
impact on paramedic job satisfaction and system performance due to ambulances being
unavailable. I was interested in how one of my participants shared a potential way to capture a
paramedic’s skillset during a time that is otherwise used as a holding pattern. Much of EMS
research is focused on the clinical efficacy of paramedic procedures, and an important clinical
study to consider is how paramedics providing pre-transition care and assessment in a hospital
environment could improve patient outcomes. From a social science perspective, such a study
could also measure a paramedic’s job satisfaction if they were permitted to apply additional
skillsets while their patient is waiting for a hospital bed.
Nursing Identity. My research showed an alignment with the literature on paramedics,
but my literature review also described nurses in the context of how healthcare and public safety
are distinct. An important next step in this vein of research would be to engage with nurses in a
photo-elicitation identity study. I have some insight into how a healthcare worker might depict
their identity through pictures because of the different images that adorn the walls of AHS
headquarter buildings, and those that are present in the EMS headquarters. I have worked in
both environments. In the EMS headquarters, the pictures that adorn the walls were chosen by a
committee of EMS paramedics, and a notable feature of those images is that they all represent
EMS equipment. The pictures range from images of ambulances at sunset, to fixed wing air
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ambulance aircraft, to images of the EMS crest. Conversely, when I worked in a AHS
headquarter building, the mural images that adorned the elevator vestibules were all of nurses
providing bedside care to a patient and other types of patient interactions. By conducting a
photo-elicitation study with nurses, a researcher could compare and contrast their findings with
my data. If similar core questions are used, a direct comparison could be made between nursing
and paramedic cultures in Alberta. By having identity insights from both cultures, it would be
possible to foster a greater alignment between the two cultures by focusing on the common traits
between them.
Exploring the Cultural Distinctions Between First Responders. Throughout my data
analysis and my discussion, I described how paramedics feel connected to other members of the
first response triad. However, those connections are not necessarily stable because my
participants, and my literature review, demonstrated that some friction exists between
paramedics and firefighters. My research did not fully explore these dynamics, and it would be a
worthwhile venture to study the different perceptions among the first responder triad that is
associated typically with who responds to 911 calls. My lived experience is that paramedics
share a closer connection to police officers, and my anecdotal observations match with the
literature that suggests police and paramedics are aligned in a common view of firefighting
personnel. The reality in Alberta is that all three professions work hard, but the fire department
personnel have more opportunity to sleep at night or play games while on shift. I am reminded
of some of my participants’ pictures that showed paramedics sleeping on shift, and playing
advanced boardgames in between calls in a rural environment, so the paramedic observations of
how firefighters have a more relaxed at work experience may not necessarily map to the reality
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because EMS personnel also experience downtime, especially in a rural environment. A future
study that compares and contrasts the identity of police officers and firefighters in the context of
belonging to a first response triad could reveal important insights about how these three
professions interact. The value of this could be that, again, a focus on what is common could
reduce any protentional friction between those who respond to people in need.
Final Thoughts
My research fills a gap in academic literature because my research participants and my
literature review both indicate how the literature pertaining to EMS is scant. Further, I fill a
specific type of gap in EMS research because the vast majority of EMS related literature pertains
to clinical efficacy. The social sciences represent an under-researched component of the EMS
profession. Within the social science literature that does exist, my research is novel because the
methods that I used and the way that my participants were asked to describe themselves is not
represented in the extant literature. Prior to my study, the paramedics in Alberta were engaged in
social science investigations because Corman (2017a; 2017b) rode with Calgary-area
paramedics, and his findings were based on his observations and his interviews. My research
asked paramedics explicitly about how they see themselves versus a researcher drawing
inferences from observation.
Having experienced the transition from Calgary EMS to AHS EMS myself, I became
ever attentive to the sentiments of my peers because of my role in supporting the development of
a healthy workforce both mentally and physically. However, my interest in EMS culture became
amplified when I began travelling throughout the province. I was exposed to paramedics in
almost every city and town from Northern Alberta to the Southern border, and I began to see how
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the paramedics in different areas exhibited sentiments that were consistent with a general
paramedic culture, but more importantly how their sentiments showed some regional
idiosyncrasy. I became aware of how EMS was represented by several geographical subcultures,
and how such a heterogenous make-up represented a potential barrier to the successful
integration of AHS EMS as a homogenous entity. With the realization that EMS is comprised of
many subcultures, my interests expanded to the other ways that EMS was split into subcultures
by way of role, rank, seniority and level of training. Accordingly, my research provides
academic rigor to support my anecdotal observations.
In closing, I put my study forward as an important piece of research that organizational
stakeholders can used to inform their future initiatives. I demonstrated how my data is consistent
with the literature, and thus the existing body of literature on paramedics can be viewed as a
relevant source of truth for local considerations. However, I feel that one of my most important
contributions is that I have told the story of the paramedics in Alberta from the first-person
accounts of my paramedic participants. I identified a common frustration that paramedics feel
misunderstood in the eyes of the public, and in the eyes of other healthcare professionals, and
that being an enigma stands in the way of how EMS can advance in the future. Despite this
research not representing statistical generalization, my participants do represent a wide
continuum of demographic profiles including a nearly equal gender distribution (five females,
and 7 males). Therefore, the goal that I outlined in my introduction was achieved. I wanted to
tell the paramedics’ story through their own eyes. Accordingly, my research was designed to
elicit data and then to inductively theme the responses, which means that my participants
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provided the knowledge versus me confirming some prior assertions. Accordingly, I can say
confidently that the story my participants wanted to tell has been accurately and fulsomely told.
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Appendix A
Crosstab Data Table for EMS Uniform Compared With Identity Pride
This table shows the relationship between the presence of a uniform in a picture and if the
participant’s comments about that picture conveyed a sentiment of pride. The sentiment of pride
was detected in 51 of the 105 total images. The analysis of this crosstab data table shows that
when a uniform was present in a picture, the participant’s sentiment was of pride 33 out of 51
times. Put differently, this shows pride was conveyed in two-thirds of the pictures that contained
an image of an EMS uniform somewhere in the photograph.
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Appendix B
Crosstab Data Table For EMS Equipment Compared With Identity Pride
This table shows the relationship between the presence of EMS equipment in a picture and if the
participant’s comments about that picture conveyed a sentiment of pride. The sentiment of pride
was detected in 51 of the 105 total images. The analysis of this crosstab data table shows that
EMS equipment was present in 25 out of the 51 pictures where a sentiment of pride was
expressed. Put another way, this table shows my participants included a piece of EMS
equipment just under half of the time whenever a sentiment of pride was conveyed.
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Appendix C
Crosstab Data Table For EMS Vehicles When Compared With Identity Pride
This table shows the relationship between the presence of an EMS vehicle in a picture and if the
participant’s comments about that picture conveyed a sentiment of pride. The sentiment of pride
was detected in 51 of the 105 total images. The analysis of this crosstab data table shows that
EMS equipment was present in 21 out of the 51 pictures where a sentiment of pride was
expressed. Put differently, this table shows my participants included an EMS vehicle just over
40% of the time whenever a sentiment of pride was conveyed.
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Figure 9.
Participant demographic profiles
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Semi-structured interview guide
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